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Abstract

Flooding is a major societal problem today as extreme weather phenomena are

becoming more common. When it rains, rainwater �ows into drains and collects in

sewers, is absorbed by soil, or �ows into existing crooks and rivers and ends up in a

lake or ocean. However, when the amount of rain exceeds what can be absorbed by

soil and sewers, water collects into large pools that �ll up depressions of the terrain.

Thanks to advances in LiDAR sensing technology, highly detailed digital eleva-

tion models are increasingly becoming available. By re�ning the digital elevation

model of an area to incorporate underground pipes, tunnels, and waterways under

bridges, the resulting surface model enables a wide variety of terrain analysis applica-

tions, which includes simulating water �ow to predict which areas will be �ooded in

various kinds of extreme weather. However, the size of the terrain models available

today easily exceed the main memory (RAM) capacity of a regular desktop computer.

Since reading a piece of data from the disk is a million times slower than reading

data from RAM, algorithms must be I/O-e�cient, that is, they must be designed to

minimize the number of times data is accessed on disk.

In this thesis, we develop new I/O-e�cient algorithms to model and simulate

�ooding from rainfall and sea-level rise on massive digital elevation models. Contrary

to previous work, our algorithms have the capacity to model non-uniform extreme

weather events, such as rainfall that varies in intensity over the terrain or varying sea

level along the coastline. Since e.g. local extreme �ash �oods can a�ect downstream

areas that do not receive heavy rainfall directly, it is important to model such non-

uniform events.

To aid in the implementation of I/O-e�cient algorithms such as the ones we

present in this thesis, we also develop a new software framework to support modular

and maintainable implementations of algorithms while automatically minimizing

the I/O-overhead between modules.

Finally, we consider modeling �ood risk on terrains with uncertainty, since

large high-resolution terrain models only approximate the ground truth and are

subject to a degree of uncertainty; for instance, the raw data acquired with LiDAR

sensing is subject to measurement error, and the re�nement step to incorporate

underground pipes and other waterways into the terrain model is not perfect, which

causes uncertainty in the resulting terrain model. By representing the uncertainty

in terrain data explicitly, we develop methods for �ood risk analysis that properly

incorporate terrain uncertainty when reporting what areas are at risk of �ooding.
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Resumé

Oversvømmelse er et omfattende samfundsmæssigt problem i dag, da ekstreme

vejrfænomener bliver mere almindelige. Når det regner, ender regnvandet med at

�yde ned i a�øb og samles i kloakker, at blive absorberet af jordbunden, eller at

�yde hen i eksisterende bække og �oder for til sidst at ende i en sø eller et hav. Når

mængden af regnvand derimod overstiger hvad der kan absorberes af jordbunden og

kloakkerne, samles vandet i store vandmasser, der oversvømmer lavninger i terrænet.

Takket være udviklingen i LiDAR-sensing-teknologi bliver meget detaljerede

digitale højdemodeller i stigende grad tilgængelige. Ved at tilrette højdemodellen

for at inkorporere underjordiske rør, tunneller, og vandføringsveje under broer kan

den benyttes til mange forskellige analyser, herunder at forudse hvilke områder der

oversvømmes ved forskellige former for ekstreme vejrfænomener. Størrelsen på de

tilgængelige højdemodeller overstiger dog nemt den interne hukommelse (RAM) i

en almindelig computer. Da det tager en million gange længere at læse et stykke data

fra en harddisk, end det tager at læse data fra RAM, skal algoritmer være I/O-e�ektive,
dvs. de skal designes til at minimere antallet af gange data læses fra harddisken.

I denne afhandling udvikler vi nye I/O-e�ektive algoritmer til at modellere

og simulere oversvømmelse fra regn og havniveaustigninger på massive digitale

højdemodeller. I modsætning til tidligere forskningsresultater kan vores algoritmer

bruges til at modellere uensartede vejrfænomener, såsom når nedbørsmængden

varierer hen over landet, eller når havniveauet varierer langs kysten. Eftersom

eksempelvis lokale skybrud kan oversvømme områder nedstrøms, der ikke selv har

fået store mængder nedbør, er det vigtigt at modellere sådanne uensartede hændelser.

For at støtte op om implementeringen af I/O-e�ektive algoritmer, såsom dem

vi præsenterer i denne afhandling, udvikler vi også et nyt software-framework der

understøtter modulære og vedligeholdbare implementationer af algoritmer, samtidig

med at de ekstra I/O-operationer mellem moduler automatisk mindskes.

Endelig undersøger vi oversvømmelsesrisiko på højdemodeller med usikkerheder,

da massive detaljerede højdemodeller kun er en tilnærmelse af virkeligheden; ek-

sempelvis er rådata fra LiDAR-sensing forbundet med måleusikkerhed, og processen

forbundet med at tilrette højdemodellen for at inkorporere underjordiske rør og an-

dre vandføringsveje er ikke perfekt, hvilket forårsager usikkerhed i den resulterende

højdemodel. Ved at repræsentere usikkerheden i højdemodellen direkte udvikler vi

metoder til oversvømmelsesrisikovurdering der tager højde for datausikkerhed når

det rapporteres hvilke områder der er i risiko for oversvømmelse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Flooding is a major societal problem today as extreme weather phenomena are

becoming more common. When it rains, rainwater �ows into drains and collects in

sewers, is absorbed by soil, or �ows into existing crooks and rivers and ends up in

a lake or ocean. However, when the amount of rain exceeds what can be absorbed

by soil and sewers, water collects into large pools that �ll up depressions of the

terrain. The time it takes for a depression of the terrain to �ll up depends on three

factors: The volume of the depression, that is, how many cubic meters of water it can

contain, the rain rate, that is, how many millimeters rain per hour fall on the terrain,

and the area of the watershed of the depression, that is, the part of the terrain from

which rainwater �ows downstream into the depression. As rainwater collects in a

pool, eventually the pool over�ows because the water surface has risen to reach a

so-called saddle point, which is the lowest point on the boundary of the pool. Then,

rainwater stops accumulating in the pool and instead starts �owing over the saddle

point and towards another depression in the terrain, increasing the watershed area

of that other depression, and thus increasing the rate at which the other depression

�lls up. This causes what is known as a �ash �ood: A sudden incoming stream of

water that appears when a depression upstream has �lled up.

When heavy rain is in the forecast, home owners need to prepare if they are in

the a�ected area. Historical knowledge can help in this situation: A home owner

can take appropriate precautions by thinking back to the last time heavy rain was

in the forecast and remembering what areas were �ooded then. However, large

construction projects change the picture. Consider for example when the highway

Djurslandmotorvejen was constructed south of the town of Lystrup in Aarhus

Municipality, Denmark in 2008. Four years later, on August 26, 2012, Lystrup and

the surrounding area was hit with heavy rain: 48 millimeter rain fell in just three

hours, of which 24 millimeter fell in the course of just a half hour. Areas of Lystrup

that had never been �ooded by rain before were �ooded during this rain event, as

the newly constructed highway had blocked waterways that would have previously

transported water away from Lystrup. To prevent �ooding in this area in the future,

Aarhus Municipality dug and constructed new pipes under Djurslandmotorvejen in

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Left: Water �ow simulation on the 0.4-meter model of Denmark, show-

ing how rain �ows along the gutters of the two intersecting streets. Right: Same

simulation performed on the older 1.6-meter model, in which the resolution of data

is not high enough to model water �ow in gutters.

2016 and 2017 to transport rainwater away from the town to areas where the water

is harmless.

Flash �oods caused by new construction projects can be prevented by using com-

puters to simulate how water �ows on the terrain during heavy rain. The �ooding

in Lystrup in 2012 might have been prevented if the construction of Djurslandmo-

torvejen had taken into account how the highway reduces the ways for rainwater to

�ow on the terrain. What is needed is an algorithm (that is, a computer program or

app) that looks at a digital elevation model of an area and a forecast that indicates

where rain is falling and how much rain is expected, and simulates the forecast on

the terrain model to display the areas that will be �ooded after the rain event. By

running such a simulation on two models: one of the terrain before the highway is

constructed, and one of the terrain after the construction, the �ood risk caused by

the construction project can be assessed, and future �oods can be minimized.

When simulating water �ow on a digital elevation model, the resolution of terrain

data limits how realistic a simulation can be. For instance, when using the publicly

available 1 arcsecond grid model of the Earth [64], in which each cell corresponds

to roughly a 30-by-30 meter region, man-made dikes and canals narrower than

30 meters are not detectable in the model, and therefore the simulation might not

take into account such constructions that are speci�cally built to prevent �ooding.

Luckily, highly detailed terrain models are increasingly becoming available thanks

to advances in LiDAR sensing technology. With LiDAR, an aircraft is equipped with

an array of light transmitters and detectors to measure the distance between the

aircraft and the ground. By using this technology, large areas can be e�ciently and

accurately mapped out to produce a digital elevation model. In 2016 the Danish

government released a terrain model of Denmark in which each cell corresponds

to a 0.4-by-0.4 meter region [37]; the average noise in elevation (measured using

the root mean square error) is just 5 cm. This model is precise enough that water
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Figure 1.2: Water �ow simulation on a 12-by-12 km portion of the 0.4-meter model

of Denmark. The highlighted green area is the watershed of the pinned location.

This example watershed has a diameter of about 12.1 km.

�ow in the gutters of a regular street can be simulated; refer to Figure 1.1 for an

example. Besides the resolution of terrain data, the extent of the terrain represented

by the model is important as well. A 10-by-10 km region of a 0.4-by-0.4 meter model

contains 625 million cells, which require roughly 2.5 GB of memory to store. This is

about the limit of what a regular desktop computer can handle in-memory, but 10

km is not nearly large enough to capture the watershed of an area a�ected by �ash

�ooding. Refer to Figure 1.2 for an example.

Since the terrain model needs to be of both high resolution and a large extent,

the data size of the terrain model easily exceeds the main memory (RAM) capacity of

a regular desktop computer. Instead, the terrain model is stored on a disk, and small

sections of the model can be loaded into memory when needed. However, reading a

piece of data from the disk is a million times slower than reading data from RAM.

The following analogy by D. Comer, popularized by Lars Arge [13, 14], can help to

understand this tremendous di�erence: “The di�erence in speed between modern

CPU and disk technologies is analogous to the di�erence in speed in sharpening a

pencil using a sharpener on one’s desk or by taking an airplane to the other side of

the world and using a sharpener on someone else’s desk.” If a sharp pencil is needed,

but the only pencil sharpener is on the other side of the world, a logical choice is to

�ll one’s luggage with pencils and sharpen them all at once to avoid making the trip

every time a sharp pencil is needed. Likewise, whenever a piece of data from the

disk is accessed, the disk returns a block of data on the disk containing the requested

piece of data along with the data that is adjacent on the disk. The act of retrieving or

writing a block of data is called an input/output-operation, I/O-operation, or simply
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an I/O. Depending on the layout of data on the disk, the block of data returned by the

disk can be more or less useful to the algorithm that requested the piece of data. We

say that an algorithm has so-called spatial locality if it tends to access adjacent pieces

of data on the disk (as opposed to spreading its data access pattern all across the disk);

in this case, the disk is helping by returning an entire block. Since each I/O takes a

million times longer than reading data from RAM or performing a calculation, it is

important to minimize the number of I/Os. One way of achieving this is by laying

out data on disk so that data that is frequently accessed together by the algorithm

is in the same block, thus ensuring that whenever a block of data is returned from

the disk, the entire block is useful to the algorithm. Algorithms that minimize the

number of I/Os are called I/O-e�cient algorithms.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, we develop algorithms to simulate �ooding from rainfall and sea-level

rise on massive digital elevation models. To aid in the implementation of I/O-e�cient

algorithms such as the ones we present in this thesis, we also develop a new software

framework to support modular and maintainable implementations of algorithms.

The thesis is divided into two parts. The �rst part is a survey of the research area

on I/O-e�cient algorithms and algorithmic �ood risk modeling. The second part

consists of the papers that the thesis author has contributed within this research

area:

• Lars Arge, Mathias Rav, Sarfraz Raza, Morten Revsbæk:

I/O-E�cient Event Based Depression Flood Risk (Ch. 3, also [22])

• Lars Arge, Mathias Rav, Svend C. Svendsen, Jakob Truelsen:

External Memory Pipelining Made Easy With TPIE (Ch. 4, also [23])

• Mathias Rav, Aaron Lowe, Pankaj K. Agarwal:

Flood Risk Analysis on Terrains (Ch. 5, also [67])

• Lars Arge, Mathias Rav, Morten Revsbæk, Yujin Shin, Jungwoo Yang:

Sea-rise FloodPrediction onMassiveDynamicTerrains (Ch. 6, also [24])

In accordance with GSST rules, we inform readers that Chapters 3 and 4 were

also used in the progress report for the qualifying examination.



Chapter 2

Survey

This chapter is a survey of the research area on I/O-e�cient algorithms and algo-

rithmic �ood risk modeling. When describing an algorithm for �ood risk modeling,

it is easy to fall into the trap of describing only what real-world phenomenon the

algorithm is trying to model and simulate, as opposed to describing the pure compu-

tational problem actually solved by the algorithm; likewise, it is di�cult to devise

an algorithm for simulating a real-world �ooding phenomenon without �rst de-

ciding upon the mathematical abstraction in which the phenomenon is modeled.

Consequently, this chapter starts out by presenting in Section 2.1 the mathematical

de�nitions typically used to model �ow on terrains. Section 2.2 presents the I/O

model of computation, which is commonly used when developing and analyzing

algorithms for massive terrain data. The remaining sections survey the research liter-

ature on terrain analysis and �ood risk modeling and are organized into I/O-e�cient

algorithms (Section 2.3), algorithms for terrain data with uncertainty (Section 2.4),

and implementations (Section 2.5).

2.1 Preliminaries on terrains

This section is a reference for the de�nitions needed when modeling water �ow

on terrains. First, the two common representation of terrains, TINs and grids, are

introduced, and we discuss how a grid terrain can be transformed into a TIN terrain.

Then, several topological features of a terrain are introduced along with the contour

tree and merge tree. Finally, the most common models for modeling water �ow are

described. Most of the de�nitions in this section can be found scattered throughout

the research literature, but due to the sometimes stunted length of conference papers,

they are usually not stated explicitly, but rather just used as if they should be obvious

to the reader; this section is intended to alleviate this problem.

A height function h : M→ R assigns a height to each point on a two-dimensional

meshM, which is typically either a triangulation of a set V of N vertices in the plane

(called a triangular irregular network, or simply TIN ) or a subdivision of a rectangle

into N square cells (called simply a grid or raster). A triangulationM is said to be

7
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Figure 2.1: Example terrains [24]. (a)-(b) Triangulation M and vertex heights. (b)

Birds-eye perspective drawing of triangulation, showing that the faces of the terrain

make up a continuous surface. (c)-(d) Example grid terrain. (d) Birds-eye view of

grid terrain, showing that the height function is constant on each face, resulting in a

discontinuous height function.
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Delaunay if for every triangle of M, the circle through the corners of the triangle

contains no vertex in its interior. Refer to Figure 2.1. A terrain T consists of a mesh

M and height function h. For a TIN, the height of an interior point of a face of the

triangulation is found by a linear interpolation of the heights of the corners of the

face. For a grid, the height of a cell is constant. Thus, whereas the height function

for a TIN is continuous (Figure 2.1(b)), the height function for a grid is piecewise

constant (Figure 2.1(d)).

Let T be a TIN terrain. The graph of h is a surface and is denoted by Σ, that is,

Σ = {(x,y, z) ∈ R3 | (x,y) ∈ M,h(x,y) = z}. For two vertices u,v ∈ V, we say that

u and v are adjacent, or u is a neighbor of v , if the triangulation includes the edge

{u,v}. A vertex v is a boundary vertex if v is on the boundary ofM, and otherwise

it is an interior vertex. A path on V is a sequence p = (x1, . . . , xn) so that xi ∈ V
for i = 1, . . . ,n and xi and xi+1 are adjacent for all i = 1, . . . ,n − 1. A path on Σ
is a polygonal chain p = (x1, . . . , xn) so that all xi ∈ Σ and the segment (xi , xi+1)

is contained in a single face of M for all i . A path p = (x1, . . . , xn) is increasing
if h(xi+1) > h(xi ) for all i; we de�ne non-increasing, decreasing, non-decreasing in

a similar fashion. For two points x,y ∈ M, a lowest path from x to y is a path

p = (x = x1, . . . , xn = y) on Σ that minimizes maxz∈p h(z) = maxi h(xi ); similarly,

a highest path from x to y is a path p = (x = x1, . . . , xn = y) on Σ that maximizes

minz∈p h(z) = mini h(xi ) [41].

The triangulationM of a TIN terrain may include a so-called vertex at in�nity,

denoted by v∞, such that each edge incident to v∞ is a ray [6]. Suppose V includes

such a vertex v∞. In this case, h is a continuous function on all of R2
. If the slopes of

all edges incident to v∞ are negative (positive) we say that h(v∞) goes to −∞ (+∞).
Throughout this thesis we assume that h(v∞) goes to either −∞ or +∞, that is, we

do not consider TIN terrains where some rays to v∞ have negative slope and others

positive slope.

LetT be a grid terrain. For two cells u,v , we say that u andv are adjacent, or u is

a neighbor of v , if u , v and u and v share at least one point on their boundary. If u
and v share an edge on their boundary, then u is a cardinal neighbor of v ; otherwise,

u is a diagonal neighbor of v . A cell is an interior cell if it has 8 neighbors (four

cardinal and four diagonal neighbors), or a boundary cell if it has fewer. A path is a

sequence p = (v1, . . . ,vn) so that vi and vi+1 are adjacent cells for all i . We de�ne

increasing, non-increasing, decreasing, non-decreasing, lowest, highest path as for TIN

terrains. The adjacency graph ofT , denoted byGT , is a graph on the cells ofT where

two cells are connected in GT if and only if they are adjacent in T . Thus there is a

natural one-to-one correspondence between paths onT (as de�ned above) and paths

in GT (in the usual graph-theoretic sense).

There is a natural embedding of GT in R2
in which each vertex is placed at the

center of the corresponding cell; this embedding is not planar, as each two-by-two

square of cells has two intersecting diagonal edges. By removing a diagonal edge

from each such two-by-two square, a Delaunay triangular graph is obtained which

is called a triangulation of GT . A triangulation of a grid terrain T is a TIN terrain

consisting of a triangulation of GT and a height function that assigns to each vertex
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of GT the height of the corresponding cell in T . Note that the triangulation of T is

not unique, as the number of triangulations of an N -cell grid terrain is Θ(2N ).

Sinks, saddles, peaks of TIN terrain LetT be a TIN terrain. A vertex v is a sink
or local minimum if it has no lower neighbor. Similarly we say thatv is a peak or local
maximum if it has no higher neighbor. Later we will discuss common approaches

for handling the case when two adjacent vertices have the same height; for now we

assume that this is not the case.

For a vertex v we de�ne the link of v , denoted by Lk(v), as the subgraph of the

triangulation induced by the neighbors of v . Thus if v is on the boundary of M,

Lk(v) is a path; otherwise, Lk(v) is a cycle. Similarly we de�ne the lower (upper) link
of v , denoted by Lk

−(v) (Lk
+(v)), as the subgraph induced by the neighbors of v that

are lower (higher) than v . Each component in the lower (upper) link of v is called a

lower (upper) sequence of v .

We say that a vertex v is a saddle if it has multiple lower sequences and multiple

upper sequences, that is, it has four neighborsv1,v2,v3,v4 in clockwise order so that

max{h(v1),h(v3)} < h(v) < min{h(v2),h(v4)}.

A vertex is critical if it is a sink, peak or saddle; otherwise it is a regular vertex.

Contour tree of TIN terrain Let T = (M,h) be a TIN terrain. For ` ∈ R the

`-level set is the set h=` = {(x,y) ∈ M | h(x,y) = `}. Each connected component of

h=` is called a contour at level ` (or simply contour). If a contour does not intersect

the boundary ofM, then it consists of one or more simple polygonal cycles, and if

it also does not contain a saddle vertex, then it consists of a single simple cycle. A

contour that intersects the boundary ofM generally consists of polygonal paths and

cycles. The case whenM has a boundary requires re�ning the de�nition of saddle

vertex to handle boundary vertices correctly; for more details, refer to [41]. In the

following we assume thatM is a triangulation of all of R2
(i.e. it contains a vertex at

in�nity), and thus every contour consists of polygonal cycles.

Let ε be a positive value smaller than the height di�erence between any pair of

vertices in the terrain. A down-contour of a vertex v is any contour at level h(v) − ε
that intersects an edge incident to v . Similarly, an up-contour of v is any contour at

level h(v) + ε that intersects an edge incident to v . If a saddle has one down-contour

and two up-contours, then it is called a positive saddle; if it has two down-contours

and one up-contour, it is a negative saddle. A saddle is simple if it is a positive saddle

or negative saddle. Non-simple saddles can be unfolded into a number of simple

saddles [45]. Therefore we assume that all saddles in the terrain are simple saddles.

Consider raising a horizontal plane at level ` from −∞ to +∞. The contours of

h=` deform continuously, but no changes happens to the number of contours as long

as the plane varies between two critical vertices. A new contour appears when the

plane crosses a sink; a contour disappears at a peak; at a positive saddle, a contour

splits into two contours, and a negative saddle, two contours merge into one. Let

c1 be a contour at level `1 and c2 be a contour at level `2 such that `1 ≤ `2. We say
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that c1 and c2 are equivalent if they belong to the same connected component of

{x ∈ M | `1 ≤ h(x) ≤ `2} and this component does not contain a critical vertex.

The contour tree of T is a tree that represents the topological changes to the

contours as the horizontal plane is raised from −∞ to +∞ [6]. The nodes of the

contour tree are the critical vertices of the terrain, and each edge (u,v) represents

the equivalence class of contours that is created at vertex u and ends at vertex v .

The contour tree may be augmented with a set of vertices V by adding each

v ∈ V to the edge whose equivalence class of contours contains the contour through

v . Multiple vertices added to the same contour tree edge are ordered by height, and

by subdividing the edges according to the added vertices, a new augmented contour
tree is obtained. Refer to Figure 2.2.

Merge tree of TIN terrain Let T = (M,h) be a TIN terrain. We de�ne the `-

sublevel set as

h<` = {x ∈ M | h(x) < `}.

Each connected component of h<` is called a depression at level ` (or simply depres-
sion). A depression is not necessarily simply connected, as a peak can cause a hole to

appear; refer to Figure 2.3 for an example. In general the boundary of a depression

at level ` consists of contours at level ` and possibly part of the boundary ofM. If

x is on the boundary of a depression β at level h(x), then β is called a depression
delimited by x . Note that a sink does not delimit any depression, and a negative

saddle delimits more than one depression. We say that two depressions β1 and β2 are

equivalent if they contain the same set of sinks. Note that every depression contains

at least one sink.

The merge tree is de�ned similarly to the contour tree: it is a tree that represents

the topological changes to the depressions as a horizontal plane is raised from −∞

to +∞. The root of the merge tree is the global maximum of the terrain, which may

be v∞ if h(v∞) goes to +∞; the non-root nodes of the merge tree are the sinks and

negative saddles of the terrain. Each edge (u,v) of the merge tree corresponds to

the equivalence class of depressions that is created at vertex u and ends at vertex v .

Refer to Figure 2.2(e).

Similarly to the contour tree, an augmented merge tree may be obtained by adding

a set of verticesV such that each v ∈ V is added to the edge whose equivalence class

of depressions contains the depression delimited by v . Refer to Figure 2.2(f).

A depression β is called a maximal depression if every depression β ′ ⊃ β con-

tains strictly more sinks than β . A maximal depression is delimited by a negative

saddle. Refer to Figure 2.4. Each equivalence class of depressions has exactly one

maximal depression. For each edge (u,v) of the merge tree, we associate the maximal

depression in the equivalence class created at u with both the merge tree node u
and the edge (u,v). A maximal depression that contains exactly one sink is called

an elementary depression. Thus each leaf of the merge tree is associated with an

elementary depression.
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Figure 2.2: Example terrain and contour tree [24]. (a)-(b): Terrain from Figure 2.1

where sinks are marked with squares, peaks with circles, saddles with crosses and

regular vertices with points. The region between the critical vertex contours at

heights 12 and 27 is highlighted in blue. (c)-(d): Contour tree and augmented contour

tree corresponding to terrain. The edge between the critical vertices at heights

12 and 27 is highlighted in blue. (e)-(f): Merge tree and augmented merge tree

corresponding to terrain.
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(a) Terrain seen from above. (b) Birds-eye perspective view of same terrain.

Figure 2.3: (a) Top view and (b) side view of an example terrain. The depression

highlighted in blue is not a simply connected set inR2
, as the local maximum, marked

with a circle, pierces a hole in the depression. The depression contains three sinks

(minima), marked with squares.

maximal depression
elementary
depression

depression

v1

v2

v3

u1
u2 u3

u4

β1

β2

β3

v

Figure 2.4: An example terrain seen from the side. The depression β1 is maximal, as

it is delimited by the saddle v2; any larger depression β ⊃ β1 would also contain the

sinks u3 and u4 that are not contained in β1. The maximal depression β2 delimited by

v3 is elementary, since it contains just a single sink u3. The depression β3 delimited

by v is neither maximal nor elementary.

The volume of a depression β delimited by x is [66]

Vol(β) =

∫
y∈β
(h(x) − h(y))dy.

The depression volume of a point x is the sum of volumes of the depressions delimited

by x . The depression volume function µ : M→ R is a piecewise cubic function [66].

Relating the contour tree and the merge tree Whereas the contour tree tracks

topological changes to the contours of a TIN terrainT , the merge tree tracks topolog-

ical changes to the depressions of T . Since the boundary of a depression is a union
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of contours, the contour tree can be seen as tracking topological changes to the

boundaries of the depressions of the T . At a negative saddle, the boundaries of two

depressions merge (and thus the depressions themselves merge). At a positive saddle,

a depression gains a new contour on its boundary. At a peak, a depression loses a

contour on its boundary. Based on this observation, the merge tree can be induced

from the contour tree by sweeping the contour tree from ` = −∞ to +∞ and keeping

track of which contours are boundaries of the same depression [24]. Conversely,

the contour tree can be induced from the merge tree and the split tree, which is the

merge tree of the height-inverted terrain T ′ = (M,−h) [33].

Sinks and depressions of grid terrain Let T be a grid terrain. We call a cell u a

sink if it has no lower neighbor; for now we assume that no adjacent pair of cells

have the same height. The `-sublevel subgraph, denoted by h<` , is the subgraph of

GT induced by

{x ∈ V (GT ) | h(x) < `},

and each connected component of h<` is called a depression at level ` or simply

depression. We consider two depressions to be equal if they consist of the same cells,

that is, a depression β can be a depression at multiple levels; to be precise, let u be

the highest cell in β and v < β be the lowest cell adjacent to a cell in β . Then β
is a depression at level ` for all values h(u) < ` ≤ h(v). Let β be a depression at

level h(v) for some cell v . If v is adjacent to a cell in β , then β is called a depression
delimited by v . We say that two depressions β1 and β2 are equivalent if they contain

the same set of sinks. Note that every depression contains at least one sink.

The volume of a depression β delimited by a cell u is

Vol(β) =
∑
v ∈β

∆(h(u) − h(v)),

where ∆ is a scaling factor that de�nes the area of a cell in the grid. The depression
volume of a cell u is the sum of volumes of the depressions delimited by u.

If a cell v delimits d > 1 depressions, then it is a negative saddle of degree d
(or simply negative saddle). Note that v can delimit up to four depressions, which

can only happen when each depression delimited by v contains a distinct diagonal

neighbor of v , and all cardinal neighbors of v are higher than v .

Sometimes it is assumed that each negative saddle has degree 2, i.e. it delimits

exactly two depressions. If this is not the case for a given grid terrain, it is easy to

modify GT so that it becomes the case, as follows: split each vertex v that delimits

d > 2 depressions into d − 1 vertices; since d ≤ 4, the size of the resulting graph is

O(N ).
If a depression β is delimited by two cells u and v , then it must be the case

that h(u) = h(v). To see this, suppose for contradiction that h(u) < h(v). Since

u is adjacent to a cell in β , and β is a depression at level h(v), that is, a maximal

connected set of cells with height < h(v), then β contains u, but this contradicts the

assumption that β is delimited by u.
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The number of depressions in an N -cell terrain is at most N . This can be seen by

identifying each cellv with the depression βv in whichv is the highest cell. If no two

cells have the same height, then it can be shown that the number of depressions is

exactly N by showing that no two cells u , v identify the same depression βu = βv .

Merge tree of grid terrain Let T be a grid terrain. Consider raising a horizontal

plane at level ` from −∞ to +∞. No changes happen to G<` when ` varies between

the heights of two vertices. When the plane crosses a sink, the number of depressions

at level ` increases by one. When the plane crosses a negative saddle of degree d , d
depressions merge into one, so that the number of depressions at level ` decreases

by d − 1. When the plane crosses a regular cell v , that is, a cell that is neither a sink

nor a negative saddle, the number of depressions is unchanged, but the depression

delimited by v enlarges to include v . The merge tree is a tree that captures the

changes to the number of depressions as the horizontal plane is raised from −∞

to +∞. The leaves of the merge tree are the sinks of the terrain, and the internal

nodes are the negative saddles. Each edge (u,v) of the merge tree corresponds to the

maximal depression delimited by v containing u. As with TIN terrains, the merge

tree can be augmented with a set of cellsV by including eachw ∈ V in the edge (u,v)
such that w is in the maximal depression corresponding to (u,v) and the depression

delimited by w contains u.

Triangulating a grid terrain Given de�nitions of sinks, negative saddles, peaks,

lowest/highest paths, lower/upper sequences, and merge tree on respectively grid

terrains and TIN terrains, we may ask the following question: Can any grid terrain

T be triangulated into a TIN terrain T4 so that the above de�nitions are preserved?

The answer to this question is mostly positive: The following triangulation of T
maintains the sinks, negative saddles, lowest paths, lower sequences, and merge tree.

The lower-edge triangulation [24] of a grid terrain T is obtained as follows. For

each diagonal edge e = (u,v) of GT , the midpoint height of e is s(e) = 1

2
(h(u) + h(v)).

Given two intersecting diagonal edges e and e ′, we remove the diagonal edge with

the higher midpoint height. If s(e) = s(e ′), then we arbitrarily remove one of them.

Given a grid terrain T and lower-edge triangulation T4, the following properties

hold for any pair of cells u and v : [24]

(i) u is a sink in T if and only if u is a sink in T4.

(ii) u is a negative saddle in T if and only if u is a negative saddle in T4.

(iii) There is a path p from u to v in T such that all cells on p have height at most `

if and only if there is a path p4 from u to v in T4 such that all vertices on p4
have height at most `.

(iv) For any lower sequence J of u, u has a neighbor w in J such that u and w are

connected in T4.
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Flow model Water �ow on a grid terrain T is typically modeled using the single
�ow direction (SFD) model, in which each non-sink cell u is assigned a �ow direction,

which is the lower neighbor v of u to which water �ows. The �ow direction edges

(u,v) form the �ow graph FG , which is a rooted forest on the cells of the terrain

in which each root is a sink. Two common approaches to de�ning �ow directions

are lowest SFD [18, 40], where the �ow direction of u is the neighbor v maximizing

h(u) − h(v), and steepest SFD [71] where it is the neighbor v maximizing (h(u) −
h(v))/d(u,v), where d(u,v) is 1 for cardinal neighbors and

√
2 for diagonal neighbors.

The watershed of a cell v is the set of cells u such that water on u �ows to v
when �ow directions are followed, that is, there is a path from u to v in FG . Note

that each cell is in the watershed of exactly one sink. The watershed map maps each

cell v to the sink u containing v in its watershed.

For a negative saddle cell u at which two depressions merge, the �ow direction

belongs to one of the two depressions. When that depression is full, water on u will

�ow into the other depression. For this reason, u may be assigned a secondary �ow
direction [22, 66], indicating where water �ows once the depression containing the

�ow direction of u is full. The spill sinks of u are the two sinks where water may end

up when it �ows from either the �ow direction of u or the secondary �ow direction

of u, that is, the spill sinks of u are the two sinks containing respectively u and the

secondary �ow direction of u in their watershed [66].

As an alternative to SFD, water �ow may be modeled using the multi �ow
direction (MFD) model, in which water on a non-sink cell u is split among one or

more �ow directions of u to lower neighbors. In this case, each �ow direction v of

u is weighted according to how large a fraction of the water �ows to v such that

the sum of weights for a given cell u is 1. Typically, the weights are chosen to be

proportional to the height di�erence h(u) − h(v) [16]. As in the SFD model, the �ow

direction edges (u,v) form the �ow graph FG , which is a directed acyclic graph (dag)

on the cells of the terrain.

On a TIN terrain T , water �ow can be modeled using �ow directions (SFD or

MFD) as for grid terrains, whereby water on a non-sink vertex u �ows along one

or more edges to lower neighbors of u; accordingly, we call this model edge �ow.

However, since a TIN terrain de�nes a continuous surface, an alternate model of

water �ow is to allow water to �ow on the entire surface as opposed to just along

the edges, which is appropriately called the surface �ow model. For surface �ow,

water on a point x �ows in the direction of steepest descent, that is, in a downwards

direction orthogonal to the contour through x [28]. This is well-de�ned if x is interior

to a non-horizontal face of the triangulation. If x is on an edge or vertex, there may

be multiple directions of steepest descent, in which case a choice must be made as to

which direction water �ows. If x is on a horizontal face, every direction is horizontal

and thus equally steep.
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CPU RAM
Disk

Capacity: M Capacity: ∞

I/O

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the I/O model of computation. The CPU can perform

computations on data that resides in main memory (RAM), but this memory can

only hold M items. Data larger than the main memory resides in external memory

(disk) that has a conceptually in�nite size. Data on the disk is accessed (read and

written) in blocks of B consecutive elements to compensate the long time it takes to

access data on the disk.

2.2 Preliminaries on the I/O model

When the size of data handled by an algorithm exceeds the size of main memory

(RAM), the running time of the algorithm is often determined by the time it takes to

retrieve data from the external memory (typically, a hard drive) rather than the time

it takes to perform computations on data in main memory. Therefore we will use the

I/O model (short for input/output model, also called the external memory model) by

Aggarwal and Vitter [7] to analyze our algorithms. In the I/O model, algorithms have

access to a main memory that can hold M items of data and an external memory

of conceptually unlimited size. All computation (e.g. arithmetic, branching) must

happen on data in main memory. The input data initially sits in external memory,

and the algorithm can issue input and output operations to respectively read or write

a block of B consecutive elements in external memory. Collectively, these operations

are called I/O-operations or simply I/Os, and the cost of an algorithm is the number

of I/Os it performs. Refer to Figure 2.5. Reading or writing N consecutive items costs

Scan(N ) = Θ(N /B) I/Os. Aggarwal and Vitter [7] showed that sorting N items in

external memory costs Sort(N ) = Θ(NB logM/B
N
B ) I/Os by giving an O(Sort(N ))-I/O

sorting algorithm and an Ω(Sort(N ))-I/O lower bound on the sorting problem. They

also showed that an N -element square matrix stored in row-major order in external

memory can be permuted in Θ(Sort(N )) I/Os.

Since Aggarwal and Vitter introduced the I/O model three decades ago, a large

number of I/O-e�cient algorithms and data structures have been obtained within

graph theory and computational geometry. Here, we brie�y survey the fundamental

results; refer to the extensive surveys by Arge [12] and Vitter [77] for more references.

Goodrich et al. [46] presented a number of fundamental techniques for de-

signing I/O-e�cient algorithms and data structures, which they use to implement
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I/O-e�cient planar point location, four-sided range reporting, 2D and 3D convex

hull computation, and others.

Chiang et al. [35] introduced the time-forward processing technique for designing

I/O-e�cient algorithms for circuit evaluation. A circuit is a directed acyclic graph

in which each node v is associated with a function fv that should be evaluated

on the outputs of the incoming nodes of v to compute the output of v . Whereas

Chiang et al. showed how the outputs of all nodes in an N -edge circuit can be

computed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os for large enough values of M/B, Arge [11] presented

an I/O-e�cient priority queue that enabled a simpler O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm for

circuit evaluation that works for all values of M and B. Both algorithms assume

that the dag is topologically sorted, that is, the nodes are labeled by a total order “<”

such that for each directed edge (u,v) in the graph, u < v . The I/O-e�cient priority

queue by Arge implements any sequence of N insert and delete-min operations in

O(Sort(N )) I/Os, that is, the priority queue can be used to implement an optimal

sorting algorithm.

Chiang et al. [35] used the time-forward processing technique to implement an

I/O-e�cient algorithm for the list ranking problem, in which a linked list is given as

an unordered sequence of N nodes in external memory, each node storing a pointer

to the next node in the linked list, and the goal is to annotate each node with its

rank, that is, its distance from the beginning of the list. When combined with the

priority queue of Arge [11], list ranking is solved in O(Sort(N )) I/Os for all values of

M and B. List ranking has many graph-theoretic applications, such as computing

the depth-�rst search numbering of a tree and computing least common ancestors

in a tree.

2.3 I/O-e�cient �ow modeling

In the past decades, many I/O-e�cient results have been obtained that deal with

massive terrain data sets. When terrain data is collected from the Earth using e.g.

LiDAR sensing technology, the natural �rst step is to construct a TIN or grid terrain

model from the resulting set of point samples. The most widely used TIN construc-

tion approach projects the point samples to the xy-plane, constructs the Delaunay

triangulation of the resulting 2D point set, and raises each vertex to its measured

elevation to form the TIN. Agarwal et al. [2] presented an expected O(Sort(N ))-I/O
randomized algorithm to construct a Delaunay triangulation of N points in the plane.

Their algorithm additionally supports constraining the triangulation to contain a

given set of edges that otherwise violate the Delaunay property; this may be used

e.g. to ensure that a road network is represented in the TIN. To construct a grid

terrain from a point set, there are two general approaches: Either a Delaunay TIN

is constructed and interpolated at grid coordinates [55], or a smooth interpolation

method is applied to the point set, for instance using the I/O-e�cient approach by

Agarwal et al. [3].

Once a terrain model has been obtained, �ow modeling can be implemented using
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Figure 2.6: Example of completely �lling the terrain. The input terrain, seen from the

side, is shown with a solid outline. When completely �lling the terrain, depressions

not connected to the boundary are �lled, raising the terrain surface to the level of

the dashed lines.

the de�nitions in Section 2.1. Whereas the de�nitions in Section 2.1 assumed that

all vertex heights are distinct, in practice same-height vertices need to be handled

somehow since they occur frequently in real-world data sets. To model water �ow

on �at areas of a terrain model, �ow routing is needed to assign �ow directions to

�at areas. A �at area is a maximal connected set of same-height terrain vertices. A

�at area is a plateau if it contains a vertex with a lower neighbor; otherwise, it is a

valley. The �ow routing problem consists of assigning �ow directions such that the

�ow graph is acyclic, every vertex on a plateau has a �ow path to a lower vertex,

and every valley has exactly one sink, i.e. it has exactly one vertex with no �ow

direction. Arge et al. [17] gave an O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm for completely �lling

a grid terrain and solving �ow routing problem on the �lled terrain. Completely

�lling a grid terrain consists of raising every cell v to the level of the lowest path

from v to the boundary of the terrain; intuitively, this corresponds to continuously

pouring water onto the terrain until all depressions are full. Refer to Figure 2.6. The

algorithm assigns a rank r (u) to each cell u, such that for each �ow direction (u,v),
either h(u) > h(v), or h(u) = h(v) and r (u) > r (v). The algorithm can easily be

adapted to solve the �ow routing problem on a terrain without completely �lling it

beforehand.

Arge et al. [17] also gave an O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm based on time-forward

processing to compute the watershed map of a grid terrain once �ow routing has

been performed. To give an example of how time-forward processing is typically

applied to terrain data, the watershed map algorithm is described here. The algorithm

performs time-forward processing over the transpose of the �ow graph FG , that is,

it processes the �ow direction edges in reverse topological order. To this end, the

algorithm starts by sorting the �ow direction edges (u,v) in increasing lexicographic

order of (h(v), r (v)), where r (v) is the rank of v obtained from �ow routing. The

algorithm processes the �ow direction edges in this sorted order while maintaining

an I/O-e�cient priority queueQ with the following invariant: For each �ow direction

edge (u,v) such that the �ow direction edge out of v has been processed, but (u,v)
has not yet been processed, Q contains a pair (v,w) such that the sink w contains

v in its watershed, and the priority of (v,w) is (h(v), r (v)). When a �ow direction
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`

Figure 2.7: Example of partially �ooding the terrain, removing all maximal depres-

sions below the given height threshold `. The input terrain, seen from the side, is

shown with a solid outline. The dashed lines cover the maximal depressions below

the height threshold; the partially �ooded terrain is raised to level of the dashed

lines.

edge (u,v) is visited, either v is a sink, in which case v is sent forward in time to u
by inserting (u,v) in Q , or v is a non-sink, in which case the sink w containing v in

its watershed is available on the top of Q , and (u,w) is inserted into Q . The pairs

inserted in Q are stored in a result list that is sorted into row-major order to obtain

the watershed map.

Arge et al. [16] described an O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm for computing the �ow
accumulation [65] on every cell of a grid terrain where �ow routing has already

been performed. Suppose we place one unit of water on each cell and simulate

water �ow until all water ends up at sinks. The �ow accumulation of a cell v is

the amount of water that �ows through v during this process when it is assumed

that water on sinks simply disappears. For SFD, the �ow accumulation of a cell v
equals the number of cells in the watershed of v . The �ow accumulation algorithm

is based on time-forward processing over the �ow direction edges, similarly to the

watershed map algorithm by Arge et al. [17]. The algorithm uses the fact that the

�ow accumulation f (v) of a cell v can be computed recursively as

f (v) = 1 +
∑

(u ,v)∈FG

f (u)

where the sum is taken over all cells u such that the �ow direction of u is v . Conse-

quently, for each �ow direction edge (u,v) the algorithm computes the �ow accu-

mulation of u and sends it forward in time to v , resulting in a simple O(Sort(N ))-I/O
�ow accumulation algorithm for a grid terrain with N cells.

When �ow is modeled using �ow accumulation, it is assumed that water ends

up in sinks and does not collect in depressions of the terrain. In reality, water does

collect in depressions, and when a maximal depression is full, excess water �ows over

the saddle delimiting the depression and spills into an adjacent depression. This issue

is especially pronounced when data is noisy, such as when data is collected using

LiDAR, as noise can cause sinks to appear in the terrain model in areas where the

terrain is smooth in reality. A useful approach is to eliminate all “small” depressions
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from the terrain prior to modeling �ow using �ow accumulation. Agarwal et al. [4]

showed how to perform partial �ooding on a terrain in O(Sort(N )) I/Os for an N -

vertex TIN terrain. Given a height threshold `, their partial �ooding algorithm

identi�es all maximal depressions with height less than `, that is, where the height

di�erence from the lowest sink to the saddle delimiting the depression is less than

`, and raises the elevation of all contained vertices to the height of the delimiting

saddle. Refer to Figure 2.7. Arge and Revsbæk [15] showed how to extend the partial

�ooding algorithm to support removing depressions below a given area or volume

threshold. Partial �ooding is a useful technique to remove noise from a terrain model.

The root mean square elevation error in the publicly available 0.4 m terrain model

of Denmark is 5 cm [37]; consequently, all spurious sinks caused by measurement

error can be expected to go away if all depressions with volume less than 1 m
3

are

removed.

As part of their work on partial �ooding, Agarwal et al. [4] presented anO(Sort(N ))-
I/O algorithm to compute the merge tree of a TIN terrain. Their main technical

contribution is an I/O-e�cient algorithm for batched union-�nd that can answer a

batch of N Union and Find-Set operations in O(Sort(N )) I/Os; the O(Sort(N ))-I/O
merge tree construction algorithm works by combining I/O-e�cient batched union

�nd with an internal memory algorithm by Edelsbrunner et al. [45]. Roughly speak-

ing, the merge tree construction sweeps a horizontal plane from −∞ to +∞ and

issues batched union-�nd operations to ensure that when the plane is at level `,

the Union operations issued so far have constructed all the depressions at level `.

When the plane crosses a regular vertex u, the �ow direction edge (u,v) is turned

into a Union of u and v . At a saddle u with �ow direction v and secondary �ow

direction w , two Unions are issued to merge u with both v and w , and Find-Set

operations are issued on v and w both before and after the merge to determine

whether u is a negative saddle. Agarwal et al. [4] further showed how the contour

tree of a TIN terrain can be constructed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os by invoking the merge

tree construction twice, using an approach similar to Carr et al. [33].

Although �ow accumulation becomes much more useful once partial �ooding has

been applied to the terrain, this approach still depends on the (incorrect) assumption

that all “small” depressions �ll up and all “large” depressions do not. In fact, the time

it takes to �ll up a depression depends not only on the volume of the depression,

but also on the size of its watershed, that is, the area of the terrain that contributes

water to the depression. Rain falling on the watershed of a full depression �ows

over a saddle and into an adjacent depression, e�ectively increasing the area of its

watershed. Liu and Snoeyink [59] presented an O(N logN )-time internal memory

algorithm to simulate this depression �lling model on an N -vertex terrain. The

output of their algorithm is the �ll time of every vertex, that is, for each vertex v
they compute the time at which the water surface rises to submerge v when it is

assumed that rain is falling at unit rate.

Recently, Rav et al. [66, 67] presented an O(N logN )-time internal memory

algorithm to construct a �ooding query data structure to answer the following query:

Given a query point q and a rain region R, which is a list of pairs (vi , ri ), where vi is
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a vertex and ri ≥ 0 is the rate of rainfall on vi , at which time is q �ooded? The query

time isO(|R | + (m+ 1) logN ), wherem is the number of tributaries of q with positive

rainfall; here, a tributary of q is a maximal depression β hanging o� the path from q
to the root of the merge tree, so m is bounded by H , the height of the merge tree.

When |R | = O(1), that is, rainfall is restricted to a constant number of vertices, the

query time is O(logN ). The data structure uses a heavy-path decomposition [69] of

the merge tree to achieve this sub-linear query time even in the worst case when

the height of the merge tree is Θ(N ).
Arge et al. [19] extended the internal-memory algorithm of Liu and Snoeyink [59]

to an I/O-e�cient algorithm for computing the �ll time of every vertex for a terrain

with N vertices and X sinks in O(Sort(X ) log
X
M + Sort(N )) I/Os. When X = O(M),

that is, when the main memory is large enough to hold O(1) arrays of size X , their

algorithm can be modi�ed to use just O(Sort(N )) I/Os. This condition often holds

true in practice; for instance, when the publicly available 0.4 m terrain model of

Denmark is simpli�ed using partial �ooding to remove all depressions smaller than

1 m
3
, the number of sinks is just 30 million. Arge et al. [19] further showed that the

depression volume of every vertex can be computed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os.

Recently, Arge et al. [22] introduced the non-uniform �ash �ood problem, in

which an N -cell grid terrain is given along with an N -cell �ash �ood event grid
that speci�es the amount of rain that falls on each terrain cell, and the goal is to

compute which terrain cells are �ooded under the depression �lling model of Liu and

Snoeyink [59]. Their algorithm requires O(Sort(N ) + Scan(H · X )) I/Os in the worst

case, where X is the number of sinks of the terrain and H is the height of the merge

tree. They also describe how to improve the I/O-bound to O(Scan(N ) + Sort(X )),
assuming that H < M and a constant number of grid rows �t in main memory, after

spending O(Sort(N )) I/Os to preprocess the terrain independently of the �ash �ood

event grid; when X < M , the O(Sort(X ))-I/O term can be avoided altogether.

Arge et al. [25] (see also [68]) introduced the sea-level rise problem on a terrain,

in which a subset of the terrain vertices are designated as ocean, and an ocean

vertex u with sea-level rise hS (u) �oods a terrain vertex v if there is a path on V

from u to v such that all vertices on the path are below hS (u). The sea-level rise

problem consists of determining which vertices are �ooded for a given terrain T
and sea-level rise function hS . When the sea-level rise is uniform, that is, all ocean

vertices u have hS (u) = ` for some value `, the problem can be solved using the

previous algorithm by Arge et al. [17] for completely �lling a terrain, yielding an

O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm for an N -cell grid terrain. If we denote by h′(u) the height

of u after completely �lling the terrain, then u is �ooded by the uniform sea-level

rise if and only if h′(u) < `. In reality, the sea-level rise is not uniform, as hurricanes

and storm surges cause local extreme rises in the sea-level, so it is important to

model non-uniform sea-level rise as well. For the general non-uniform sea-level

rise problem, Arge et al. [25] gave an I/O-e�cient data structure. After spending

O(Sort(N )) I/Os on preprocessing an N -cell grid terrain, their algorithm can process

a sea-level rise function hS and determine which cells are �ooded in O(NB logM/B
X
B )

I/Os, where X is the number of sinks in the terrain.
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Recently, Arge et al. [24] extended the sea-level rise algorithm of Arge et al. [25]

to dynamic terrains. They used a lower-edge triangulation of the given N -cell grid

terrain and assumed that the contour tree of the triangulated terrain �ts in main

memory. Under this assumption, they showed how to construct a data structure in

O(Sort(N )) I/Os that supports updates to the cell heights in a region of

√
B×
√
B cells

in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os and queries to the �ood height in a

√
B ×
√
B-cell query region

in O(logB N ) I/Os. Their result requires the so-called con�uence assumption [53],

which captures the intuitive assumption that �ow paths on a realistic terrain always

collect into a small number of rivers before they get very far; refer to [24, 53] for the

precise de�nition.

2.4 Analysis of uncertain terrains

The algorithms described in the previous section all assume that the height of each

vertex is speci�ed precisely. However, terrain data acquired from the Earth is often

only an approximation of the ground truth and is subject to some uncertainty. For

example, terrain datasets acquired by LiDAR and other similar technology contain

measurement error; for the publicly available 0.4 m terrain model of Denmark, the

root mean square elevation error is 5 cm [37].

One way of modeling uncertainty is by giving each vertex a height interval.

Speci�cally, a terrain range T = (M, h) is a TIN terrain in which each vertex v is

assigned an interval h(v) = [lv ,uv ] rather than a single speci�c height. A terrain

T = (M,h) is a realization of T if h(v) ∈ [lv ,uv ] for all vertices v . In this model, the

underlying triangulationM is �xed, and only the elevation of each vertex varies.

In the optimistic shortest path problem, a terrain range T and two points s, t ∈ M
are given, and the task is to compute the shortest path p on Σ from s to t in the

realization T that minimizes the length of the shortest path. Here, the length of

a path p = (x1, . . . , xn) on Σ is the sum over the Euclidean length of the path

segments (xi , xi+1) in R3
; this is sometimes called the geodesic distance [62]. Gray

and Evans [48] showed that the optimistic shortest path problem is NP-hard by a

reduction from 3SAT, and similarly Gray [47] showed that the pessimistic variant is

NP-hard, that is, the variant in which the shortest path p is found for the realizationT
that maximizes the length. In the edge-restricted variant of the shortest path problem

on terrain ranges, s and t are vertices of the triangulation, and the shortest path

is a path on V. Kholondyrev and Evans [57] showed that the pessimistic edge-

restricted shortest path problem is still NP-hard and gave a fully polynomial-time

approximation scheme for it, and they showed that the optimistic edge-restricted

shortest path problem is solvable in O(|V|5) time.

Whereas the optimistic and pessimistic shortest path problems give lower and

upper bounds on the travel time on a terrain range, they say nothing about short-

est paths on a random realization. In order to talk about random realizations, a

probability distribution on terrains is needed. Accordingly, we de�ne an uncertain
terrain T = (M,H) as a TIN terrain in which the height of a vertex v is drawn from a
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probability distribution Hv [6]. If each distribution Hv is over a �nite set of at most

k values, we say that T is a discrete uncertain terrain with description complexity k .

Otherwise, T is a continuous uncertain terrain.

Agarwal et al. [6] considered various algorithmic query problems on the contour

tree and approximated the queries on an uncertain terrain T using the following

Monte Carlo scheme: Sample s realizations of T and construct the contour tree

of each realization. Queries are computed on each of the s contour trees, and the

outputs are averaged to produce the approximation. Speci�cally, they considered

the following four queries:

(i) Compute the probability of two pointsp,q lying on the same edge of the contour

tree.

(ii) Compute the expectation of the elevation span between two points p,q, de�ned

as the di�erence between the lowest and highest elevation on the path from p
to q in the contour tree.

(iii) Compute the tail probability of the height persistence of a point p, de�ned as the

smallest height threshold required for partial �ooding to remove the depression

containing p.

(iv) Compute the tail probability or expectation of the sea-level rise �ood risk from

a point p to a point q, de�ned as the sea-level rise at p required to �ood q.

Here, the tail probability of a random variable F is Prh(F > `), where ` is part of the

query and the probability is taken over the height function h ∼ H. They gave bounds

on s , the required number of samples of T, in order to obtain ε-approximations with

probability at least 1 − δ ; in all cases, the bound on s is polynomial in
1

ε , log
1

δ , logn
and logk for a discrete uncertain terrain with description complexity k . For the �rst

two problems, they extended the result to continuous uncertain terrains for which

the vertex heights are independent by showing that the approximation problem on

a continuous uncertain terrain can be reduced to a discrete uncertain terrain with

description complexity a polynomial in n,
1

ε and
1

δ .

Recently, Rav et al. [66, 67] presented an e�cient data structure to approximate

�ooding queries on an uncertain terrain T with description complexity k using a

Monte Carlo scheme (similar to the one by Agarwal et al. [6]): Sample s realizations

of T and construct a �ooding query data structure on each realization. Given a

rain region R = {(v1, r1), . . . , (v |R |, r |R |)} where each ri ≥ 0 and

∑
i ri = 1 along

with a query point q and a rain volume ψ ≥ 0, the data structure estimates the

probability that q is �ooded when the rainfall on vi isψ · ri , by counting the number

c of sampled realizations in which q is �ooded and returning c/s as the estimate.

They gave bounds on s , the required number of samples of T, in order to obtain an

ε-approximation with probability 1 − δ on the tail probability of the �ooding query,

under two circumstances:
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(i) If s = Ω( 1

ε2
log

nk
δ ), then with probability at least 1 − δ the data structure

answers every single-vertex region query correctly, that is, the absolute error is

at most ε on any tail probability query (R,q,ψ ) where |R | = 1, that is, where

rainfall is restricted to a single vertex.

(ii) If s = Ω(
k3

logn
ε2

log
nk
δ ), then with probability at least 1 − δ the data structure

answers every query on a �xed region R∗ correctly, that is, the absolute error

is at most ε on any tail probability query (R,q,ψ ) where R = R∗ is some �xed

rain region.

2.5 I/O-e�cient implementations of terrain analysis

algorithms

Whereas the I/O-model by Aggarwal and Vitter focuses on the core task of minimizing

block transfers between main memory and disk, modern operating systems try to hide

and abstract away the actual movement of blocks, which makes precise handling

of I/Os tricky for the programmer implementing an I/O-e�cient algorithm. For

instance, the main memory is typically presented as an in�nite virtual memory

space in which each element is individually addressable; if the program tries to use

more virtual memory space than the size of physical memory, the operating system

transparently moves part of virtual memory onto disk; this is known as paging.

When the program tries to access virtual memory that was moved to disk due to

paging, the operating system transparently moves the data from disk back into main

memory in what is known as a page fault. The choice of which parts of memory to

page out to disk is made by the operating system rather than the algorithm, but this

is contrary to the I/O-model in which the algorithm knows the main memory size

and chooses which blocks to write out to disk.

Besides paging, the operating system allows the algorithm to access the �le

system, which allows �les to be created, modi�ed, deleted, and organized into

hierarchies of directories. Each �le is essentially its own in�nite virtual memory

space, and the operating system provides system calls to read and write arbitrary

ranges of elements in that virtual memory. Each �le is transparently stored in blocks;

if the ranges to be read or written are not aligned with the block boundaries, the

operating system transparently extends the range to become block aligned. This is

contrary to the I/O-model in which reads and writes must be of entire blocks, and

the block size is explicitly known by the algorithm.

In practice, the I/O-model is emulated by having the algorithm take the memory

size M and block size B as part of the input and ensuring that no more than M
elements of main memory are used and all reads and writes are aligned to multiples

of B elements. Although implementing algorithms to given values of M and B leads

to more e�cient implementations than those implemented using the virtual memory

provided by the operating system, the implementations are typically much more

complex and cumbersome to manage. For this reason, two software libraries have
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been introduced that try to ease the implementation of I/O-e�cient algorithms,

namely TPIE (the Templated Portable I/O Environment [63]) and STXXL (the Stan-

dard Library for XXL Datasets [44]). Both software libraries are implemented in C++

and provide an I/O-e�cient scanning primitive called a stream, which allows the

algorithm to read or write individual elements while transparently managing blocks

of size B such that reading or writing N items consecutively requires O(Scan(N ))
system calls, and thus O(Scan(N )) I/Os if the value of B matches the block size used

by the operating system. Based on I/O-e�cient scanning, both libraries contain

an implementation of I/O-e�cient merge sort and an I/O-e�cient priority queue.

With these primitives, many I/O-e�cient algorithms can be implemented on top of

either software library without making direct references to M and B in the imple-

mentation. For instance, the watershed map algorithm [17] and �ow accumulation

algorithm [16] mentioned in Section 2.3 are based almost exclusively on time-forward

processing, and thus to implement them, only I/O-e�cient scanning and sorting and

an I/O-e�cient priority queue are needed, all of which are provided. Although both

TPIE and STXXL provide I/O-e�cient primitives, their scope and philosophies are

di�erent. Whereas the goal of TPIE is to be a portable environment such that an

I/O-e�cient application can run on any supported platform with no special setup

or con�guration required, STXXL is designed to achieve maximal I/O-throughput

on a carefully con�gured system. For instance, the I/O-e�cient scanning of TPIE

is based on opening a �le on the underlying �le system for each stream, whereas

STXXL recommends setting aside a separate disk to be managed directly without

involving the operating system’s �le system.

Danner et al. [40] presented TerraSTREAM, a project that uses TPIE to imple-

ment several I/O-e�cient algorithms required to perform hydrological modeling.

Presented as a pipeline of four stages, the �rst stage constructs a TIN or grid ter-

rain model from a given point set using the previous I/O-algorithms by Agarwal et

al. [2, 3]. The next stage consists of partially �ooding the terrain model using the

algorithm by Agarwal et al. [4], after which �ow routing and �ow accumulation

can be computed using the I/O-algorithms by Arge et al. [16, 17]. The �nal stage

in TerraSTREAM consists of computing a watershed hierarchy, as de�ned by Verdin

and Verdin [76], of the terrain, using an I/O-algorithm by Arge et al. [18].

Recently, Arge et al. [23] presented an extension to TPIE to support automatic

pipelining of I/O-e�cient algorithms. The extended library allows for practically

e�cient streaming-based implementations while minimizing I/O-overhead between

streaming components. Although the I/O-savings achieved by the pipelining exten-

sion could be achieved by hand-optimizing a traditional application based on TPIE

without the extension, doing so would greatly increase complexity and maintenance

cost as the resulting hand-tuned application would not be modular. Besides saving

I/Os, the pipelining extension also supports automatic memory management and

progress tracking of the entire application. The extended TPIE library has been used

to evaluate I/O-e�cient algorithms in the literature (e.g. [20, 21]) and is heavily used

in I/O-e�cient commercial terrain processing applications by the Danish startup
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2.6 Our contributions

We present several new algorithms for predicting �ood risk on terrains. In addition,

we present a new software framework to support practically e�cient implementa-

tions of modular and maintainable I/O-algorithms.

In [22], we present an I/O-e�cient algorithm to simulate �ooding from rainfall in

the depression �lling model by Liu and Snoeyink [59] when given a �ash �ood event
grid that speci�es the amount of rain that falls on each terrain cell. Previous work

only considered uniform rainfall, but in reality, local extreme rainfall can a�ect down-

stream areas that do not receive heavy rainfall directly, so it is important to model

non-uniform events as well. The algorithm spendsO(Sort(N )) I/Os preprocessing the

terrain to compute the watershed map and merge tree; the results of preprocessing

are independent of the �ash �ood event grid and can be reused when new event

grids are given. After preprocessing, the algorithm spends O(Sort(N )+ Scan(H ·X ))
I/Os to process a �ash �ood event grid, where X is the number of sinks and H is the

height of the merge tree, without any assumptions on N , M , B, H or X . If H < M ,

the Scan(H ·X ) term can be removed. If H < M and a constant number of grid rows

�t in main memory, the I/O-bound can be further improved toO(Scan(N )+ Sort(X )).
Finally, if X < M , that is, the merge tree �ts in main memory, then the �ash �ood

event grid can be processed in optimal O(Scan(N )) I/Os.

In [66, 67], we present the �rst internal memory data structure to simulate

�ooding from rainfall using the merge tree in sub-linear time. Our data structure

answers �ooding queries that consist of a query point q and a rain region R, which

is a list of pairs (vi , ri ), where vi is a vertex and ri ≥ 0 is the rate of rainfall on

vi , and the answer to the �ooding query is the �ood time of q when �ooding is

simulated in the Liu and Snoeyink [59] model. If

∑
i ri = 1, that is, the terrain is

�lling up at unit rate, then the �ood time of q is equal to the volume of water it

rains on R before q is �ooded. The query time of our data structure depends on

a parameter m that is the number of tributaries of q with positive rainfall; if q is

contained in k maximal depressions α1, . . . ,αk , each αi delimited by a saddle vi that

delimits another maximal depression βi , then the tributaries of q are the depressions

β1, . . . , βk . Our data structure can be constructed in O(N logN ) time and the query

time is O(m logN ); note thatm ≤ |R | andm ≤ k ≤ H ≤ N , where H is the height of

the merge tree and N is the number of vertices. Thus the general query time bound

is O(H logN ), but when the rain speci�ed by R is constrained to O(1) tributaries of

q, the query time is simply O(logN ).

In [66, 67], we further present results on simulating �ooding from rainfall on

uncertain terrains. Speci�cally, given an uncertain terrain T with N vertices and

description complexity k , we describe a data structure to estimate the �ooding
probability of a point q when rainfall with volumeψ on a given rain region R falls

1
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on a random realization of T. Our data structure is based on a Monte Carlo scheme:

Sample s realizations of T and construct a �ooding query data structure on each

realization. For a �ooding probability query (R,q,ψ ), we query each of the s data

structures to compute the number c of realizations in which q is �ooded when

rain with volume ψ falls on R; the answer to the query is c/s . We say that our

data structure is ε-correct on the �ooding probability query (R,q,ψ ) if the absolute

di�erence between the actual �ooding probability and the output of the data structure

is at most ε . We give bounds on s , the required number of realizations, in order to

ensure that our data structure is ε-correct on all queries with probability at least

1 − δ , under two di�erent assumptions on the structure of the rain region R: If the

rain region R in the query is restricted to be a single-vertex region, that is, only a

single vertex has positive rainfall, then our data structure is ε-correct on all queries

with probability at least 1 − δ if s = Ω( 1

ε2
log

nk
δ ). If instead R is a �xed general

rain region and only q andψ are allowed to vary in the �ooding probability queries,

then our data structure is ε-correct on all queries with probability at least 1 − δ if

s = Ω(
k3

logn
ε2

log
nk
δ ).

In [24], we present an I/O-e�cient data structure to simulate �ooding from

sea-level rise in the non-uniform sea-level rise model of Arge et al. [25]. We assume

that the coastal cells of the terrain are partitioned into a set of regions C such that a

forecast assigns the same sea-level rise to every coastal cell in a given region, that

is, a forecast is a function F : C → R≥0. This model captures the fact that sea-level

rise forecasts have typically a much lower resolution than the terrain model. We

assume that |C | < M , that is, a forecast �ts in main memory. We also assume that

X + Y < M , where X is the number of sinks and Y is the number of peaks in the

terrain; this assumption ensures that we can keep the contour tree of the lower-

edge triangulation of the grid terrain in main memory. Finally, our result requires

the so-called con�uence assumption [53], which captures the intuitive assumption

that �ow paths on a realistic terrain always collect into a small number of rivers

before they get very far. Our data structure can be constructed on an N -cell terrain

and forecast F in O(Sort(N ) + Scan(F )) I/Os and supports the following operations:

Flood-Height(QB) returns the �ood height of each terrain cell in QB , which is a√
B ×
√
B region of the terrain, in O(logB N ) I/Os. Forecast-Update(F ) sets the

current forecast of the data structure to F inO(Scan(F )) I/Os. Height-Update(QB,U )
sets the heights of the cells in the

√
B ×
√
B region QB to the values given by U in

O(log
2

B N ) I/Os.

In [23], we present an extension to TPIE to support automatic pipelining of I/O-

e�cient algorithms. The extended library allows for practically e�cient streaming-

based implementations while minimizing I/O-overhead between streaming com-

ponents. Although the I/O-savings achieved by the pipelining extension could be

achieved by hand-optimizing a traditional application based on TPIE without the

extension, doing so would greatly increase complexity and maintenance cost as the

resulting hand-tuned application would not be modular. Besides saving I/Os, the

pipelining extension also supports automatic memory management and progress
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tracking of the entire application. The extended TPIE library has been used to

evaluate I/O-e�cient algorithms in the literature (e.g. [20, 21]) and is heavily used

in I/O-e�cient commercial terrain processing applications by the Danish startup

SCALGO.
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Chapter 3

I/O-E�cient Event Based

Depression Flood Risk

In this chapter we consider the problem of computing the areas of a grid terrain

that are �ooded in a given �ash �ood event due to water collecting in depressions.

We propose a practically I/O-e�cient algorithm that solves the problem under the

assumption that the amount of rain in the event is great enough that we may disregard

the e�ect of evaporation and of soil absorbing rainwater, and only consider water

�owing on the terrain. Previous work also made this assumption, but also only

considered uniform �ash �ood events where rain falls at a constant rate on the entire

terrain. In reality, local extreme �ash �oods can a�ect downstream areas that do

not receive heavy rainfall directly, so it is important to model such non-uniform

events. A signi�cant part of our algorithm consists of preprocessing the terrain

independently of the �ash �ood event, and thus it is possible to reuse a signi�cant

part of the computation when a new event needs to be handled, for instance when a

new forecast is released by a meteorological institute. We have implemented our

algorithm and show that it works very well in practice.

3.1 Preliminaries

Throughout this chapter we consider terrains represented as a grid stored in an

array in row-major order. For simplicity, we assume that all cell heights are distinct.

When describing our practical implementations, we will discuss how to remove this

assumption.

We use the single �ow direction (SFD) model to model water �ow on a grid

terrain. Recall that in the SFD model, we assign each cell v a �ow direction that

indicates to which one of its 8 neighbors water will �ow. A cell v is called a sink
if it does not have a �ow direction, i.e. does not have a downslope neighbor. Each

sink u de�nes a unique watershed, consisting of all cells v where u is reached when

following �ow directions from v until reaching a sink. Note that each cell belongs to

the watershed of exactly one sink.

33
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A depression β delimited by a cell v is a maximal connected set of cells (in the

sense of 8-way cell adjacency) underv withv adjacent to the boundary. A depression

β delimited by v has a volume

Vβ =
∑
v ′∈β

∆(h(v) − h(v ′)),

where ∆ is the area of a cell in the grid. A depression β1 is maximal if every de-

pression β2 ⊃ β1 contains strictly more sinks than β1. A maximal depression that

contains exactly one sink is called an elementary depression. If a cell v delimits d > 1

depressions, then it is a negative saddle of degree d (or simply negative saddle). There

is a natural cyclic order on the 8 neighbor cells of a negative saddle v , and each such

cell is either an upslope or downslope neighbor. If we consider just the downslope

neighbors of v in cyclic order, they form (maximal) sets of adjacent cells. A negative

saddle of degree d has at least d (and at most 4) such sets of downslope neighbors.

For simplicity, we assume that every negative saddle is simple, that is, it has degree

2.

The maximal depressions of a terrain form a hierarchy that is easily represented

using a rooted tree, called the merge tree [39, 40]. The leaves of the merge tree are

the elementary depressions, and a maximal depression β1 is the parent of a maximal

depression β2 if and only if β2 ⊂ β1 and there exists no maximal depression β3 such

that β2 ⊂ β3 ⊂ β1. We associate each leaf β with the sink cell contained in the

elementary depression β , and we associate each internal node β with the saddle

cell v delimiting the children of β in the merge tree. Since we have assumed that

v is simple, β has two children, β1 and β2, that is, the merge tree is binary. The

�ow direction of v belongs to one of the two depressions delimited by v , say β1; the

lowest neighbor of v that belongs to β2 is the so-called secondary �ow direction of v .

When following �ow directions from the secondary �ow direction of v , we reach a

sink u. The merge tree node for β stores the sink de�ning the watershed of v and

u. We say that β has a partial volume, which is the di�erence between Vβ and the

volumes of its children in the merge tree; thus the partial volume of an elementary

depression is simply its volume. The merge tree node for β also stores the volume

and partial volume of β .

3.2 Previous Work

We use the I/O-model with one (logical) disk by Aggarwal and Vitter [7] to design

and analyze our algorithm. In this model, the computer is equipped with a two-level

memory hierarchy consisting of an internal memory and a (disk-based) external

memory. The internal memory is capable of holding M data items, while the external

memory is of conceptually unlimited size. All computation has to happen on data

in internal memory. Data is transferred between internal and external memory in

blocks of B consecutive data items. Such a transfer is referred to as an I/O-operation
or I/O. The cost of an algorithm is the number of I/Os it performs.
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Previously, a large number of results on I/O-e�cient algorithms have been ob-

tained. The number of I/Os required to read N items from disk is Scan(N ) = O(N /B),
while the number of I/Os required to sortN items isΘ(Sort(N )) = Θ((N /B) logM/B(N /B))
[7]. Note that for all realistic values of N , M , and B, we have Scan(N ) < Sort(N ) �
N .

Arge et al. [17] described an O(Sort(N )) I/O-algorithm for computing the wa-

tersheds of a grid terrain, that is, for computing a watershed grid that maps each

cell v to the sink u that de�nes the watershed that v belongs to. The merge tree

of a grid terrain can also be computed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os using an algorithm by

Agarwal et al. [4]. This solution uses an algorithm for batched union-�nd that can

process a sequence of N Union and Find operations in O(Sort(N )) I/Os, assuming

the entire sequence of operations is provided in advance. Arge and Revsbæk [15]

extended this result to compute di�erent geometric measures such as volume and

area for each maximal depression, just like the result can be extended to compute a

depression volume grid containing the volume of the depression(s) de�ned by each

cell [19]. Note that for a saddle cell v this volume is the sum of the volumes of the

two maximal depressions de�ned by v .

I/O-e�cient algorithms for modeling how water �ows across a terrain have been

studied extensively. The simplest such model is to compute the �ow accumulation
of each cell in a grid terrain. To compute �ow accumulation, one assumes that every

cell initially has one unit of water and that the �ow (initial as well as incoming)

is distributed according to the �ow directions. The �ow accumulation is then the

total amount of �ow through each cell. Note that this corresponds to the number of

cells upstream for each cell. The river network of a terrain is often extracted as the

cells with �ow accumulation above a certain threshold. Arge et al. [16] described an

O(Sort(N )) I/O �ow accumulation algorithm. Conceptually, the algorithm sweeps

the terrain top-down with a horizontal plane, propagating the �ow of a cell along its

�ow direction to a neighbor cell. Since the sweep plane touches the cells in the terrain

in topological order of the �ow directions, we are sure that when a cell is processed,

the cells that �ow into it have already been processed. The algorithm is based on the

time-forward processing technique [11, 35], where �ow from a cell is sent forward

in time to a neighbor cell using an I/O-e�cient priority queue. The time-forward

processing technique is a powerful framework for designing I/O-e�cient algorithms;

for example, Chiang et al. [35] also used time-forward processing to compute the

depth-�rst (DFS) numbering of an N -vertex tree in O(Sort(N )) I/Os.

When modeling water �ow by computing �ow accumulation, it is assumed

that once water �ows into a depression of the terrain it never �ows out. In other

words, depressions do not �ll up and spill into other depressions. Therefore, to avoid

water getting caught in small local depressions, most �ow modeling approaches �rst

remove all depressions by �ooding the terrain before computing �ow accumulation,

that is, they conceptually pour water onto the terrain until all depressions are �lled

[17, 56, 65]. However, this often leads to unrealistic �ow networks, since many

important geographical features are removed. Therefore, several methods based on

partial �ooding algorithms that use the merge tree to �ood only “small” depressions
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(based on height, volume or area) have been proposed [4, 15, 34].

Partial �ooding methods provide a basis only for approximate solutions to �ow

modeling, as the underlying assumption is that all “small” depressions are �ooded at a

certain time, while all “big” depressions are not. To model the �ow network at time t
accurately, it is necessary to compute the times at which the depressions of the terrain

�ll and remove the depressions that are full at time t . This is much harder than partial

�ooding, since the computation of the actual �ll time of a depression β depends on

the �ll times of other depressions that spill into β , while partial �ooding is based on

local measures associated with each depression. Liu and Snoeyink [59] proposed an

internal memory algorithm that computes the �ll times of all maximal depressions

during uniform rain in O(N logN ) time, based on simulating how depressions �ll

up one at a time using a priority queue and a union-�nd structure. Designing a

similar I/O-e�cient algorithm seems di�cult since no I/O-e�cient online union-

�nd structure is known. Nevertheless, Arge et al. [19] described an I/O-e�cient

algorithm for the problem. Their algorithm uses the I/O-e�cient algorithm for

batched union-�nd [4] and the internal memory algorithm as a recursive base case,

and computes the �ll times of all maximal depressions in O(Sort(X ) log(X/M)) I/Os,

where X is the number of sinks, that is, leaves of the merge tree. It remains an

open problem if the �ll times can be computed in O(Sort(X )) I/Os. Given the �ll

times of maximal depressions, they also showed how to compute for each cell of the

terrain the time at which it is �ooded in O(Sort(N )) I/Os, that is, how much uniform

rain has to fall before any given cell is �ooded. The algorithm by Arge et al. [19] is

quite complicated and not amenable to practical implementation. However, it can

be seen that if X = O(M) the algorithm can be simpli�ed such that it only requires

O(Sort(N )) I/Os and can actually be implemented.

3.3 Our Results

In this chapter we advance the study of realistic modeling of water �ow across a

massive terrain by considering given �ash �ood events rather than only uniform

events. More precisely, we develop an I/O-e�cient algorithm that given a grid terrain

and a �ash �ood event grid where each cell contains a rain amount, computes what

cells are �ooded when �ow is simulated as in the Liu and Snoeyink [59] and Arge et

al. [19] methods. The algorithm described in Section 3.4 usesO(Sort(N )+Scan(H ·X ))
I/Os, where H is the height of the merge tree and X the number of sinks, that is, the

number of leaves in the merge tree. Unlike the algorithm of Arge et al. [19], our

algorithm is simple enough to be implemented. Like the algorithm of Arge et al. [19],

it uses the merge tree to avoid actually simulating how depressions �ll up one at a

time. However, it avoids the complicated use of a recursive algorithm, and instead

only performs two controlled sweeps over the merge tree. First in an up sweep from

the leaves (elementary depressions) towards the root it considers for each maximal

depression β only the rain in the watersheds of sinks in β (in elementary depressions

corresponding to leaves below β in the merge tree). Then in a down sweep water
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from full depressions outside each maximal depression β is taken into account.

While we in the worst case can have that H = Θ(X ) such that our algorithm uses

O(Sort(N )+Scan(X 2)) I/Os, H is usually much smaller thanX , that is, the merge tree

is usually quite balanced. Similarly, the number of sinks X is usually much smaller

than N . For example, the publicly available detailed DEM of Denmark [36] (where

each grid cell represents 1.6 by 1.6 meter) contains approximately 16 billion cells,
1

whereas the number of sinks X (after �lling all depressions with volume less than 1

m
3
, which is customary when modeling �ow) is only approximately 25 million and

the height of the merge tree H is only 26 thousand. Thus in practice our algorithm

uses O(Sort(N )) I/Os.

The relatively small values of X and H for even a massive detailed DEM such as

the one for Denmark motivated us to consider simpli�ed versions of our algorithm

under assumptions on the size M of the main memory. More precisely, in Section 3.4

we describe how to modify our algorithm such that it uses O(Sort(N )) I/Os provided

H < M . If we furthermore can �t a constant number of grid rows in main memory,

which is certainly realistic for the Denmark DEM and an assumption often made in

I/O-e�cient terrain algorithms, we can modify the algorithm such that the result

for a given �ash �ood event can be computed in O(Scan(N ) + Sort(X )) I/Os after

using O(Sort(N )) I/Os on preprocessing the terrain grid (without using a speci�c

�ash �ood event grid). Finally, if we assume that X < M then the algorithm can

be modi�ed to handle an event in only O(Scan(N )) I/Os after the O(Sort(N )) I/O

preprocessing. In other words, the expensive parts of the algorithm can be handled in

a preprocessing step, such that concrete events can be handled quickly. The modi�ed

algorithms are all relatively simple and therefore easy to implement and likely to

perform well in practice. On the other hand, the uniform rain algorithm of Arge et

al. [19] is only amenable to implementation under the X < M assumption.

We have implemented and experimented with our algorithm as well as the

algorithm of Arge et al. [19] with the assumption that X < M . We have also

implemented our algorithm with only the assumptions that H < M and a constant

number of grid rows �t in memory. Our experiments show that we can handle each

�ash �ood event on the detailed DEM of Denmark in 1 hour 18 minutes on average

on a desktop workstation of current standards. Thus it is quite practical to use our

algorithm in rapid �ood risk assessment, for instance when a meteorological institute

publishes a forecast of an imminent �ash �ood event.

3.4 Our Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm that given a grid terrain and a �ash �ood

event grid, produces a �ood mask grid where cells �ooded after the event are marked.

Our algorithm performs a number of preprocessing steps on the terrain before

considering an event. This preprocessing only needs to be done once for a given

1
The recently released DEM of Denmark is even more massive in size, with each grid cell repre-

senting just 0.4 by 0.4 meter, and the model containing approximately 250 billion cells.
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terrain. More precisely, we compute the watershed grid, merge tree and depression

volume grid of the terrain using O(Sort(N )) I/Os [4, 17, 19]. Furthermore, we label

and layout the merge tree in depth-�rst (DFS) order, and relabel the watershed grid so

that each cell v contains the DFS label of the sink de�ning the watershed containing

v , that is, we relabel all cells and nodes with the DFS ordering of the merge tree.

This can also be done in O(Sort(N )) I/Os [35].

After the preprocessing, our algorithm processes a �ash �ood event in three

steps described in the three sections below.

In Section 3.4.1, we describe the �rst step where we collect rainwater in each

watershed to compute a list of watershed rain volumes sorted by watershed DFS

labels. The input �ash �ood event grid assigns a volume of rain to each cell of the

terrain, and in step one we sum the volume of rain in the cells of each watershed in

order to compute the total amount of rain that falls on a particular watershed. The

computation requires O(Sort(N )) I/Os in general, or O(Scan(N )+ Sort(X )) if we can

�t a constant number of grid rows in memory, or O(Scan(N )) if X < M .

empty
partially full

full
full

full

Figure 3.1: Full, partially full

and empty depressions

In Section 3.4.2, we describe the main step of

the algorithm where we compute for each leaf in

the merge tree (elementary depression) the volume

of water in its topmost so-called non-full ancestor

(maximal depression) in the merge tree after the �ash

�ood event. We say that a maximal depression β is

full if the water level is above the saddle delimiting

the depression, and partially full if the children of β
are full, that is, if the water level is above the saddle delimiting the two children

of β (and thus somewhere inside the depression). Otherwise, we say that β is

empty, meaning the water level is below the saddle delimiting the two children of

β . Refer to Figure 3.1. Note that a non-empty leaf in the merge tree, that is, an

elementary depression, can only have one topmost non-empty ancestor in the merge

tree. Intuitively, the volume of water in this ancestor corresponds to the volume of

water one can swim in starting from the sink cell u after the �ash �ood event has

�ooded the terrain. If we know this volume V , then a cell v in the watershed of u
is �ooded in the �ash �ood event if and only if the depression volume of v is less

than V . We show how to compute for each leaf (elementary depression) the volume

of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor in step two in O(Scan(H · X )) I/Os in

general and in O(Scan(X )) I/Os if H < M . While this is the most complicated part of

our algorithm, it is not the bottleneck in terms of I/Os.

Finally in Section 3.4.3, we describe the last step where we compute the �ood

mask grid using the volume of water in each elementary depression computed in step

two, along with the watershed grid and depression volume grid. This step requires

the same number of I/Os as the �rst step (under the same assumptions).

Theorem 3.1. Given an N-cell grid terrain, where the number of sinks is X and the
height of the merge tree is H, along with a �ash �ood event grid, the cells that are
�ooded after the event can be computed in
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• O(Sort(N ) + Scan(H · X )) I/Os with no assumptions;

• O(Sort(N )) I/Os if H < M ;

• O(Scan(N ) + Sort(X )) I/Os if H < M and a constant number of grid rows �t in
main memory;

• O(Scan(N )) I/Os if X < M

after using O(Sort(N )) I/Os on preprocessing the terrain grid.

3.4.1 Watershed Rain Volumes

From the �ash �ood event grid and the watershed grid, we wish to compute a list of

watershed rain volumes sorted by DFS label. We have three di�erent approaches

depending on the relative sizes of M , X and the size of a grid row.

With no assumptions on M , X and the grid row size, the list can be computed

by simultaneously scanning the �ash �ood event grid and the watershed grid to

produce N pairs (w,Vv ) indicating that a cell v in the watershed with DFS label w
receives a rain volume of Vv . This list of pairs is then sorted by w and scanned to

compute the list with a volume sum for each watershed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os.

If we can �t a constant number of grid rows in main memory we can avoid

sorting the N pairs by exploiting the fact that the watersheds in the watershed grid

are connected. We maintain the invariant that after processing row i of the grid,

the sum of rain seen for each distinct watershed present in row i is stored in main

memory. Then if a watershed is present in row i but not in row i + 1, we know that

we have seen all cells of that particular watershed (since watersheds are connected).

At this point, we therefore output a pair (w,Vw ) indicating that the sum of rain

volume in cells of the watershed with DFS label w is Vw . The number of distinct

watersheds in row i is bounded by the number of cells in row i , which we assumed

�t in internal memory. After processing the grid, we have a list of X (w,Vw ) pairs in

external memory that we sort to produce the output in O(Scan(N ) + Sort(X )) I/Os.

If X < M we can avoid sorting the pairs by watershed entirely, since we may

instead maintain all X watershed volumes in internal memory and produce the list

of volumes in only O(Scan(N )) I/Os.

3.4.2 Elementary Depression Water Volumes

In this section we describe how to compute for each leaf in the merge tree (elementary

depression) the volume of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor. Given the list

of watershed rain volumes computed in Section 3.4.1, we perform an up sweep and

a down sweep of the merge tree in DFS order. In the up sweep from the leaves

(elementary depressions) towards the root, we compute for each non-leaf node

(maximal depression) the excess volumes of its two children, where the excess volume

of a depression β is de�ned as the di�erence between the sum of the watershed

rain volumes of the sinks in β and the depression volume of β . The excess volume

is positive if the watersheds of the sinks in β have received more water than the
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depression volume of β (that is, β is full), and it is negative if β has capacity for more

water. Note that this considers only the water on the watersheds of sinks in β , and

not the water that spills into β from other neighboring full depressions. In the down

sweep, we then �nish the computation and compute for each elementary depression

the volume of water in its topmost non-empty ancestor in the merge tree. Thus in

the down sweep we consider water that spills into a maximal depression β from

neighboring full depressions of β .

Up sweep

To perform the up sweep and output for each non-leaf node the excess volumes of

its two children, we simultaneously scan the merge tree and the watershed volumes

in depth-�rst order. We pass the excess volume of a merge tree node (maximal

depression) to its parent on a stack, while maintaining the following invariant: For

each processed maximal depression β that is not an elementary depression (leaf),

the output contains the excess volumes of the children of β in DFS order; for each

processed maximal depression β for which the parent of β has not been processed,

the excess volume of β is on the stack in DFS order.

Initially, the invariant is maintained, since we have not yet processed any maxi-

mal depressions. When processing a maximal depression β , there are two cases. If β
is an elementary depression (leaf), then it corresponds to a sink with a watershed

volume that is available in the watershed rain volume list. Thus we compute the

excess volume of β simply by subtracting the depression volume of β (obtained from

the merge tree) from the rain volume, and push this volume on the stack. If β is not

an elementary depression, then it follows from the invariant that the excess volume

of the two children of β are the two elements on top of the stack. Thus we pop these

elements, write the excess volumes of the children of β to the output, and compute

the excess volume of β by subtracting the partial volume of β (obtained from the

merge tree) from the two child excess volumes. Finally, we push the excess volume

on the stack. It is easy to verify that in both cases the invariant is maintained.

When we have processed the entire merge tree, it follows from the last part of

the invariant that the stack contains a single entry with the excess volume of the

root. We simply pop and discard this volume. It follows from the �rst part of the

invariant that we correctly output the child volumes in DFS-order.

The up sweep uses O(Scan(X )) I/Os, since we only scan the merge tree and the

watershed rain volumes once, performing O(X ) stack operations using O(1/B) I/Os

amortized each.

Down sweep

To perform the down sweep and output for each elementary depression (leaf) β
the volume of rainwater in the topmost non-empty ancestor of β in the merge tree,

we simultaneously scan the merge tree and the output of the up sweep in reverse

(DFS) order, while maintaining a stack and the following invariant: For each leaf
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u2

β α1

α2

α3

(a)

u1 u2

β α1

α2
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the down sweep. (a) Maximal depressions, sinks (squares)

and saddles (crosses) of a terrain seen from above. (b) The merge tree of the terrain.

When processing maximal depression β , there are three spill events, corresponding

to the three dashed lines: from α1 towards sink u2, from α2 towards sink u2, and

from α3 towards sink u1.

(elementary depression) β for which the parent of β has been processed, the output

contains the volume of the topmost non-empty ancestor of β ; for each unprocessed

internal node (maximal depression) β for which the parent of β has been processed,

the stack contains one or more elements for β in reverse DFS order: If β is full (after

the �ood event), the stack contains one element for β with the volume of its topmost

non-empty ancestor; if β is not full, the stack contains a list of spill events (α,Vα )
for β , where α is the DFS label of an elementary depression inside β and Vα is a

positive volume. An event (α,Vα ) indicates that a full maximal depression outside

of β (further up in the merge tree) spills water of volume Vα into the watershed of

the sink in α during the �ood event, and the stack contains an element for all such

full maximal depressions. Refer to Figure 3.2.

Initially, the invariant is maintained since we have not yet processed any depres-

sions and the stack is empty. When processing a maximal depression β there are

two cases. If β is full, then we pop the volume of the topmost non-empty ancestor of

β from the top of the stack and handle each child of β in turn. For a child that is a

leaf, we output the volume for the child; for a child that is an internal node, we push

the volume to the stack. It is easy to see that the invariant is then maintained. If β is

not full, then we read the excess volumes for the children of β from the output of

the up sweep, and pop the spill events for β from the stack. Assume �rst that the list

of spill events �ts in memory. We determine whether β is partially full or empty by
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adding the spill event volumes and the excess volumes of the two children of β (note

that β cannot be full). If the sum V is positive then β is partially full, and by adding

the depression volumes of the children to V we obtain the volume of water Vβ in β .

Then for a child that is a leaf we outputVβ for the child; for a child that is an internal

node, we push Vβ on the stack. It is easy to see that this maintains the invariant.

Otherwise, ifV is negative then β is empty and we split the events for β into a list of

events for each child; since the DFS labeling is contiguous in every subtree, we can

determine the relevant child for a given spill event (α,Vα ) by comparing α with the

(DFS) labels of the two children. For each child β ′ we add the sum of the volumes in

the list of events for β ′ to the excess volume of β ′. Now, if neither child is full, then

for a child β ′ that is a leaf we compute the rain volume of β ′ from the watershed

rain volume of β ′ and the spill event volumes of β ′ and write its rain volume to the

output; for a child that is not a leaf we simply push the spill event list on the stack.

Otherwise, if the excess volume is positive for a child β ′, then β ′ is full and we know

that the excess volume is negative for the other child β ′′ (since β is not partially full).

The excess volume of β ′ will spill over the saddle v delimiting β ′ and β ′′, following

either the �ow direction or secondary �ow direction ofv into the watershed of a sink

α (obtained from the merge tree) in the subtree of β ′′. Thus we add a new spill event

to the spill event list for β ′′. Then, if β ′′ is a leaf, we add its watershed rain volume

to its spill event volumes and write its rain volume in the output; otherwise, we push

its spill event list on the stack. Since β ′ is the topmost non-empty ancestor of all

sinks in β ′, the volume of water in β ′ is equal to the depression volume of β ′. Thus

if β ′ is a leaf we output its depression volume; otherwise, we push its depression

volume on the stack. Again it is easy to verify that the invariant is maintained.

When we have processed all internal nodes of the merge tree, then the stack is

empty and it follows from the �rst part of the invariant that the output is correct.

Without counting stack operations, the down sweep uses O(Scan(X )) I/Os since

we only scan the merge tree and the output of the up sweep once. It is easy to realize

that when processing a maximal depression (node in the merge tree) β , there can

be at most one spill event for each ancestor of β in the list of spill events for β on

the stack. Thus we perform O(H ) stack operations when processing β , or O(H · X )
events in total during the down sweep requiring O(Scan(H ·X )) I/Os. Below we give

an example showing that this bound is tight up to polylogarithmic factors, that is,

that almost H · X stack operations are indeed required. In the case that the spill

events for β do not �t in memory as we initially assumed, then we immediately

split the events into a list of events for each child, summing the event volumes for

each child as we pop them o� the stack. Thus we can also handle the events in in

O(Scan(H · X )) I/Os when the events do not �t in memory.

If H < M we can actually perform the down sweep in O(Scan(X )) I/Os, which

can be seen as follows: When processing a node β the number of spill events for

β on the stack is not only O(H ), but the total number of spill events on the stack

for any node is actually O(H ), namely one for each ancestor of β in the merge tree.

Thus the size of the stack is bounded by H at all times, and therefore the entire stack

�ts in internal memory.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a merge tree with k = 4 and h = 5.

Remark. We can show that our analysis of the total number of stack operations,

and thus the O(Scan(H · X )) I/O bound, is tight up to a polylogarithmic factor.

Consider a merge tree with k chains of length h each, connected with a complete

balanced binary tree as indicated in Figure 3.3. The number of leaves of the tree is

X = kh and the height H = h + log
2
k . Suppose that every leaf on a chain is full,

causing a spill event to be sent to the leaf at the end of the chain. In that case, the

number of spill events when processing one of the chains is 1 + 2 + · · · + h = Θ(h2),

meaning that the total number of stack operations is Θ(kh2) = Θ(X (H − logk)) =
Ω(X (H − logX )).

3.4.3 Flooded cells

After having computed the volume of water for each elementary depression (sink),

we can relatively easily compute if a given cell is �ooded in the �ash �ood event.

Recall that if the volume of water in the topmost non-full ancestor of the elementary

depression containing a sink u is Vu , then a cell v in the watershed of u is �ooded

if and only if the depression volume of v is smaller than Vu . Thus to compute

the �ood mask grid where �ooded cells are marked, we �rst simultaneously read

the depression volume grid and watershed grid, and for each cell produce a tuple

(i, j,wi j ,Vi j ) indicating that the cell in row i and column j in the watershed with

DFS label wi j has depression volume Vi j . Then we sort these N tuples by wi j . After

that we simultaneously scan the sorted list and the list of elementary depression

(watershed) volumes that is also sorted by DFS label, to produce a list of cells with

�ooded cells marked. The list is sorted into grid order to produce the output �ood

mask grid. Altogether, this can be done in O(Sort(N )) I/Os.

If we can �t a constant number of grid rows in main memory, we can modify the

algorithm and avoid sorting the N tuples by exploiting the fact that the watersheds

in the watershed grid are connected, just as we did in Section 3.4.1. This way

the number of I/Os required to compute the �ood mask grid can be reduced to

O(Sort(X ) + Scan(N )) I/Os in total.

IfX < M we can avoid sorting altogether by simply loading the list of elementary
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depression (watershed) water volumes into main memory, and then simultaneously

scanning the depression volume grid and the watershed grid while determining for

each cell if it is �ooded or not. Thus in this case we can produce the �ood mask in

only O(Scan(N )) I/Os.

3.5 Experiments

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation comparing our algorithm to the

algorithm of Arge et al. [19] under the assumption that X < M (since the Arge et al.

algorithm is not amenable to implementation otherwise). Apart from implementing

our algorithm under the assumption that X < M , we have also implemented it under

the assumptions that H < M and a constant number of grid rows �t in memory.

The implementation of our algorithm closely follows the description in Section 3.4.

However, we made some simplifying assumptions in the description in Section 3.4

that are not necessarily true in practice.

First of all, we assumed for simplicity that a saddle cell had exactly two maximal

depressions under it in order to ensure that the merge tree is binary. However, this is

not true in practice (in our experiments, roughly 0.01% of the merge tree nodes have

more than two children). We handle this in a simple way after computing the merge

tree using the algorithm of Agarwal et al. [4], which works without the assumption

and computes a merge tree of maximal degree 4: We simply split each node of the

merge tree of k > 2 children into a chain of k − 1 nodes with two children each. We

can easily do so in a single pass over the tree.

We also assumed that all cell heights are distinct, in order to ensure that all

non-sink cells are assigned a �ow direction (recall that the �ow direction of a cell

u is de�ned to be the lowest neighbor of u). In practice, terrain models are often

constructed from noisy measurements, and the models are therefore preprocessed

to remove small depressions and decrease the number of sinks, and this process

naturally creates �at areas in the model where all cells have the same height. To make

our algorithm work in practice, we thus need to be able to assign �ow directions on

�at areas, where a cell and its 8 neighbors all have the same height, such that water

intuitively �ows across the �at area to a cell on the border of the �at area with a lower

neighbor. This problem is often called �ow routing, and in our implementation we

simply used a previous routing algorithm of Arge et al. [17] to assign �ow directions

to �at areas.

Finally, in our implementation we have implemented a simpler algorithm for

computing the DFS-order of the merge tree, rather than the general algorithm by

Chiang et al. [35], using time-forward processing. The algorithm uses the fact that

when constructing the merge tree using the algorithm of Agarwal et al. [4], the

nodes in the tree are labeled in a topological order, such that the label of a node is

less than the label of its parent. Thus, rather than using the algorithm by Chiang

et al., we can perform the labeling using a simple up and down sweep, similarly to

the algorithm described in Section 3.4.2. In both sweeps we use the time-forward
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processing technique [11, 35] with an I/O-e�cient priority queue. In the up sweep,

we compute for each internal node u the subtree sizes of its two children. We push

the subtree size of a node u to its parent by inserting an element in the priority

queue. Since we process the merge tree in topological order, we are sure that when

u is processed, its two children have already been processed and their subtree sizes

are the two top elements on the priority queue. In the down sweep, we then when

processing a node u with DFS label du compute the labels of children v and w and

push them to v and w using the priority queue. If v and w have subtree sizes nv and

nw then the DFS label of the two nodes are simply dw = du − 1 and dv = dw − nw ,

respectively. We push the computed DFS label of v andw on the priority queue with

the topological label of v and w as the key, respectively. Since the algorithm scans

the merge tree twice and uses O(X ) priority queue operations, it uses O(Sort(X ))
I/Os in total.

3.5.1 Experimental setup

In our experiments, we used the publicly available detailed grid terrain model of

Denmark from the Danish Geodata Agency where each grid cell represents 1.6 by

1.6 meter [36]. The grid has 231,250 rows of 287,500 cells each, and the number

of cells in the model that contain data is approximately 16 billion. The �le size of

the terrain model is 248 GB. We used a model modi�ed to include buildings and

where depressions of volume less than 1 m
3

were removed (which is customary when

modeling �ow). The number of sinks in the model was approximately 25 million and

the height of the merge tree 26 thousand, thus it was very reasonable to assume that

X < M . For �ash �ood events we used data representing average events seen every

5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 years, respectively. These events were provided

by the Danish consultancy company COWI, and are a result of a statistical model

based on historical �ash �ood events. The model divides the country into 20 regions

and de�nes the rainfall expected to fall within each region in each of the 8 events.

Refer to Figure 3.4(a). The �le size of each �ash �ood event grid is equal to the size

of the terrain model.

We used a machine with a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 processor running Linux

3.13. The machine had 32 GB of main memory, of which 16 GB was made available

to the experiments (and the remainder left for background processes and for the

disk bu�er cache of the operating system). Ten standard 3 TB 7200 RPM disk drives

were used to store temporary �les during experiments. We chose a machine with a

main memory that is small relative to the size of the 1.6 m terrain model of Denmark

in order to demonstrate that our algorithm is practical on terrain models beyond

the size of the main memory. While we could have chosen a machine with a main

memory large enough to contain the entire 1.6 m model, we would not practically

be able to do so with the new 0.4 m model.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.4: (a) The �ash �ood input from Danish consultancy COWI divides the grid

terrain into regions and assigns an amount of rainfall to each region. The highlighted

region receives 31 mm rain in the 5-year event and 61 mm rain in the 100-year event.

(b) An excerpt of the result of a 5-year �ooding event. (c) An excerpt of the result of

a 100-year �ooding event.
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3.5.2 Results

First we ran our implementation of the algorithm of Arge et al. [19], which com-

putes how much uniform rain has to fall before any given cell is �ooded, and the

implementation of our algorithm on the non-uniform 5-year event, in order to see if

there is a signi�cant di�erence in performance between the two implementations.

In this experiment the running time of the algorithm of Arge et al. [19] was 29 hours

21 minutes, while our algorithm used 29 hours 54 minutes. Thus the running times

of the two algorithms were quite close, with our algorithm using slightly more time.

This can be explained by using the fact that both algorithms require the watershed

grid and the merge tree, and computing these accounts for most of the I/Os in the

implementations since they involve the whole terrain data (and not just the merge

tree). However, our algorithm also needs to DFS relabel the merge tree and the

watershed grid, which also require I/Os since the watershed grid is large.

To investigate the performance of our algorithm when omitting the computation

that is independent of the �ash �ood event (the preprocessing), we then performed

experiments with the 8 events. In these experiments, the average time used by our

algorithm on an event was just 1 hour and 18 minutes. This result shows that it is

quite practical to use our algorithm in near-term �ood risk assessment, for instance

when a meteorological institute publishes a forecast of an imminent �ash �ood event.

Refer to Figure 3.4(b)-(c). We cannot compare the performance of our algorithm on

a single event with the algorithm of Arge et al. [19], since that algorithm only works

with uniform rain and solves the slightly di�erent problem of computing when any

given cell is �ooded.

Finally, we repeated the experiments with the 8 events, but using an implemen-

tation of our algorithm where we only assumed that H < M and that a constant

number of grid rows �t in memory (and not that X < M). In this case the events

were handled in 1 hour and 54 minutes on the average, that is, only 36 minutes

longer than the algorithm using X < M . Note, however, that this experiment is not

quite realistic, since the model we ran on actually does have X < M . However, it

shows that even the algorithm with less restrictive assumptions is quite e�cient

in practice.

Overall, we conclude that our algorithms are very e�cient in practice even on

very large inputs.





Chapter 4

External Memory Pipelining

Made Easy With TPIE

While many I/O-e�cient algorithms have been developed in the I/O-model of com-

putation, actually implementing these algorithms can be somewhat of a challenge

since operating systems do not give complete control over movement of blocks and

management of main memory. However, two major libraries TPIE [63] and STXXL

[44] have been developed to support I/O-e�cient algorithm implementations. It

turns out that most I/O-e�cient algorithms are naturally composed of components

that stream through one or more lists of data items, while producing one or more

such output lists, or components that sort such lists. TPIE in particular uses this to

provide an interface where list stream processing and sorting can be implemented

in a simple and modular way, without having to worry about memory management

or block movement. However, if care is not taken, such a streaming-based imple-

mentation can lead to practically ine�cient algorithms since lists of data items are

typically written to (and read from) disk between components. In implementations

consisting of many small (but I/O-e�cient) components, the I/Os incurred when

writing and reading such lists can easily comprise more than half of the total number

of I/Os. While this may not be a problem when considering asymptotic theoretical

performance, it is unacceptable in practice when the total execution time is measured

in hours or days.

In this chapter we present a major extension of the TPIE library that includes

a pipelining framework that allows for practically e�cient streaming-based imple-

mentations while minimizing I/O-overhead between streaming components. The

framework pipelines streaming components to avoid I/Os between components, that

is, it processes several components simultaneously while passing output from one

component directly to the input of the next component in main memory. TPIE auto-

matically determines which components to pipeline and performs the required main

memory management, and the extension also includes support for parallelization of

internal memory computation and progress tracking across an entire application.

Thus TPIE supports e�cient streaming-based implementations of I/O-e�cient algo-

49
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rithms, and TPIE applications are naturally implemented as reusable components,

thereby reducing programming time and code duplication.

4.1 Previous Work

As mentioned, two major software libraries support I/O-e�cient algorithm imple-

mentations for big data analysis, namely TPIE [63] and STXXL [44]. They are both

C++ software libraries, and as opposed to many of the frameworks that have emerged

for supporting big data analysis in the last decade, such as e.g. MapReduce [42],

Spark [79], and Flink [10], they mainly support single-host implementations. One

reason for this is that the libraries, in particular TPIE, are designed to support imple-

mentations on standard commodity hardware. Another reason is that no e�cient

distributed algorithms are known for many of the problems for which I/O-e�cient

algorithms have been studied and implemented; we refer to surveys [12, 77] and

descriptions of implementations (e.g. [8, 20, 21, 43, 61]) for references. Thus in this

chapter we also focus on single-host implementations. However, is should be men-

tioned that in the context of distributed programming, pipelining has recently been

studied with the Thrill framework [29].

Although both are libraries for implementation of I/O-e�cient algorithms, the

overall philosophies of TPIE and STXXL are somewhat di�erent. The philosophy of

TPIE (the Templated Portable I/O Environment) is to provide a high-level interface

that allows for easy translation of abstract I/O-e�cient algorithm descriptions into

code that is portable across computational platforms and not unnecessarily complex.

Thus building on the fact that most I/O-e�cient algorithms are composed of stream-

ing components, TPIE provides a generic stream interface that hides how blocked

I/O is performed and instead provides methods for processing one data item at a

time. TPIE also provides internal memory management, where memory allocations

are automatically counted towards an application-wide memory limit, and where

an application can at any point determine the currently available main memory.

Thus applications do not have to explicitly keep track of available memory, which

often simpli�es implementations considerably. For example, in the TPIE built-in

streaming-based implementation of the I/O-optimal O(Sort(N )) external multi-way

merge-sort, the number of sorted streams that can be merged I/O-e�ciently (without

being swapped out by the operating system) depends on the available main mem-

ory, where care has to be taken to ensure that the memory used to hold blocks of

items for each used stream is counted towards the amount of available memory; the

TPIE memory management allows for determining the number of streams to merge

without explicitly keeping track of available memory and memory used for blocked

I/O. Overall, TPIE is designed to remove focus from the tedious details of creating

I/O-e�cient applications and allows for implementations that are e�cient on all

hardware platforms with minimal con�guration.

The philosophy of STXXL (Standard Template library for XXL data sets) on

the other hand is to achieve maximum I/O-throughput by reducing I/O-overhead
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as much as possible, e.g. by exposing the characteristics of the hardware to the

application programmer. Thus, to avoid any overhead induced by the operating

system, STXXL allows the user to con�gure separate disks for use with applications

outside of the �le system of the operating system. In fact, STXXL project program-

mers recommend that a separate disk is set aside for STXXL applications. STXXL

also explicitly supports parallel disks. Like TPIE, STXXL supports streaming-based

implementations and includes various basic streaming components such as sorting,

but unlike TPIE it actually contains support for pipelining of streaming components.

However, STXXL expects the application programmer to explicitly de�ne which

components to pipeline and explicitly manage main memory. Thus, the programmer

e.g. has to specify how much memory each streaming component in a pipelined

application should use. A separate (not o�cially released) branch of STXXL con-

tains support for utilizing multi-core processors for the internal-memory work of

pipelined applications [26]. Overall, STXXL is designed such that an application can

be tailored to the available hardware, and with the proper con�guration an STXXL

application can achieve close to full utilization of the available I/O bandwidth.

4.2 Our Results

In this chapter we present a major extension of the TPIE library that includes a

pipelining framework that allows for practically e�cient streaming-based imple-

mentations while minimizing I/O-overhead between streaming components. The

extension also includes support for progress tracking across an entire application,

and for parallelization of internal memory computation.

Like STXXL, the TPIE pipelining framework saves I/Os by passing interme-

diate results between streaming components directly in main memory. However,

TPIE pipelining is the �rst framework to provide automatic pipeline and memory

management, and thus combining the best of the TPIE and STXXL streaming philoso-

phies. The framework is component-centric in that the memory requirement of

each streaming component is speci�ed locally by the component developer. The

automatic pipeline and memory management then means that at runtime TPIE will

automatically determine which components to pipeline, and distribute memory

among multiple components of a large application in a way that automatically uses

all the main memory available to the application. Thus, unlike in STXXL, a TPIE

programmer e.g. does not have to consider how the memory use of the individ-

ual components has to be adjusted when they are combined into an application.

While such adjustments along with adjustments of the grouping of components

into pipelines can be done manually for small projects, it can be very cumbersome

for large-scale professional software projects involving many programmers, where

modi�cation of a component to use more memory can very easily lead to memory

over-usage problems (if the memory use of other components are not adjusted ac-

cordingly). Thus the TPIE component-centric approach simpli�es the application

development process, promotes modularity and supports maintainability.
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Since I/O-e�cient applications are typically long-running processes that take

hours or days to complete, it is important that an application is able to provide a

progress bar that gives a precise estimate of the progress of its execution. To be

able to do so in a simple way, the TPIE extension also takes a component-centric

approach. Like for memory use, a component developer can in a simple way include

support for information about the progress of the component, and TPIE automatically

combines information from all components and thus supports a single progress bar

that advances from 0% to 100% at a constant pace. Thus, again the use of a component-

centric approach promotes modularity.

Especially after minimizing I/O, the use of multi-core parallelization can often

help to bring down the running time of massive data applications. Thus the TPIE

extension includes easy support for such parallelization by allowing the application

programmer to wrap a part of a pipeline in a parallelization directive that will

trivially parallelize it across all CPU cores. For instance, when forming sorted runs in

multi-way merge sort, the internal memory sorting algorithm in TPIE automatically

uses all the available CPU cores.

Overall, the major TPIE library extension presented in this chapter supports

e�cient streaming-based implementations of I/O-e�cient algorithm in a simple,

modular and maintainable way, and I/O-e�cient algorithms can thus be composed

and adapted in commercial and research applications while dealing systematically

with important aspects, such as memory management and progress tracking, that are

not intrinsic to the algorithmically optimal solution. The extended library has already

been used to evaluate I/O-e�cient algorithms in the research literature (e.g. [20, 21])

and is heavily used in I/O-e�cient commercial terrain processing applications by the

Danish startup SCALGO
1
. The extension is integrated into the o�cial TPIE project

that is available on GitHub as free and open-source software
2
.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.3, we motivate

pipelining with a concrete algorithm based on scanning and sorting. After this

motivation, we in Section 4.4 present in full generality how to use the TPIE extension

and brie�y discuss its implementation.

4.3 An Example Problem

In this section we present an example of a typical sub-problem in an I/O-e�cient

application. We show that the problem bene�ts from a pipelined implementation;

by implementing every sub-problem in a bigger data processing application (such as

the real-world example in Figure 4.1) using pipelining, more than half of the I/Os

can be saved.

1
SCALGO: Scalable Algorithmics. https://scalgo.com

2
TPIE: Templated Portable I/O Environment. http://madalgo.au.dk/tpie

https://scalgo.com
http://madalgo.au.dk/tpie
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Figure 4.1: Pipelined components in a real TPIE application developed by SCALGO.

Dashed lines represent phase ordering dependencies resulting from blocking edges

in the �ow graph.
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4.3.1 The Raster Transformation Problem

In geographic information systems (GIS), a terrain is often represented as a raster of

heights with each cell indicating the height of the terrain in a certain point. Since

the Earth is spherical and a raster is �at, it is not possible to map the entire surface

of the Earth continuously to a raster. However, if only a particular region, country

or continent needs to be represented, it is possible to project the chosen region to

a plane in a way that roughly maintains the geodesic distances and areas. When

several rasters must be processed together they must be in the same projection.

We call the problem of transforming a raster from one projection to another the

raster transformation problem. Essentially, the problem consists of projecting each

cell of the raster from the source projection plane to the unit sphere, and from the

unit sphere to the target projection plane. These two steps can be represented by

a function f : Z2 → Z2
that maps each cell of the target raster projection to the

corresponding cell of the source raster projection. Thus, in the raster transformation

problem we are given an input raster A of size W × H (that is a W by H matrix

of numbers) stored in row-major order, and we want to produce an output raster

B of size W ′ × H ′ in row-major order, such that the value of a cell (x,y) in B is

copied from the value of a cell (x ′,y ′) = f (x,y) in A. Below we for convenience let

N =WH =W ′H ′ be the number of cells in both the input and output raster.

The raster transformation problem can easily be solved in optimal O(N ) time

simply by for each cell (x,y) in B reading the corresponding input value at f (x,y) in

A. However, this solution might be very I/O-ine�cient. For example, if f represents

matrix transposition where f (x,y) = (y, x), then each access to A requires a new

block to be read (assumingW ,H ≥ M
B ), and thus the solution performs Θ(N ) I/Os

in the worst case. For matrix transposition in particular, only Θ(Sort(N )) I/Os are

required [7]. In fact, in general the raster transformation problem can be solved in

O(Sort(N )) I/Os using a simple �ve step streaming algorithm (refer to Figure 4.2(a)):
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Figure 4.2: Raster transformation algorithm. (a) The algorithm without pipelining,

requiring 7N reads and writes (assuming use of merge-sort using just one merge

step). (b) The algorithm with pipelining, requiring just 3N reads and writes.
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First a stream S1 is constructed containing for each cell (x,y) of B an item consisting

of a pair (f (x,y), (x,y)). Next S1 is sorted such that f (x,y) appear in the same

row-major order used to store A. In the third step, A and S1 are then scanned

simultaneously to construct a stream S2 containing an item (x,y,v) for each pair

(f (x,y), (x,y)) in S1 where v is the value of A at position f (x,y). Then S2 is sorted

into the row-major order used to store B. In the �fth and �nal step, S2 is scanned and

for each entry (x,y,v) the value v is output to B[x,y]. Since the algorithm performs

a constant number of scanning and sorting steps it uses O(Sort(N )) I/Os and can

easily be implemented using the streaming support of either TPIE or STXXL. Refer

to Figure 4.3 for a TPIE code example.

As discussed in the introduction, streaming-based implementations of even

simple I/O-e�cient algorithms, as the raster transformation algorithm above, might

not be practically e�cient because items are written to disk between steps. To

illustrate this, we will analyze the exact number of items read and written by the

above algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that N elements can be sorted using 2N
reads and 2N writes, which is a practically realistic assumption if external merge-

sort is used. Recall that external merge-sort works by �rst scanning through the N
input elements and sorting M elements at a time in internal memory to produce

N
M

sorted runs. This requires N reads and N writes. Next the sorted runs are merged

together
M
B at a time (using a block of internal memory for each run) to produce

N
M /

M
B longer sorted runs, again using N reads and N writes. The merging process

is repeated until a single sorted output is obtained. However, in practice (where

N , M and
M
B are on the order of 10

12
, 10

9
and 10

3
, respectively)

N
M /

M
B < 1 so only

a single merging step is required. Using this, we can easily realize that the above

raster transformation algorithm requires 7N reads and 7N writes without pipelining

(refer again to Figure 4.2(a)): Generating the stream S1 in the �rst step requires N
writes, and sorting it in the second step requires 2N reads and 2N writes. Reading

A and S1 simultaneously in the third step to produce S2 requires 2N reads and N
writes. Again, sorting S2 in the fourth step requires 2N reads and writes, and �nally,

reading S2 and writing B in the �fth step requires N reads and writes. However, by

modifying the �ve steps of the algorithm so that the intermediate result of one step

is immediately used by the next step (if possible) without storing the intermediate

result on disk, that is, by using pipelining, we can reduce the number of reads and

writes to 3N each. More precisely, we can save N writes and N reads of S1 between

step one and two by immediately producing the initial sorted runs of step two while

performing step one. Similarly, we can save the N writes and N reads of S1 between

step two and three by performing step three (scanning S1 and A) simultaneously

with merging the sorted runs. Note that apart from the write and read between the

run formation and merging in step two, we in this way avoid writing S1 altogether.

In a similar way, we can avoid writing S2 and save N reads and N writes by also

producing the initial sorted run of step four while performing step 3, as well as N
reads and N writes by performing step �ve simultaneously with merging of the

sorted runs in step 4. Altogether, we save 4N reads and 4N writes, that is, over half

of the I/Os. Although this does not change the asymptotic I/O-complexity of the
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1 struct vec2 { int x, y; };
2 vec2 f(vec2 a) { return {a.y, a.x}; }  // Here, f is matrix transposition
3 bool operator<(vec2 a, vec2 b) { return (a.y != b.y) ? (a.y < b.y) : (a.x < b.x); }
4 struct map_point { vec2 from, to; };
5 bool operator<(map_point a, map_point b) { return a.from < b.from; }
6 struct value_point { vec2 point; float value; };
7 bool operator<(value_point a, value_point b) { return a.point < b.point; }
8

9 // Sort the input points into the order in which they appear in the output.
10 tpie::file_stream<map_point> stream1; stream1.open();
11 for (int y = 0; y < outputysize; ++y)
12  for (int x = 0; x < outputxsize; ++x) {
13   map_point p = { f({x, y}), {x, y} };
14   if (0 <= p.from.x && p.from.x < xsize && 0 <= p.from.y && p.from.y < ysize)
15    stream1.write(p);
16  }
17 // Sort the input points in row-major order, so we can scan them simultaneously with A.
18 tpie::sort(stream1);
19 // Scan input raster and input point stream, �lling the input points with values.
20 stream1.seek(0);  // Seek to beginning of stream
21 tpie::file_stream<value_point> stream2; stream2.open();
22 tpie::array<float> row1(xsize);
23 for (int y = 0; y < ysize; ++y) {
24  input.read_next_row(&row1);
25  while (stream1.can_read() && stream1.peek().from.y == y) {
26   map_point p = stream1.read();
27   stream2.write(value_point{ p.to, row1[p.from.x] });
28  }
29 }
30 stream1.close();
31 // Sort the �lled input points into output order.
32 tpie::sort(stream2);
33 // Write the output points to a raster.
34 stream2.seek(0);  // Seek to beginning of stream
35 tpie::array<float> row2(outputxsize);
36 for (int y = 0; y < outputysize; ++y) {
37  for (int x = 0; x < outputxsize; ++x) row2[x] = nodata;
38  while(stream2.can_read() && stream2.peek().point.y == y) {
39   value_point p = stream2.read();
40   row2[p.point.x] = p.value;
41  }
42  output.write_next_row(&row2);
43 }
44 stream2.close();

Figure 4.3: Raster transformation using TPIE without pipelining
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algorithm, it translates into a running time reduction of 22 hours if we assume an

input size N of 1 TB and a disk read/write speed of 100 MB/s.

Note that the pipelining process described above conceptually transforms the

�ve-step algorithm into a three-phase algorithm as indicated in Figure 4.2(b), where

e.g. the second phase consists of the merging part of the step two sorting, step

three, and the run formation part of the step four sorting. One could of course

implement the algorithm by implementing these three phases directly, that is, by

implementing several special versions of external merge-sort (or rather, special run

formation, merging, and merging-run formation implementations). However, this

would not only be cumbersome, but also unacceptable from a software engineering

point of view. Instead, direct support of pipelining where the �ve-step algorithm

is automatically pipelined would be desirable. However, such a pipelining would

require system support for identi�cation of phases and careful memory management.

For example, the merge and run formation parts of phase two of the three-phase

algorithm would normally both require all of the main memory, so the memory

somehow needs to be divided between the two parts. As described below, this is

handled somewhat di�erently in STXXL and the new TPIE extension.

4.3.2 STXXL Implementation

When implementing the raster transformation algorithm with pipelining using the

STXXL streaming layer, the �ve steps of the algorithm are implemented individually

as is natural from a software engineering point of view; we call each such individual

part of a pipeline a component. However, since STXXL does not handle memory

management, the implementation that combines the components then has to identify

the three phases of the algorithm explicitly and compute how much memory is

allocated to each of the components of a phase. Refer to Figure 4.4 for STXXL

code that implements this, that is, the main code that implements the �ve step

algorithm in three phases (excluding the code for the individual components). The

code illustrates how three phases are explicitly identi�ed and memory allocated.

For example, in phase two the memory available for the two sorting components

(merging of step two and run formation of step four) is computed by setting aside

a bu�er of size B of the available main memory for reading the input, and then

share the remaining memory between the two sorting components. Concretely, the

computation is performed with the statement:

sort_memory = (memory_available − block_size) / 2.

While identifying phases and allocating memory in this way is easy in our simple

example algorithm, it is more di�cult in larger applications such as the example

given in Figure 4.1. Especially if more than one programmer is working on the

application it is di�cult and error-prone to distribute memory correctly.

Apart from the complexity that the need for phase identi�cation and memory

allocation adds to pipelined STXXL code, there are also some C++ syntax issues that

add to the code complexity. More precisely, the C++ syntax used is quite verbose
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1 void transform(raster_input & input, raster_output & output, size_t memory_available) {
2  // In phase 1, the single sorter can use all the available memory.
3  const size_t phase1_sort_memory = memory_available;
4  // In phase 2, the two sorters receive each half the available memory,
5  // excluding the memory used to store a single block from the input.
6  const size_t phase2_sort_memory = (memory_available − input.bu�er_size()) / 2;
7  // In phase 3, there is a single sorter and an output bu�er.
8  const size_t phase3_sort_memory = memory_available − output.bu�er_size();
9  GenerateOutputPoints output_points(output.dimensions());

10  typedef TransformPoints<GenerateOutputPoints> TransformOutputPoints;
11  TransformOutputPoints point_pairs(std::move(output_points), input.dimensions());
12  typedef stxxl::stream::runs_creator<TransformOutputPoints, input_yorder> rc_type;
13  rc_type rc(std::move(point_pairs), input_yorder(), phase1_sort_memory);
14  typedef stxxl::stream::runs_merger<rc_type::sorted_runs_type, input_yorder> rm_type;
15  // The following call to rc.result() executes the �rst phase.
16  rm_type rm(rc.result(), input_yorder(), phase2_sort_memory);
17  RasterReader input_raster_reader(input);
18  typedef PointFiller<rm_type, RasterReader> FillOutputPoints;
19  FillOutputPoints filler(std::move(rm), std::move(input_raster_reader));
20  typedef stxxl::stream::runs_creator<FillOutputPoints, point::yorder> rc2_type;
21  rc2_type rc2(std::move(filler), point::yorder(), phase2_sort_memory);
22  typedef stxxl::stream::runs_merger<rc2_type::sorted_runs_type, point::yorder> rm2_type;
23  // The following call to rc2.result() executes the second phase.
24  rm2_type rm2(rc2.result(), point::yorder(), phase3_sort_memory);
25  // The following call to write_raster() executes the third phase.
26  write_raster(std::move(rm2), output);
27 }

Figure 4.4: Raster transformation using the STXXL streaming layer.

since for technical reasons names of the components often need to be repeated.

The reason is that STXXL combines pipelining components using a C++ feature

known as template instantiation that allows for the compiler to inline function calls

between di�erent components of the pipeline. For performance reasons, this is

necessary when many small components are pipelined. However, the template

instantiation syntax is not well-suited for use in large pipelined applications. As an

example, consider the C++ statement Apart from the complexity that the need for

phase identi�cation and memory allocation adds to pipelined STXXL code, there are

also some C++ syntax issues that add to the code complexity. More precisely, the C++

syntax used is quite verbose, since for technical reasons names of the components

often need to be repeated. The reason is that STXXL combines pipelining components

using a C++ feature known as template instantiation that allows for the compiler to

inline function calls between di�erent components of the pipeline. For performance

reasons, this is necessary when many small components are pipelined. However, the

template instantiation syntax is not well-suited for use in large pipelined applications.
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As an example, consider the C++ statement

typedef TransformPoints<GenerateOutputPoints> TransformOutputPoints;

in the STXXL implementation of the raster transformation algorithm. In this state-

ment, the C++ language typedef statement is used to declare TransformOutputPoints to

be a type alias for the TransformPoints component instantiated with the GenerateOut-
putPoints component. Such a type alias is needed for each component of the pipeline,

and only when all the type aliases have been de�ned the individual component

objects can be declared and constructed. In this way, the pipeline has to be de�ned

both in terms of type aliases nested within each other and as actual component

objects combined together.

4.3.3 TPIE Implementation Using Pipelining

As in the case of pipelined STXXL, in the implementation of the �ve step raster

transformation algorithm using the extended TPIE library with pipelining, the com-

ponents of the pipeline are implemented individually. However unlike in the STXXL

implementation, the combination of the components becomes very simple, since

TPIE is component-centric and automatically identi�es phases and performs memory

management. To illustrate this, a diagram showing the eight components used to

implement the �ve steps is given in Figure 4.5(a) along with the pipelining code in

Figure 4.5(b). Note how the code in Figure 4.5(b) lines 3-12 naturally corresponds

to the pipeline in Figure 4.5(a). Note also that the reading and writing of rasters

are handled by two special components to separate the handling of speci�c raster

formats from the algorithm, and how the two sorting components are implemented

using two di�erent built-in TPIE sorting components de�ned in lines 3 and 4 on

Figure 4.5(b). The reason two di�erent sorter implementations are used (and that

the pipeline is de�ned in two statements de�ning p1 and p2, respectively) is that the

output from the component sorting S1 has to be read by the component constructing

S2 simultaneously with the output from the component reading the input raster A.

Thus, the component constructing S2 has to control when data is received from the

sorting component, which is done through pull-based streaming. This functionality

is implemented with a TPIE so-called passive sorter with an input and an output part

de�ned in line 3. On the other hand, the component sorting S2 is a more traditional

pipelined component that uses push-based streaming, where input data is received

from preceding component (in this case the component constructing S2) when ready,

and output data in turn pushed to the subsequent component. It is de�ned with an

ordinary TPIE sorter in line 4. As an example of a component implementation, the

code implementing the component generate_output_points is given in Figure 4.6. The

component contains a method propagate() that is called by TPIE when setting up the

pipeline, and a method go() that is called by TPIE to execute the actual component.

The component also uses push-based streaming, and it pushes each produced ele-

ment to the next component by calling the push() method of that component. The

details of how the push and pull mechanisms work will be discussed in Section 4.4,
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(a)

1 void transform(raster_input & A, raster_output & B,
2 tpie::progress_indicator_base & pi) {
3  auto sort_S1 = tpie::pipelining::passive_sorter<projected_point>();
4  auto sort_S2 = tpie::pipelining::sort(point::yorder());
5  tpie::pipelining::pipeline p1 = generate_output_points()
6   | tpie::pipelining::parallel(compute_transformation())
7   | sort_S1.input();
8  tpie::pipelining::pipeline p2 = read_raster(A)
9   | construct_S2(sort_S1.output())

10   | sort_S2
11   | construct_output()
12   | write_raster(B);
13  p1.forward("inputsize", A.dimensions());
14  p1.forward("outputsize", B.dimensions());
15  uint64_t n = A.cell_count() + B.cell_count();
16  p1(n, pi, TPIE_FSI);  // Execute the pipeline
17 }

(b)

Figure 4.5: Raster transformation algorithm. (a) Pipeline illustrated as components.

(b) TPIE code implementing the pipeline.

where the full TPIE pipelining framework and its implementation is described. Be-

low we highlight some of the other framework features that are used in the raster

transformation example.

Memory management

As mentioned, TPIE automatically manages memory and divides available memory

among components in a pipeline. Thus in the pipeline de�nition in Figure 4.5(b) there

is no code at all dealing with memory distribution. Often many components use

only a small amount of static memory, whereas components such as sorting require

dynamically allocated memory depending on the amount of available memory. In

the latter case the component has to specify its minimum and maximum memory

requirements in its implementation. In the example component shown in Figure 4.6

no requirement is speci�ed since only static memory is used.

Metadata

Often many components in a pipeline need some sort of metadata about the items

that are being streamed between components. In the example, certain components

need to use the dimensions of the input and output rasters. While such metadata

can of course be passed as parameters to the individual components in the pipeline

de�nition, doing so makes the de�nition needlessly cluttered. Instead, TPIE provides

a general facility for passing metadata between pipeline components. Thus, in

Figure 4.5(b) lines 13-14, the pipeline de�nition uses forward() to pass the dimensions
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1 template <typename dest_t>
2 struct GenerateOutputPoints : public tpie::pipelining::node {
3  GenerateOutputPoints(dest_t d): dest(std::move(d)) {}
4  virtual void propagate() override {
5   dimensions = fetch<rastersize_t>("outputsize");
6   set_steps(dimensions.width ∗ dimensions.height);
7  }
8  virtual void go() override {
9   for (int y = 0; y < dimensions.height; y++)

10    for (int x = 0; x < dimensions.width; x++)
11     { step(); dest.push(point(x, y)); }
12  }
13  rastersize_t dimensions; dest_t dest;
14 };
15 typedef tp::pipe_begin<tp::factory<GenerateOutputPoints>>

16  generate_output_points;

Figure 4.6: generate_output_points component used in the TPIE raster transformation

algorithm.

of the input and output rasters to the components that need them. The individual

components can then obtain the metadata using fetch(), such as when the component

generate_output_points in Figure 4.6 line 5 retrieves the dimensions of the output

raster.

Progress reporting

In the example, the TPIE support for progress reporting (e.g. as a progress bar) is

also used. As with memory requirements, the code required to supply progress

information is not part of the code in Figure 4.5(b) where the pipeline is de�ned,

but rather part of the implementation of the individual component. Thus, the

component in Figure 4.6 provides the needed information by using set_steps() in

line 6 in the propagate() method to de�ne how many items it will produce, and then

calling a progress stepping function in line 11 in the go() method for each item that

it produces. When executing the pipeline in line 16 of Figure 4.5(b) the argument pi
is a reference to a progress indicator object that tells TPIE how to display progress.

To provide accurate progress estimations, TPIE actually uses statistical information

about progress of previous runs of the code. To store information about runs, the

problem’s instance size n, computed in line 15, as well as a symbol TPIE_FSI used to

identify the application being executed, are also passed to the TPIE framework when

executing the pipeline in line 16.
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Parallelism

The example takes advantage of TPIE support for multi-core CPU parallelism in

two ways. First, in the TPIE built-in implementation of multi-way merge-sort,

the initial run-formation phase is automatically parallelized. Second, by wrapping

the component compute_transformation in the directive tpie::pipelining::parallel(. . . ) in

line 6, TPIE automatically distributes this part of the computation among all available

CPU cores.

4.4 TPIE Pipelining

In this section we describe the TPIE pipelining framework in more detail. First in

Section 4.4.1 we describe how to use the framework, and then in Section 4.4.2 we

discuss some aspects of the implementation of the framework.

4.4.1 Pipelining Use

In this section we �rst describe how a TPIE pipeline consisting of a number of

components can be modeled using a so-called �ow graph, and how this graph can be

used to identify pipeline phases. Then we describe how components are implemented.

Finally, we describe how a TPIE pipeline is constructed and executed.

Flow graph and phase identi�cation

As described in Section 4.3.3, a TPIE pipeline consists of a number of components

that push data to or pull data from other components. We distinguish between two

types of components, namely regular components that produce output as the input is

processed, and blocking components that have to process all input before producing

any output. Blocking components consist of two sub-components, namely an input

and an output sub-component, where the input sub-component processes all input

before the output sub-component is invoked to produce the output; the input sub-

component might store intermediate results on disk. Merge-sorting is an example of

a blocking component; the input sub-component naturally corresponds to the initial

run formation step and the output sub-component to the merging step. Blocking

components introduce the need for pipeline phases that are executed independently,

since the input and output sub-components cannot be executed simultaneously.

In the raster transformation algorithm in Section 4.3, the three phases are exactly

needed due to the two blocking sorting components.

A pipeline can conveniently be represented by a directed acyclic �ow graph,

with regular nodes corresponding to regular components and input nodes and out-
put nodes corresponding to the sub-components of blocking components. Regular

nodes are connected with other regular nodes and input and output nodes by edges

directed along the streaming direction and labeled as push edges or pull edges in a

natural way; note that a node cannot have both an outgoing push and an outgoing
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pull edge. Each input node is also connected with a directed blocking edge to the

corresponding output node. To be able to automatically determine the phases of

a pipeline, TPIE requires that the �ow graph corresponding to the pipeline has

two particular properties: First, if all blocking edges are removed, then no input

and output nodes corresponding to the same blocking component should be in the

same connected component. Second, if all push and pull edges are contracted, then

the graph should be acyclic. The �rst property means that the connected compo-

nents directly identify the pipeline phases that need to be executed independently.

When each such connected component is contracted, each directed edge (u,v) in

the resulting graph indicates that the phase corresponding to u needs to be executed

before the phase corresponding to v . Thus the second property ensures that there

exists a valid (topological) order in which to execute the components. When these

two properties are ful�lled, TPIE builds the �ow graph and computes connected

components to identify phases, and then contracts the components and topologically

sorts the graph to �nd the order in which to execute the phases. In each phase, TPIE

assigns main memory to the individual components according to the given minimum

and maximum requirements.

While the second �ow graph property above has to be ful�lled for any pipelined

program to be valid, the �rst property only has to be ful�lled if we require that all but

blocking components can be pipelined, that is, that streaming items are only written

to disk by blocking components. For example, consider the small pipeline shown on

the right, where component u pushes to both a sorter and to a component w , which

u

sort

w

push

pull

push

in turn pulls output from the sorter. In this case, u, w and the input and

output nodes of the sorter are all in the same connected component in

the phase graph without blocking edges. However, it is not possible to

pipeline all the components in one phase, since the output from the sorter

used in w is not available at the same time as the output from u also used

in w . To remedy this problem, and make the �ow graph ful�ll the second

property, a simple blocking component that delays the stream of items from u to w ,

by writing them temporarily to disk, can be inserted between u andw in the pipeline

(such that the example has two phases). To support this, TPIE not only contains a

built-in sorting blocking component, but also blocking components that delay and

reverse a stream. Each of these components come in an active and a passive variant.

In the active variant both the input and output sub-components use push-based

streaming, and in the passive variant the input sub-component is push-based and

the output sub-component pull-based.

Component implementation

The interface of each component in a TPIE pipeline must have certain methods; sub-

components are essentially like regular components, so when we refer to components

below we mean regular components and sub-components.

Methods push(), pull(), and can_pull() are used to stream data items between com-

ponents. Consider a component corresponding to a node u in the �ow graph that
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produces data that is processed by a component corresponding to a node v in the

graph, that is, where there is an edge (u,v). With a slight abuse of notation, we use

u and v to refer to the two components. If the edge is a push edge we say that v
is a destination of u, and then v must implement a push() method and u must push

each item in the stream to v by calling the method v .push(). If on the other hand the

edge is a pull edge we say that u is a source of v , and then u must implement a pull()
method and v must pull each item from u by calling the method u.pull(); u must also

implement the method can_pull() to return true if there is more data to pull and false
otherwise.

A component u that is neither the destination or the source of any other compo-

nent must implement a go() method that repeatedly pushes or pulls data until there

is no more data to process. This is because data is neither pushed to or pulled from

u by other components calling u.push() or u.pull(). Thus the go() method is used to

start the execution of a phase.

Each component u must implement (possibly empty) begin() and end() methods

that are called before and after the stream processing of the phase containing u,

respectively. These methods can for example be used to allocate and deallocate

memory used by u, or set up data structures needed by u. Component u is also

allowed to push items to its destinations and pull items from its sources in begin()
and end(). This is e.g. useful when bu�ers need to be �lled up at the beginning or

emptied at the end of a phase.

Each component u must also implement a (possibly empty) propagate() method

that is also called before any stream processing in the phase containing u and used

to pass metadata between components. Inside the propagate() method u may use the

forward function to pass key-value pairs to components v that can be reached from

u in the �ow graph. It may use the fetch function to retrieve named metadata from

other components. Often metadata includes information about input and output

data size, and if TPIE should provide progress reporting, at least one component u in

each phase should provide progress information by calling the function set_steps(n)
inside the propagate() method to indicate the number of items n that it will process,

and then call the step() function once for each item that is processed. Often u is a

node with no incoming push or pull edges in the �ow graph, that is, the node that

creates streaming data.

Finally, a componentu that requires dynamically allocated memory to perform its

stream processing needs to indicate this to TPIE by calling the functions set_minimum_
memory(au ) and set_maximum_memory(bu ) in its class constructor to request between

au and bu bytes of memory, where bu = ∞ is used to indicate that the component

requests as much memory as possible. After TPIE has distributed memory, u can

then obtain information about how much memory it was assigned between au and

bu by calling the function get_available_memory() in the begin() method.
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Pipeline construction and execution

After de�ning the pipelining components, a pipeline is constructed by stringing

together components using the so-called pipe operator as in the expression

p = generate_output_points() | compute_transformation() | sort_S1.input().memory(2)

where three components, generate_output_points(), compute_transformation() and the

input sub-component of sort_S1 are pipelined. For each component, as for the

sort_S1.input() component in the example, one can set a memory priority using

memory() to indicate to TPIE how important it is to allocate memory to the com-

ponent; by default the priority is one, and a priority of k means that if several

components all request as much memory as possible using set_maximum_memory(∞)
then a component with priority k will receive k times the amount of memory as one

with priority one.

To execute the pipeline one simply calls the object p. TPIE then builds the �ow

graph and computes connected components to identify phases, and then contracts

the components and topologically sorts the graph to �nd the order in which to

execute the phases. After this TPIE executes each phase in turn. To execute a

phase, TPIE �rst distributes memory to each component in the phase based on the

memory requests and priorities, and then it calls the methods propagate(), begin(),
go() and end() on the components in a speci�c order based on the �ow graph. First,

propagate() is called on the components in the phase in topological order to allow

each component to call forward(), fetch() and set_steps(). The topological order is used

since a component u has to be able to pass metadata to components reachable from

u in the �ow graph. Next begin() is called on all components in the order obtained by

topologically sorting the �ow graph where all push edges have been reversed; this

topological order exists as the graph is acyclic, since a node in the �ow graph cannot

have both an outgoing push and an outgoing pull edge. This particular topological

order is used since for a push edge (u,v), u should be able to push to v in u.begin(),
so u.begin() should be called after v .begin(); similarly, if (u,v) is a pull edge, then

v .begin() must be called after u.begin() is called. After this initialization, the main

streaming part of the phase is executed by calling the go() method on the appropriate

component. Finally, at the end of the phase end() is called on the components in

reverse order of the begin() order, that is, in reverse topological order.

4.4.2 Pipelining Implementation

Above we have already discussed how TPIE identi�es and executes phases of a

pipeline, and due to space constraints we cannot describe the entire implementation

of TPIE pipelining in detail. In this section we therefore brie�y discuss a few aspects

of the implementation not described above. The interested reader is also referred to

the technical documentation of TPIE [73] .
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Memory management

As mentioned, TPIE distributes memory to components in a phase based on the

minimum au and maximum bu memory requirements, along with the memory

priority cu of each component u in the phase. Component u is assigned Mu (λ) =
max{au ,min{bu , λcu }} bytes of memory, for a value of λ such that the total assigned

memory M(λ) =
∑
u Mu (λ) is smaller than the available memory. This way memory

is distributed proportionally to the memory priorities unless this gives an amount of

memory outside the [au ,bu ] interval. Since M(λ) is a non-decreasing function of λ,

TPIE can use binary search to �nd λ. Refer to Figure 4.7 for an example.

Progress reporting

TPIE also supports progress reporting for a pipeline. To ensure that a progress bar

shown to the user progresses from 0% to 100% at a constant pace, TPIE maintains an

execution time database with information about how large a fraction of the execution

time was spent in each phase in the execution of the pipeline that processed the

largest instance size. In order to distinguish between di�erent pipelines in the

execution time database, each pipeline execution carries the preprocessor macro

TPIE_FSI as an argument, which is expanded by the compiler into a string that

uniquely identi�es the location in the code where the pipeline is de�ned. In this way,

TPIE can store information about multiple pipelines in the execution time database.

Automatic parallelization

Automatic multi-core CPU parallelism is supported in TPIE by applying the

tpie::pipelining::parallel(. . . )

directive to a push-based pipeline component. In this case, the processing of the

component is distributed among the available CPU cores by instantiating a copy of

the component for each core and passing items to these components in a round-robin

fashion as they arrive. To amortize the overhead of thread synchronization, items

are passed to components in batches of 2048 items at a time.

Function inlining

To minimize the computational overhead of the many push() and pull() function calls

required when executing a pipeline, TPIE is designed to allow the compiler to inline

the processing of several consecutive pipelining components into one function. As

in STXXL, this is achieved using template instantiations in C++. Thus, if u pushes to

v in the pipeline, then when u is compiled the type of v is known to the compiler

so the implementation of v .push() can be inlined into u. However unlike STXXL,

TPIE is designed to hide the resulting complex type de�nitions from the pipeline

de�nition, and instead of using recursive template instantiations the pipe operator
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Node Minimum Maximum Priority Assigned

v av bv cv Mv (λ)

A 4 12 5 10

B 1 7 3 6

C 8 ∞ 3 8

D 7 12 7 12

0 1 2 3
λ

M
(λ

)

D

A

C

B

M

Figure 4.7: Memory assignment for four nodes where λ = 2, M(λ) = 36. Nodes A
and B are assigned λ times their priority, whereas nodes C and D are assigned their

minimum and maximum memory, respectively.

can be used to de�ne a TPIE pipeline. This is very convenient when building large

pipelined applications.





Chapter 5

Fast Internal Flooding Queries

In this chapter we study the �ooding query problem: Preprocess a given TIN terrain

Σ into a data structure so that for a query rain region R and a query point q on Σ, one

can quickly determine how much rain has to fall in R so that q is �ooded. Current

geographic information systems (GIS) algorithms often assume that the height of

each vertex is speci�ed precisely. In reality, however, terrain models approximate the

ground truth and are subject to a degree of uncertainty. Large high-resolution terrain

datasets such as the ones acquired by LiDAR and other similar technology contain

measurement error; for the publicly available 1.6 m terrain model of Denmark, the

root mean square elevation error is 10 cm [36]. Furthermore, raw data is noisy

as it includes heights of various natural and anthropological features (e.g. bridges,

trees, electric wires, cars, mailboxes, etc.), and one has to clean the data to get the

height of the ground. The data cleaning is performed manually, automatically, or

often using a hybrid approach. The output after data cleaning (whether manual or

automatic) is not perfect, and this causes uncertainty in the resulting terrain model.

By representing the uncertainty in terrain data explicitly we develop methods for

�ood risk analysis that compute the probability of a point q on Σ being �ooded when

a speci�ed volume of rain falls on a given region R. See Figure 5.1.

5.1 Previous work

There has been extensive work in the GIS literature on modeling water �ow on a

terrain. Many �ow modeling approaches �rst remove all depressions by �ooding the

terrain, that is, they conceptually pour water onto the terrain until all depressions are

�lled [17, 56, 65]. However, this approach often leads to unrealistic �ow networks,

since many important geographical features are removed. Therefore, several methods

based on partial �ooding algorithms that �ood only “small” depressions (based on

height, volume or area) have been proposed [4, 15, 34, 40]. Partial �ooding methods

provide a basis only for approximate solutions to �ow modeling, as the underlying

assumption is that all “small” depressions are �ooded at a certain time, while all “big”

depressions are not. To model the �ow network at time t accurately, it is necessary

69
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to compute all depressions that have been �lled by time t and remove them by

“�ooding” them.

Liu and Snoeyink [59] (see also [19]) proposed an O(n logn) time algorithm that

computes the �ll times of all depressions assuming rain is falling at a constant rate on

the entire terrain. In reality, localized extreme rainfall can a�ect downstream areas

that do not receive heavy rainfall directly, so it is important to model non-uniform

events as well. Arge et al. [22] described an algorithm to compute the set of �ooded

vertices when a given volume of rain ψ ≥ 0 falls on a given region R. We are not

aware of any algorithm that can answer a �ooding query in sub-linear time in the

worst case.

As the resolution in available terrain models increases, there is an increasing

demand for methods to handle terrain models that do not �t into main memory.

However, the size of the terrain data is only one aspect, and it is equally important

to be able to handle uncertainty in the terrain data. To this end, Agarwal et al. [6]

proposed data structures for answering a few queries on uncertain terrains such as

the sea-level rise �ood risk problem, that is, they compute the �ooding probability of

a query point q given that the sea-level at a point p increases by ` unit of height.

They model uncertain terrains by assuming that the height of each vertex is given

by a probability distribution such that vertex heights are independent. They show

that it is enough to evaluate the sea-level rise scenario on a small number of random

terrains to guarantee that the estimate of the �ooding probability is within ε of

correct with high probability. They describe data structures for discrete distributions,

in which each terrain vertex can take at most k distinct height values, and show

that continuous distributions can be handled using approximations by discrete

distributions.

5.2 Our results

We present two main results. In Section 5.4 we present an O(n logn)-time algorithm

for preprocessing Σ into a linear-size data structure that can answer the �ooding

query for a query rain region R and a query point q. We �rst describe a simple

data structure using the so-called merge tree of Σ with O(|R | + H logn) query time,

where |R | is the number of vertices at which rain is falling, and H is the height of

the merge tree, which is Θ(n) in the worst case. Roughly speaking, it computes the

maximal depressions that need to be �lled before q is �ooded. We then present a fast

data structure with O(|R | +m logn) query time, where m is the number of so-called

tributaries of q at which rain is falling, where a tributary of q is a depression that

spills into a depression containing q when full; the precise de�nition is given in

Section 5.4. Since there is a one-to-one mapping between the tributaries of q and the

ancestors of q in the merge tree, m is less or equal to H . Furthermore, m is bounded

by |R |, which implies a query time of O(logn) when rain is falling at O(1) vertices

of the terrain. The fast data structure uses a heavy-path decomposition [69] of the

merge tree to compress the set of “full depressions” to O(logn) sets, and to compute
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p

Flooded

Not �ooded

(a)

Flood risk 49.8%

Flood risk 28.1%

Flood risk 10.8%

p

p

(b)

Figure 5.1: When rain falls on p, the existence of each underground pipe (white

segment) determines which areas are �ooded. (a) Using the �ooding query (without

terrain uncertainty), the �ooded areas for a given rain amountψ on p can quickly be

determined. (b) When each pipe exists with probability 0.5, our algorithm quickly

estimates the �ooding probability of each point of the terrain for a given rain amount

ψ .
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when they are �lled.

Next, we consider computing the probability of �ooding a query point q given

that it has rained a volume ofψ on the rain region R on an uncertain terrain. Our

model of uncertainty is similar to the one of Agarwal et al. [6]. We assume that

the heights of terrain vertices are given by a probability distribution in which each

vertex can take at most k distinct height values; contrary to [6] we do not assume

that vertex heights are independent. The parameter k re�ects how many di�erent

height values could be obtained during raw data acquisition for a given terrain

location, so for terrain uncertainty arising from data cleaning, k is a small constant

in practice. In Section 5.5 we show that computing the �ooding probability exactly

is #P-hard using a reduction from #KNAPSACK. Our hardness result works even

in the more restricted model where vertex heights must be independent, as our

reduction from #KNAPSACK uses an uncertain terrain in which vertex heights are

independent. We extend our data structure (in Section 5.6) to estimate the �ooding

probability by following a standard Monte-Carlo approach: �x a parameter s , choose

s random terrains from the uncertain terrain, and preprocess each of them using the

data structure in Section 5.4 to determine whether q is �ooded. The main technical

challenge is to bound the value of s to ensure a desired level of accuracy. Since the

number of di�erent terrains can be kn , a standard analysis based on Cherno� bounds

suggests that one has to set s = Ω(n logk) [6]. Using sophisticated techniques from

combinatorial geometry and probabilistic methods, we show that only O( 1

ε2
log

nk
δ )

samples are needed for all single-point queries, and only O(
k3

logn
ε2

log
nk
δ ) samples

are needed for a general rain region, to ensure that the answer is correct within error

ε with probability at least 1 − δ .

We have conducted experiments with our algorithms on two realistic datasets,

and in Section 5.7 we show that in practice the estimates converge to the true risk

after a small number of samples are examined, and that the resulting output imparts

interesting information about the �ood risk over the terrains.

5.3 Preliminaries

Terrains. Let M be a triangulation of R2
, and let V be the set of vertices of M;

set n = |V|. We assume that V contains a vertex v∞ at in�nity, and that each edge

{u,v∞} is a ray emanating from u; the triangles inM incident to v∞ are unbounded.

Let h : M → R be a height function. We assume that the restriction of h to each

triangle ofM is a linear map, that h approaches +∞ at v∞, and that the heights of

all vertices are distinct. GivenM and h, the graph of h, called a terrain and denoted

by Σh , is an xy-monotone triangulated surface whose triangulation is induced byM.

If h is clear from the context, we denote Σh by Σ.

Critical vertices. There is a natural cyclic order on the neighbor vertices of a

vertex v ofM, and each such vertex is either an upslope or a downslope neighbor. If

v has no downslope (resp. upslope) neighbor, then v is a minimum (resp. maximum).
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Symbol Meaning

M Triangulation of R2

h : M→ R Height function

V Vertex set ofM

n = |V| Number of vertices in the terrain

Σh Triangulated terrain surface (graph of h)

Th Merge tree

h<` `-sublevel set of h (union of depressions at level `)

h=` `-level set of h (union of contours at level `)

Vh(β) Volume of depression β
µh(x) Volume of depression delimited by point x ∈ M
Sq Tributary tree of q
P Heavy-path tree of merge tree T
Sπ Tributary tree of heavy path π
ρβ Path in a tributary tree from β to the root

R : V→ R≥0 Rain region assigning rainfall to each vertex

|R | Number of vertices with positive rainfall

m Number of tributaries with positive rainfall

A(R,q) Tributaries from R to q
fβ (t) Fill rate of depression β at time t
дβ (t) Spill rate of β at time t
F Set of all monotone piecewise constant functions R≥0 → R≥0

tβ Fill time of β

H Distribution over height functions

ψ Volume of rainfall

k Description complexity of uncertain terrain

Mh Height-level map of h
π (R,q,ψ ) Probability that q is �ooded when rain with volumeψ falls on R

Table 5.1: Overview of notation. Top: Notation related to a given terrain. Mid-

dle: Notation related to a given rain region. Bottom: Notation related to terrain

uncertainty.
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We also refer to a minimum as a sink. Consider visiting the neighbors of v in

clockwise order. If there exist four neighbors w1, w2, w3, w4 in clockwise order

around v such that max(h(w1),h(w3)) < h(v) < min(h(w2),h(w4)) then v is a saddle
vertex.

Level sets, contours, depressions. Given ` ∈ R, the `-sublevel set of h is the set

h<` = {x ∈ R
2 | h(x) < `}, and the `-level set of h is the set h=` = {x ∈ R

2 | h(x) =
`}. Each connected component of h<` is called a depression, and each connected

component of h=` is called a contour. Note that a depression is not necessarily simply

connected, but can be bounded by multiple contours, as maxima can cause holes to

appear; refer to Figure 2.3 for an example.

For a point x ∈ M, a depression βx of h<` is said to be delimited by the point
x if x lies on the boundary of β , which implies that h(x) = `. A depression β1 is

maximal if every depression β2 ⊃ β1 contains strictly more sinks than β1. A maximal

depression that contains exactly one sink is called an elementary depression. Note

that each maximal depression is delimited by a saddle, and a saddle that delimits

more than one maximal depression is called a negative saddle. Refer to Figure 6.2.

The volume of a depression β of h<` is

Vh(β) =

∫
β
(` − h(x))dx, (5.1)

where the integral is taken over the region β ⊂ R2
. For a point x that is not a sink or

a negative saddle we de�ne the depression volume of x to be µh(x) = Vh(βx ), where

βx is the depression delimited by x .

Merge tree. The maximal depressions of a terrain form a hierarchy that is easily

represented using a rooted tree, called the merge tree [33, 58] and denoted by Th .

Suppose we sweep a horizontal plane from −∞ to∞. As we vary `, the depressions in

h<` vary continuously, but their structure changes only at sinks and negative saddles.

If we increase `, then a new depression appears at a sink, and two depressions merge

at a negative saddle. The merge tree is a tree that tracks these changes. Its leaves are

the sinks of the terrain, and its internal nodes are the negative saddles, and (u,v) is an

edge in Th if v delimits a maximal depression β containing u and u is higher than all

other sinks and saddles in β [33]. The edges of Th , the merge tree, are in one-to-one

correspondence with the maximal depressions of Σh , that is, we associate each edge

(u,v) with the maximal depression β delimited by u and containing v . Each point

on an edge of Th corresponds to a depression. The depressions corresponding to

the points on an edge contain the same set of sinks, namely, those in the subtree of

Th below the edge (u,v). Refer to Figure 2.2(e). For simplicity we assume that Th is

binary, that is, each negative saddle delimits exactly two depressions. Non-simple

saddles can be unfolded into a number of simple saddles [45].

Formally, Th is the quotient space in which each depression is represented by a

point and connectivity is de�ned in terms of the quotient topology. Let ρh : M→ Th
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be the associated quotient map, which maps all points that delimit a depression to a

single point on an edge of Th . Fix a point x inM. If x is not a sink or negative saddle,

ρh(x) lies in the relative interior of an edge in Th ; if x is a sink, ρh(x) is a leaf node

of Th ; and if x is a negative saddle then ρh(x) is a non-leaf node of Th . We use h to

denote the height function on the points of Th as well.

Van Kreveld et al. [58] gave an O(n logn)-time algorithm for constructing the

merge tree. The algorithm was later extended to 3D by Tarasov and Vyalyi [70], and

to arbitrary dimensions by Carr et al. [33]. The algorithm in [33] can be extended to

preprocess T in O(n logn) time into a linear-size data structure so that for a query

point q ∈ R2
, µh(x), the volume of the depression βx , can be computed in O(logn)

time. Refer to Appendix 5.9 for the details.

Uncertainty model. In our uncertainty model,M is �xed but the height function

h is drawn from a distribution H. We assume that the height of vertex vi is drawn

from a discrete set Hi = {h
1

i , . . . ,h
k
i } and we say that H has description complexity k .

We use h to denote a random height function drawn from H. H induces distributions

ΣH and TH over terrains and merge trees. Σh and Th are random terrain and merge

tree, drawn from ΣH and TH respectively. We do not model uncertainty in the location

or amount of rain, but instead let these be inputs to the query.

Note that we do not require the vertex heights to be independent. When a terrain

model is cleaned to remove features such as bridges and trees, the identi�cation itself

may be faulty or noisy, and this noise can be embedded as height uncertainty. In

this case, the vertex heights are not independent, as the existence of the feature and

the height of the ground under the feature causes correlated changes to the heights

of the covered terrain vertices.

We require a discrete distribution with at most k height values for each vertex.

Previously, Agarwal et al. [6] showed that certain queries on uncertain terrains with

continuous height distributions can be ε-approximated by discrete height distribu-

tions with k = O((n2/ε2) log(n/δ )) with probability 1 − δ and used this result to

extend their work to continuous height distribution. However, their analysis requires

vertex heights to be independent; since we do not wish to require independent vertex

heights, in this chapter we restrict our attention to discrete height distributions.

5.4 Flooding queries

In this section we give a precise de�nition of the �ooding query, and then we

present two data structures to compute the �ooding query. The �rst data structure

(Section 5.4.2) traverses the merge tree directly and has a query time that depends

on the height of the merge tree. The second data structure (Section 5.4.3) speeds up

the worst-case query time by using a heavy-path decomposition of the merge tree.
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5.4.1 Flooding model

To model water �ow on a terrain, each non-sink vertex v is assigned a �ow direction
that indicates the neighbor to which water will �ow from v . The �ow direction of v
is the lowest neighbor v ′ of v . Each sink u de�nes a unique watershed, consisting

of all vertices v that are reachable to u by following the �ow directions. Note that

each vertex belongs to exactly one watershed, and we assume that each vertex has a

pointer to the sink de�ning the watershed.

For a negative saddlev , the lowest vertices in the two sets of adjacent downslope

neighbors of v de�ne two directions, of which one is the �ow direction of v; the

other is the so-called secondary �ow direction. By following �ow directions from v ,

we reach a sink u1 containing v in its watershed. Furthermore, by following �ow

directions from the secondary �ow direction of v , we reach another sink u2. We say

that u1 and u2 are the spill sinks of v . Let β1 be the maximal depression delimited by

v and containing u1. Then the spill sink of β1 is u2. Similarly we de�ne the spill sink

of β2 to be u1.

We let R denote a rain region, which is speci�ed as a vector on the vertices of Σ
such that for each vertex v ∈ V, R(v) ≥ 0 indicates the rate at which rain falls on

v; we require

∑
v R(v) = 1. We denote by |R | the number of vertices with positive

rainfall in R, and we assume that R is represented as a list of |R | pairs (v,R(v)).

Our �ooding model follows the depression �lling model of Liu and Snoeyink [59].

When rain falls on a region R of Σ, water follows �ow directions and accumulates

in depressions of Σ. When rain falls on the watershed of a sink u, the rate at which

the elementary depression β containing u �lls up is equal to the sum of R(v) over

all vertices v in its watershed. When a maximal depression β containing u �lls up,

water on the watershed of u spills over the saddle delimiting β into a neighboring

watershed of a sink u ′. We refer to this event as a spill event. At this event the

watershed of u is merged into the watershed of u ′, which increases the rate at which

u ′ is �lling up.

The above process de�nes a sequence of spill events, each event marking a sink

u as full and merging the watershed of u into a neighboring watershed. In our model,

the maximal depressions of Σ �ll up at a constant rate between any two consecutive

spill events. That is, after a spill event occurs at time t1 and until the next occurs

at time t2, the volume of water in each elementary depression is a non-decreasing

linear function of time. The R-�ll time (or �ll time for brevity) of a point q ∈ M
is the time when the rainwater (on R) reaches q. Given a height function h and a

rain region R, let σh(R,q) denote the total volume it must rain on R before the water

surface reaches q. For simplicity we assume throughout the chapter that the point

q is not a saddle. Our de�nitions and algorithms can easily be extended to handle

saddles. Since we assume that rain falls at the rate of unit volume, the �ll time of q
is the same as σh(R,q).

When rain falls on a vertex v , water follows �ow directions towards a sink u.

Given a rain region R, we can de�ne an equivalent rain region R′ in which R′(u) for

a sink u is the sum of R(v) over vertices v in its watershed, and R′(v) is zero when v
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Figure 5.2: Example terrain and query (p,q). Sinks are marked with squares, and

saddles are marked with labels 1-8 indicating the saddle elevation. Dotted lines

indicate the two spill sinks of each saddle. Top: Merge tree. Middle: Terrain seen

from the side. Bottom: Terrain seen from above. Blue arrows are the edges in the

q-tributary tree Sq ; the shaded depressions form A(p,q).

is not a sink. Then σh(R,q) = σh(R
′,q) for all q, so we may always replace R by R′

in O(|R |) time and then assume that it is only raining on sinks. When all rain in R is

contained in the watershed of a sink p, we denote σh(R,q) by σh(p,q).

Any given point q ∈ M is contained in a sequence of maximal depressions

α1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ αk 3 q, each αi delimited by a saddle vi which delimits another maximal

depression βi . Note that these saddles form a path in Th from q to the root. We

refer to the maximal depressions β1, . . . , βk as the q-tributaries. The q-tributaries

form the q-tributary tree, denoted by Sq and de�ned as follows. Sq is a directed tree,

with each node pointing to its parent, rooted at αk , the smallest maximal depression

containing q, and the non-root nodes are the q-tributaries β1, . . . , βk .
1

We de�ne the

parent of βi in Sq as the node containing the spill sink of βi , which is either the root

αk or βj for some j > i . For example, β1 and β3 are the children of β4 in Figure 5.2.

1
There is a natural bijection between the saddles v1, . . . ,vk and the q-tributaries β1, . . . , βk , and

thus we sometimes refer to a saddle vi as a node of Sq .
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β1

β2

дβ1 fγ = дβ1+дβ2

γ

Vh (γ )

дγ

дβ2

Figure 5.3: The �ll rate fγ is computed from the spill rates дβ1
and дβ2

, and then the

spill rate дγ is computed from fγ .

Given a rain region R and a query point q, for each node β ∈ Sq (either a q-

tributary or αk ), we denote by fβ (t) the �ll rate of β at time t , which is the rate

at which rain is falling directly on β plus the rate at which other q-tributaries are

spilling into β . The �ll rate fβ : R≥0 → R≥0 is a monotone piecewise constant

function, and we denote the set of all such functions by F. We denote by tβ the �ll
time of β and by дβ (t) the spill rate of β at time t , and we de�ne these formally as

follows. For any function f ∈ F andψ ≥ 0 we let τ (f ,ψ ) be the time at which the

integral of f isψ , that is, τ (f ,ψ ) is t0 such that

∫ t0

0
f (t)dt = ψ . Refer to Figure 5.3.

Then tβ = τ (fβ ,Vh(β)), and we de�ne the spill rate as

дβ (t) =

{
0 for t < tβ

fβ (t) for t ≥ tβ .

Using Sq we can now recursively de�ne the �ll rate of β as follows: the �ll rate

of β is the rate at which rain falls directly into β , plus the spill rates of the children

of β in Sq . Let R(β) =
∑
v R(v) where the sum is taken over all the vertices v in

watersheds of sinks in β , and let B be the set of children of β in Sq . We de�ne

fβ (t) = R(β) +
∑
γ ∈B

дγ (t).

In particular, when β is a leaf of Sq , fβ is the constant function R(β).
Using the �ll rate of α , the root of Sq , we can obtain the time at which α is full,

i.e. the �ll time q, as τ (fα , µh(q)). Since we assume that rain falls at the rate of unit

volume, the �ll time of q is the same as the total volume it must rain on R before q is

�ooded, so

σh(R,q) = τ (fα , µh(q)).

We de�ne the tributaries from R to q, denoted by A(R,q), as the subtree of Sq
induced by the vertices which have non-zero �ll-rate functions.

Remark. Note that Sq depends on the smallest maximal depression which contains

q. For all points p,q ∈ Σ on the same edge of Th , we have Sp = Sq , and it follows

that A(R,p) = A(R,q).
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Single-source spilling. If R is contained in the watershed of a single sink p,

A(p,q) is a path of tributaries (γ1, . . . ,γ`), and we observe that tγ1
= Vh(γ1), and

tγi+1
= tγi +Vh(γi+1). Thus we have

σh(p,q) =
∑̀
i=1

Vh(γi ) + µh(q). (5.2)

5.4.2 A simple data structure

Now we describe a data structure for computing σh(R,q) for a rain region R and

query point q. Since the terrain Σ will be �xed, we omit the subscript h for the rest of

this section. Our data structure consists of T, and stores the following information:

for each saddle v in T it stores

• pointers to the two spill sinks of v ,

• the volumes of the two maximal depressions delimited by v .

We augment the merge tree, using methods from Carr et al. [34], so that for any

point x ∈ Σ, µ(x) can be computed in O(logn) time. Refer to Appendix 5.9 for the

details. We compute a depth-�rst numbering of the leaves of T and store at each

node of T the DFS interval associated with its subtree. Using the DFS intervals it

is possible to check in constant time whether a sink u is contained in a subtree of

T. The construction time is O(n logn), and the data structure has size O(n). We also

preprocess T for answering least-common ancestors (lca) queries, using the data

structure by Harel and Tarjan [51]. Its preprocessing time, query time, and space are

O(n), O(1) and O(n), respectively, so we apply their technique without increasing

the complexity of our data structure.

Now we describe the query algorithm to compute σ (R,q), �rst in the single-point
case when R is restricted to the watershed of a single sink p, and then in the case

when R is any region.

Single-point source. Suppose all rain in R falls on the watershed of a single sink

p. Our algorithm to compute σ (p,q) traverses the path (v1, . . . ,vk ) in T from the root

to the edge containing q and along the way identi�es the path A(p,q) = (γ1, . . . ,γ`)
in the q-tributary tree Sq as follows: For each i ≤ `, let pi be the sink in γi at which

water initially collects when γi starts to �ll up. Then p1 is p, and pi+1 is the spill sink

of γi . For j = 1, . . . ,k we visit the saddle vj while maintaining the invariant that we

have identi�ed the tributaries that are delimited by the �rst j − 1 saddlesv1, . . . ,vj−1,

and we have furthermore identi�ed the next spill sink pj+1. After we have visited vk ,

we have identi�ed all the tributaries between p and q. We return the rain volume

σ (p,q) computed using (5.2), where each term V (γi ) is computed by looking up the

volume stored at the merge tree node for the saddle delimiting γi .

Computing σ (p,q) in this way requires O(k) time, where k is the number of

maximal depressions that contain q.
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Region source. We now extend this algorithm to handle rain on the watersheds

of multiple sinks of the terrain as speci�ed by the rain region R. As in the single-point

case, the algorithm visits the saddles (v1, . . . ,vk ) on the path in T from the root to the

edge containing q while incrementally identifying A(R,q), the tributaries between

R and q and computing the �ll and spill rates of the corresponding depressions as

follows:

First, we add the rain rate R(v) of each non-sink vertex v to the rain rate of the

sink u containing v in its watershed. Next, we add the rain rate of each sink u to the

node βi containing u in the q-tributary tree Sq ; βi is found by computing the lca of

u and q in T. For each i ≤ k , let ρi denote the resulting rain rate of βi .
We now visit v1, . . . ,vk in this order. We maintain the following invariants

when we are visiting vi : The children of vi have been computed, and for each edge

(βr , βs ) ∈ Sq with r < i ≤ s , the spill function дβr is stored at the node βs ∈ Sq . We

compute the �ll-rate function

fβi (t) =
∑
j

дβj (t) + ρi

where the sum is taken over all children βj of βi in Sq . Given fβi (t), дβi can be be

computed by computing the �ll time tβi . Finally, the parent of βi in Sq is computed

in O(1) time by computing the lca of the spill sink of βi and q in T.

At the end, α , the root of Sq , stores the spill rate functions of the children of

α as well as the rain rate of α , so we compute the �ll-rate function fα and return

σ (p,q) = τ (fα , µ(q)). The only thing left is to show how fβi and дβi are computed

e�ciently because they are not constant-size functions.

Let д,д′ be two spill rate functions. Using the representation described below,

we support the following two operations:

Add. An Add operation replaces д and д′ by д + д′.

Truncate. The Truncate operation takes a volumeψ , computes t0 = τ (д,ψ )
and sets д(t) := 0 for t < t0.

Since each spill rate function д is piecewise constant, we represent д as a linked

list of pairs (ti ,∆i ), where ti is a time at which д changes value and ∆i is the increase

of д at time ti . The collection of pairs is stored in a strict Fibonacci heap [31] keyed

on time. Add is then performed as a merge of two heaps, and Truncate is computed

by iteratively removing the top pair (ti ,∆i ) and maintaining the total volume of rain

at time ti until it exceeds ψ . Add takes constant time, and Truncate takes time

O((r + 1) logn), where r is the number of pairs (ti ,∆i ) removed by Truncate. Since

Add does not change the total number of spill rate function point-pairs (ti ,∆i ) and

the initial number of point-pairs is O(k), the time required in total for the Truncate

operations is O(k logn). We thus obtain the following:

Theorem 5.1. Given a triangulationM of R2 with vertex set V of size n and a height
function h : M→ R that is linear on each face ofM, a data structure of size O(n) can
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the fast data structure for computing σ (R,q). (a) First, the

merge tree T of Σ is computed along with its heavy-path decomposition. Light edges

are dotted, and heavy paths are circled in purple. (b) Heavy-path tree P of T of height

O(logn). (c) For each heavy path π of T, the tributary tree Sπ is computed along with

its heavy-path decomposition, only pictured for non-singleton paths π1-π3. Note

that we use a heavy-path decomposition both of T and of each tributary tree Sπ .

be constructed in time O(n logn) that for any rain region R and query point q ∈ R2

returns σ (R,q) inO(|R |+k logn) time, where |R | is the number of vertices with positive
rainfall, and k is the number of maximal depressions in the terrain containing q.

5.4.3 The fast data structure

In this section we present a fast data structure for computing σ (R,q). First we

describe the data structure, which consists of a number of trees, and then analyze

its size and construction time. Finally, we describe the query algorithm to compute

σ (R,q).

Data structure

We de�ne the heavy-path decomposition [69] of T, as follows. For each internal node

v in T, let w be the child of v with the largest subtree, with ties broken arbitrarily.

We call the edge (v,w) heavy and for all other children w ′ of v , we say the edge

(v,w ′) is light. Then we say a path π = (v1,v2, . . . ,vk ) in T is a heavy path if the

head v1 is either the root of T, or the edge to its parent is light, the tail vk is a leaf

of T, and every edge (vi ,vi+1) for 1 ≤ i < k is heavy. Every parent has exactly one

heavy edge to a child, so the set of heavy paths {πi } partitions the nodes of T (where

some heavy paths may consist of a single sink). Refer to Figure 5.4(a).

Next, we de�ne the heavy-path tree P, as follows: the nodes of P are the heavy

paths of T, and P contains the edge (πi , πj ) whenever the parent of the head of πj in

T is a node in πi . There is a natural bijection between the light edges of T and the

edges of P. We observe that for any light edge (v,w) in T, corresponding to an edge
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Figure 5.5: Example of a β-tributary sum operation on a tributary tree S returning

the desired edge (w,w ′). Note that the root of S, having the lowest height, is on

the bottom of the tree. (a) The tributary tree S with the light edges dotted, height

threshold z marked with a horizontal line, and the path from β ∈ π4 to the root

highlighted. (b) The heavy-path tree representation of the tributary tree, with the

path from the node π4 containing β to the root marked.

in P, the subtree rooted at w contains at most half as many vertices as the subtree

rooted at v . Therefore the height of P is at most dlog
2
(n)e. Refer to Figure 5.4(b).

Fix a heavy path π = (v1, . . . ,vk ,u) where for i < k , vi is the parent of vi+1 in

T, and vk is the parent of the sink u. We de�ne the tributary tree of π , denoted by

Sπ , as the subtree of the u-tributary tree containing only the tributaries delimited

by the saddles v1, . . . ,vk . The root of Sπ is αk , the (smallest) maximal depression

containing u. Refer to Figure 5.4(c). We de�ne the height of a tributary β ∈ Sπ to be

the height of the saddle delimiting β . For a given node β ∈ Sπ , let ρβ be the path in

Sπ from β to the root αu . Each tributary tree node β ∈ Sπ stores the volume of β , as

well as the su�x sum, de�ned to be the sum of volumes of the tributaries in ρβ . We

compute a depth-�rst numbering of each tributary tree Sπ and store with each node

of Sπ the DFS interval associated with its subtree. Each saddle v stores pointers to

the two spill sinks of v , to the heavy path π ∈ P containing v , and to its node in Sπ .

After constructing T in time O(n logn) [58], the additional structures can be built in

timeO(n logn) using standard techniques. Each node storesO(1) information, so the

total space is O(n). Finally we store each Sπ as a heavy-path tree. As in the simple

data structure, we use the data structure by Harel and Tarjan [51] to implement lca

queries for both T and Sπ in O(1) time, which uses linear storage and preprocessing

time.

Fix a tributary tree S of a heavy path of T. By storing S as a heavy-path tree, we

can perform the following tributary-sum operation in O(logn) time: Given a node

β ∈ S and a height z such that h(β) > z ≥ h(αu ), return the edge (w,w ′) of ρβ with

h(w) > z ≥ h(w ′) along with the sum of tributary volumes on the path from β to w
in S.

The tributary-sum operation is implemented as follows. Suppose that, as we

traverse the path ρβ of S fromαu to β , we encounter thek heavy paths (π1, π2, . . . , πk )
of S in order. In other words, the root αu is the head of π1, and the query node β lies
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in πk (refer to Figure 5.5 for an example). For each heavy path πj we say that its

lower height x j and upper height yj are the heights of respectively the �rst and last

tributary of πj encountered along ρβ . Formally, we de�ne x j to be the height of the

head of πj , and for each edge (πj , πj+1) for 1 ≤ j < k , corresponding to a light edge

(v,v ′) connecting the two heavy paths, with v ′ being the head of πj+1, we de�ne

yj to be h(v). Finally, we de�ne yk to be h(β). As we traverse the heights in order

x1 ≤ y1 < x2 ≤ y2 < · · · < xk ≤ yk there are two possible cases.

Case (i): If x j ≤ z < yj , then (w,w ′) is a heavy edge in πj , which can be found

using binary search.

Case (ii): If yj ≤ z < x j+1, then (w,w ′) is the light edge connecting πj and πj+1.

Once we have found the edge (w,w ′), we compute the sum of tributary volumes

from β to w in ρπ as the di�erence between the su�x sums stored at β and w ′.
We can �nd the heavy paths (π1, π2, . . . , πk ) by storing with each node β the

heavy path πk that contains it. Then we follow parent pointers in the heavy-path

tree to determine the k = O(logn) heavy paths. While we follow parent pointers

to �nd the k heavy paths, we can determine the values x j and yj in constant time.

Either we �nd out that (w,w ′) is a light edge, in which case we return it, or we �nd

the heavy path πj that contains the edge (w,w ′), and take an additionalO(logn) time

to search for the edge. Finally, we can compute the sum of the volumes in constant

time using the stored su�x sums. This gives an overall running time of O(logn).

Query procedure for a single point source

We now describe our procedure for computing σ (p,q), the volume of the rain that

must fall on a single vertex p before q gets �ooded. First we describe the case when

the path in T from the root to the edge containing q consists solely of heavy edges,

meaning that only a single heavy path π is involved when computing σ (R,q). Then

we describe the general case when multiple heavy paths are involved in the query.

The overall query time is O(log
2 n).

Single heavy path. If the path in T from the root to the edge containing q is

contained in a single heavy path π and the rain region R consists of a single sink p,

we start by computing the lca of p and q in T to �nd the tributary β ∈ Sπ containing p.

Then we perform a tributary-sum operation on Sπ with β and h(q) as input, resulting

in an edge (w,w ′) with h(w) > h(q) ≥ h(w ′) and a sum V of tributary volumes from

β to w . The query procedure returns σ (p,q) = V + µ(q), where µ(q) is computed by

querying the merge tree as described in Appendix 5.9.

Multiple heavy paths. Now suppose the path in T from the root to the edge

containing q is split among O(logn) heavy paths. Let A(p,q) = (γ1, . . . ,γ`) be the

sequence of tributaries between p and q. For each i ≤ `, let vi be the saddle that

delimits γi . Then v1 is the lca of p and q in T, which can be computed in O(1) time.

Suppose q lies on the edge (u,v) of T. Let (π1, . . . , πk ) be the path in the heavy

path tree P of T from the heavy path containing v1 to the heavy path containing v ,
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Figure 5.7: The cases identi�ed by our algorithm when processing a heavy path.

k = O(logn). Our query procedure performs a tributary-sum operation on each of

the paths π1, . . . , πk to determine the contribution of each heavy path to σ (p,q), as

follows.

The sequence of saddles (v1, . . . ,v`) delimiting the maximal depressions A(p,q)
form a subsequence of the path in T from the root to q, so we may partition A(p,q)
into contiguous subsequences (A1, . . . ,Ak ), each Ai consisting of the tributaries

delimited by saddles in πi (Figure 5.6). Fix i ≤ k , and let Ai = (γri ,γri+1, . . . ,γri+1−1).

We denote by σ (Ai ) the contribution of Ai to the sum (5.2), that is,

σ (Ai ) =

ri+1−1∑
j=ri

V (γj ).

Let p(Ai ) be the sink in γri on which water initially collects when γri starts to �ll

up. For the �rst heavy path π1, p(A1) is the source p, and for each subsequent path

πi , p(Ai ) is the spill sink of the predecessor of γri in A(p,q). Our query algorithm

computes the contribution σ (Ai ) using a tributary-sum operation on πi for each
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i ≤ k , and it also computes the starting sink p(Ai+1) for i < k . Finally, our query

algorithm returns σ (p,q) as

∑k
i=1

σ (Ai ) + µ(q).

We now describe the procedure to compute σ (Ai ) and p(Ai+1) from p(Ai ). Fix

i ≤ k . For now we assume i < k , which implies that q is contained in a tributary of

πi ; the last iteration i = k when q lies on the heavy path πi (Figure 5.7(d)) is handled

in the same manner as the single heavy path case described previously. Let u be the

sink at the tail of πi , let vp (resp. vq ) be the lowest ancestor of p(Ai ) (resp. q) in the

merge tree which lies in πi , and let α be the maximal depression delimited by vq and

containing u. We compute vp (resp. vq ) in O(1) time by using the data structure for

constant time lca queries to �nd the lca between u and vp (resp. vq ). There are three

possible cases depending on the relative height of vp and vq .

Case (i): If h(vp ) = h(vq) then Ai is empty, and p(Ai+1) = p(Ai ).

Case (ii): If h(vp ) < h(vq) then Ai consists of the single maximal depression α
(Figure 5.7(a)).

Case (iii): If h(vp ) > h(vq), consider the tributaries γ ∈ Sπi along the path from

vp towards the sink u with h(γ ) ≥ h(vq). If vq lies in this path, then the sequence of

tributaries, excluding the last depression delimited by vq , is equal to the sequence Ai
(Figure 5.7(b)). Then σ (Ai ) is the sum of tributary volumes fromvp to the predecessor

of vq along this path. If vq does not lie on this path, this sequence of tributaries

followed by the depression α is equal to Ai (Figure 5.7(c)). Then σ (Ai ) is the sum

of tributary volumes along the path, plus V (α). In both of these cases, p(Ai+1) is

computed to be the spill sink of the last tributary in Ai , so σ (Ai ) = V (α), and p(Ai+1)

is the spill sink of α .

We visit k = O(logn) vertices of P and spend O(logn) time on each of them,

so the total query time is O(log
2 n). We show below that the query time can be

improved to O(logn).

Query procedure for general rain regions

We now describe our procedure for computing σ (R,q), for general rain regions R,

with non-zero rain rate on m q-tributaries. As in the single point source case, we

�rst describe the case when the path in T from the root to the edge containing q
consists solely of heavy edges, and then give the query procedure when multiple

heavy paths are involved.

Before we describe the query procedure, we need the following generalization

of the tributary-sum operation on Sπ . Given a height z ≥ h(αu ) and a set of nodes

B ⊆ Sπ , |B | = m, such that all β ∈ B have h(β) > z, the (B, z)-subtree operation
returns a subtree G (actually, a forest) of Sπ in time O(m logm), where G is de�ned

by the following construction (refer to Figure 5.8 for an example):

1. G is initialized as the union of ρβ for β ∈ B.

2. Remove all nodes v ∈ G with h(v) ≤ z.
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Figure 5.8: Example of (B, z)-subtree operation on a tributary tree S. Note that the

root of S, having the lowest height, is on the bottom of the tree. (a) The tributary

tree S with the six nodes in B marked, height threshold z marked with a horizontal

line, and each node labeled with its tributary volume. (b) G initialized as the union

of ρβ for β ∈ B. (c) G after removing all nodes v ∈ G with h(v) ≤ z. (d) The result of

the (B, z)-subtree operation is a forest G consisting of nodes in B and nodes that are

the lca of two nodes in B. Each node in G is labeled with its tributary-sum value.

3. Remove all nodes v ∈ G that are not in B and have only a single child by

splicing out v , that is, removing v and connecting its only child to the parent

of v , if any.

The resulting forest G consists solely of nodes in B and nodes that are the lca of

two nodes in B, so it has at most 2m − 1 nodes. G can be constructed in O(m logm)
time as follows. We sort B by increasing DFS discover time, resulting in a sequence

(β1, . . . , βm), and initializeG to the forest consisting of β1. For i = 2 tom we compute

αi = lca(βi−1, βi ) and add βi to G according to the following two cases.

Case (i): If h(αi ) ≤ z, then βi is not connected to the previous tree, and we add

βi as a single node in G.

Case (ii): If h(αi ) > z, we follow parent pointers in G from βi−1 until we either

�nd the edge (β, β ′) ∈ G spanning αi such that h(β ′) < h(αi ) < h(β), or �nd that αi
is lower than the lowest ancestor β ′ of βi−1. We add the edge (αi , β

′) and insert βi
as a child of αi . Finally if αi was spanned by the edge (β, β ′), we replace the edge

(β, β ′) by (β,αi ).
Case (i) takes O(1) time. To see that Case (ii) takes amortized O(1) time, observe

that each edge is visited at most once after it is inserted into G. Thus, constructing
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G takes O(m) time after sorting B in O(m logm) time.

Finally, the (B, z)-subtree operation augments each node β ∈ G with a tributary-
sum value, de�ned as follows (Figure 5.8(d)): If β has a parent β ′ in G, the tributary-

sum value of β is the sum of tributary volumes on the path Sβ up to but excluding

β ′. This value is computed by subtracting the su�x sum of β ′ from the su�x sum

of β . If β does not have a parent in G, the tributary-sum value of β is the result of

a tributary-sum operation in Sπ on β and z. Computing each tributary-sum value

takes O(logn) time, so the total time for the (B, z)-subtree operation is O(m logn).

Single heavy path. We assume that R consists of r sinks p1, . . . ,pr ; as described

above, we can ensure this by spending O(|R |) time to collect rain on sinks. We

compute fq , the �ll-rate function of the depression delimited by q, as follows. First,

we compute B = {lca(pi ,q) | i = 1, . . . , r } by performing r lca operations on T and

adding the R-rain rate on each pi to lca(pi ,q). As B consists of the q-tributaries at

which rain is falling, |B | = m. For each tributary β ∈ B such that h(β) ≤ h(q), β is

contained in the depression delimited by q, so we remove β from B and add its initial

R-rain rate to fq . We then perform a (B,h(q))-subtree operation on Sπ resulting in a

forest G. We set the initial �ll-rate function fβ for each node β ∈ B to the constant

function equal to the R-rain rate in β ; the initial �ll-rate fβ for each β ∈ G \ B is

simply set to the constant zero function. Then we perform a postorder traversal of

G in which we compute the spill-rate function дβ of each β ∈ G with a Truncate

operation on the �ll-rate function fβ with the tributary-sum value stored for β in

G, and we then perform an Add operation to add дβ to the �ll-rate function of the

parent of β in G, or to fq if β has no parent in G. After the postorder traversal we

have computed the �ll-rate function fq for the depression delimited by q, and the

query procedure returns τ (fq, µ(q)) as σ (R,q). The total time is O(|R | +m logn).

Multiple heavy paths. We �nally extend to the case in which multiple heavy

paths are queried. As in the single heavy path case, we begin by performing r lca

operations on T to compute the set B ofm tributaries on which rain is initially falling,

B = {lca(pi ,q) | i = 1, . . . , r }. We add the R-rain rate on each pi to lca(pi ,q); if B
contains any tributaries β with h(β) ≤ h(q), we remove them from B and add the

sum of their initial R-rain rates to fq , the �ll-rate function of the depression delimited

by q. Then we set the initial �ll-rate function fβ for each node β ∈ B to the constant

function equal to the R-rain rate in β .

For each i ≤ k+1 let Fi be the set of �ll-rate functions describing the rate at which

the depression delimited by q and the tributaries in πi , . . . , πk �ll up when taking

only initial R-�ll rate and spilling from π1, . . . , πi−1 into account. Refer to Figure 5.9.

Thus F1 consists of the initial �ll-rate functions computed for B (Figure 5.9(b)), and

Fk+1 consists of the �nal �ll-rate function fq (Figure 5.9(f)). We compute Fi+1 from

Fi as follows. Fix i ≤ k . Let B′ be the set of q-tributaries that have non-zero �ll-rate

functions in Fi , let vq be the �rst ancestor of q in T which lies in πi , and let α be

the q-tributary delimited by vq . We perform a (B′,h(vq))-subtree operation on πi
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of Sq , the tributary tree for q, consisting of 20 nodes split

into four sets corresponding to the four heavy paths π1-π4. (a) B consists of seven

tributaries (shaded nodes) that have a positive R-rain rate. (b) The initial set of

�ll-rate functions F1 consists of seven constant functions corresponding to the seven

tributaries in R. (c) Fill-rate functions in F2 after processing the �rst heavy path

π1. (d) Fill-rate functions in F3 after processing π2. (e) Fill-rate functions in F4 after

processing π3. (f) Fill-rate function for q after processing the last heavy path π4.
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to compute a forest G and perform a postorder traversal of G. When processing a

node β ∈ G in the postorder traversal, we compute the spill-rate function дβ with a

Truncate operation on the �ll-rate function fβ with the tributary-sum value stored

for β in G. Then, if β has a parent in G, we perform an Add operation to add дβ to

the �ll-rate function of the parent of β in G. Otherwise, β has no parent in G, and

we compute the lca (in T) of q and the spill sink of β to �nd the q-tributary β ′ to

which β spills. β ′ is either the depression delimited by q, in which case we add дβ
to fq , or β ′ is α or a q-tributary in one of πi+1, . . . , πk , in which case we add дβ to

fβ ′ . After processing G, we conclude the processing of πi by computing дα from fα
and adding дα to the q-tributary α spills to. Once we have processing the last heavy

path πk , we have computed the �ll-rate function fq for the depression delimited by

q, and the query procedure returns τ (fq, µ(q)) as σ (R,q).
The time spent in each heavy path πi isO(m logn), so the total time for the query

procedure is O(|R | +m log
2 n).

Improving the query time to O(|R | +m logn)

The query procedure described above spends O(m logn) time in each heavy path:

• Computing vq takes O(1) time to �nd the lca between q and the root of the

heavy path.

• Computing the (B, z)-subtree query requires

– O(m) lca queries, each of which takes O(1) time using the fast data

structure

– O(m logm) time to construct the forest G

– O(m) tributary-sum queries in Sπi , each of which takes O(logn) time

using the heavy-path tree structure to implement the (B, z)-subtree query.

We �rst describe how to improve the time for computing each tributary-sum

query toO(log(ni/ni+1)), where ni is the size of the subtree of T rooted at the head of

πi . Then we describe how each forestG can be constructed in timeO(m log(ni/ni+1))

plus an additional cost of O(m logm) amortized over all the heavy paths.

We wish to modify the tributary-sum operation so that it takes timeO(log(ni/ni+1))

where ni+1 is the size of the sub-problem corresponding to the edge returned. For

this we store the edges of Sπ in a persistent biased search tree, which we de�ne as

follows. A biased search tree is a binary search tree where each node has a weight in

addition to its search key. Bent, Sleator and Tarjan [27] showed how to maintain a

biased search tree with updates in O(logn) time and searches in time O(log(n/w)),
where n is the total weight of items in the search tree and w is the weight of the

returned item. A persistent biased search tree is a biased search tree in which any

previous version may be searched. Since the in-degree and out-degree of nodes

in a biased search tree have bounded degree, the biased search tree may be made

persistent without a�ecting the asymptotic query and update times, with the total
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space usage of the persistent structure being proportional to the number of updates

to the structure [30].

Given a heavy path π = (v1, . . . ,v`,u) in P, for each i ≤ ` let βi be the u-

tributary delimited by vi and |βi | denote the number of merge tree nodes contained

in the depression. We store the edges of the tributary tree Sπ of π in a persistent

biased search tree, where the search key of (vi ,vj ) is h(vj ) and the weight of (vi ,vj )
is maxi<k≤j |βk |. Besides the search key and weight, the edge (vi ,vj ) also stores the

su�x sum of vj , that is, the sum of tributary volumes from vj to u in Sπ .

Starting with the empty search tree, we perform a DFS traversal of Sπ in which

we insert an edge into the search tree when we �rst encounter it (on the way down),

and delete the edge from the search tree when we encounter it again (on the way up).

The �rst time we visit a node β we store a pointer to the current version of the biased

search tree, which will at this time contain exactly the edges in ρβ , the path from β
to the root αu in Sπ . At any point in the DFS traversal of Sπ , the weights stored in

the biased search tree correspond to the sizes of disjoint sub-problems, so the total

weight is at most the sub-problem size of π . When an edge (vi ,vj ) is inserted into the

biased search tree, the su�x sum of vj is computed by adding the tributary volume

of vj to the su�x sum stored with the successor of (vi ,vj ) in Sπ , which can be found

in O(log |π |) time, where |π | is the number of edges in π . We note that the insertion

or deletion of an edge of Sπ does not a�ect the su�x sum stored at any other node

of the biased search tree. Therefore insertion and deletion of an edge in the biased

search tree requires only amortized O(1) changes to ranks and pointers stored in the

tree. Each edge of Sπ is inserted and deleted once. All in all, O(|π |) information is

changed in the biased search tree during the DFS traversal of Sπ , so constructing the

persistent biased search tree takes O(|π | log |π |) time and uses O(|π |) space. Thus,

this representation does not increase the asymptotic preprocessing time or space

usage of the overall data structure.

Now to perform a tributary-sum operation, given a node β and height z, we use

the biased search tree stored at β to search for the node with the largest key no larger

than z. This corresponds to the desired edge (vr ,vs ), such that h(vr ) > z ≥ h(vs ).
When we perform a tributary-sum operation on the i-th heavy path πi , the height

for the query will be h(vq), recalling that vq is the lowest ancestor of q which lies

in πi , and we recurse into the tributary βq . For the edge (vr ,vs ) returned by the

tributary-sum operation, we have that βq ∈ {βr+1, . . . , βs }. This implies that |βq |,
the size of the next sub-problem, is at most the weight of the edge (vr ,vs ). Thus, the

time spent on the tributary-sum operation is O(log(ni/ni+1)), as required.

To compute the forest G in one of the heavy paths for a set of nodes B′, we �rst

perform a tributary-sum operation for each β ∈ B′, and store each β with the edge it

returns. Two nodes β, β ′ belong to the same tree of the forest G if and only if the

tributary-sum operations return the same edge. By identifying each node of B′ with

the edge returned by the tributary-sum operation, we group the nodes of B′ into

trees of G. We then proceed with constructing each tree as described previously by

sorting the tree nodes by DFS discover time and performing lca queries. aWahaeaw, atahaias

is quite a amaoauathful; if ayaoau have made it this afaaar, aI aoawae ayaoau a abaeaear. Constructing a tree
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of k nodes requires O(k logk) time. The forest G is then computed as the union of

the constructed trees. The following charging argument shows that the total time to

sort all trees in all heavy paths is O(m logm). After processing a tree in G consisting

of k > 1 nodes, the total number of tributaries with non-zero �ll-rate functions is

reduced by k − 1, as the k nodes eventually spill to the same tributary of Sπ , namely

that which is the lca of the nodes. Picking an arbitrary representative of the k nodes,

we say that the other k − 1 tributaries merge into the representative. We charge the

O(k logk) time to sort the nodes in the tree to the k − 1 tributaries that are merged

into the representative. Since every tributary is merged at most once, each of the

initialm tributaries is charged at most O(logm) time, and the total time to sort all

trees is O(m logm). Therefore the total time computing the (B, z)-subtree queries

will be at most O(m logm).

Theorem 5.2. Given a triangulationM of R2 with vertex set V of size n and a height
function h : M → R that is linear on each face of M, a data structure of size O(n)
can be constructed in time O(n logn) that for any rain region R and point q ∈ R2, in
O(|R | +m logn) time, returns σ (R,q), where |R | is the number of vertices with positive
rainfall.

5.5 #P-hardness of computing �ooding probability

In this section we show that computing the exact �ooding probability on uncertain

terrains is #P-hard, which motivates the use of an approximation algorithm in the

next section.

Let H be a distribution on height functions of description complexity k . Given a

rain region R, volume ψ ≥ 0, and point q ∈ M, the probability that q is �ooded is

equal to the probability of sampling a height function h from the distribution H for

which σh(R,q) ≤ ψ . The only source of uncertainty is the terrain; the rain region R
and volumeψ are not random in our model. To be precise, we de�ne the probability

of �ooding as

π (R,q,ψ ) = Pr

h∼H
[h ∈ HR,q,ψ ],

where HR,q,ψ is the set {h ∈ H | σh(R,q) ≤ ψ }.
We show the hardness of computing π (R,q,ψ ) by reduction from #KNAPSACK,

a well-known #P-hard problem. An instance of the #KNAPSACK problem consists

of a set of n items X = {x1, . . . , xn} with corresponding weights w1, . . . ,wn and

capacityW . We say a subset S ⊂ X is feasible if∑
xi ∈S

wi ≤W

and the solution to the #KNAPSACK instance is the number of feasible subsets.

Given an instance of the #KNAPSACK problem, we construct a planar triangula-

tionM and distribution on height functions H as follows, referring to Figure 5.10.

The exact details ofM do not matter, so we only focus on the depressions and the
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Figure 5.10: The construction of an uncertain terrain M to solve an instance of

#KNAPSACK.

heights of their saddle points. While in general some vertices in a terrain may be a

saddle point for one height function, but not for another, we assume that our terrain

is constructed such that the saddle points are saddle points over the distribution of

height functions, and the saddles are the only vertices that have uncertainty on their

height. Form one central depression β0 surrounded by n+ 1 depressions β1, . . . , βn+1.

Let vi denote the saddle point between β0 and βi , and pi denote the sink of the

depression βi . We set the height of vn+1 to 1 with probability 1. For every other

saddle point vi , its height is 1 − ε with probability 1/2 for some su�ciently small

ε > 0, and height 2 with probability 1/2. For simplicity our construction uses a

degenerate case where the height of many vertices can be the same, but one can �x

this by perturbing the heights by some small amount. We assume that the height of

each saddle point is chosen independently, so each of the 2
n

possible assignments

are equally likely in our distribution H. Further we construct each depression βi so

that it has volume wi when the water is at height 1, with β0 having volume 1.

We prove the following lemma that relates the solution to the #KNAPSACK

problem with a �ooding probability on the uncertain terrain.

Lemma 5.3. Given an instance of #KNAPSACK with k feasible subsets, for the un-
certain terrain (M,H) constructed as above, letting p be the sink of β0, and q be the
sink of βn+1 we have

π (p0,pn+1,W + 1) =
k

2
n .

Proof. Given a subset S ⊂ X , let hS be the height function that assigns a height of

1 − ε to each saddle point corresponding to an element x ∈ S , and assigns a height

of 2 to each saddle point corresponding to x ∈ S̄ . We note that there is a bijection

between the possible height functions and subsets of S .

When rain falls on p, depression β0 begins �lling until the water reaches a height

of 1 − ε . At this point water begins spilling into the depressions whose saddle points

are lower, namely those corresponding to the set S . Once these all become �lled,
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the water level �nally rises to height 1, spilling into depression βn+1 and q will be

�ooded. The total volume of rain at this point will be the volume of each of the

depressions plus the volume of β0, which is 1, so we have that

σhS (p,q) = 1 +
∑
xi ∈S

wi .

Thus a height function satis�es σhS (p,q) ≤W + 1 if and only if S is a feasible

subset in the corresponding #KNAPSACK problem. Since each height function is

chosen with probability
1

2
n , the �ooding probability is then

k
2
n . �

Theorem 5.4. Computing the �ooding probability π (R,q,ψ ) on an uncertain terrain
is #P-hard.

5.6 Monte Carlo algorithm

In this section we present a data structure to estimate the probability of �ooding

on an uncertain terrain. Our data structure to estimate π (R,q,ψ ) works as follows.

During preprocessing, we sample s height functions H = {h1, . . . ,hs } i.i.d. from H,

with s to be speci�ed later. For each i ≤ s , we construct in O(n logn) time the data

structure Di , of size O(n), described in Section 5.4.3, on hi . The size of our data

structure is O(sn), and the preprocessing time is O(sn logn).
Given a query (R,q,ψ ), we query each Di to determine the number c of height

functions hi ∈ H for which σhi (R,q) ≤ ψ . We return c/s as the probability estimate

π̂ (R,q,ψ ). The query time is O(s |R | + M log
2 n), where M =

∑
mi , and mi is the

number of sinks in R under hi .
Now we bound s , the number of samples in our Monte Carlo scheme, to ensure

that the approximation error does not exceed ε on any query with probability at least

1 − δ for �xed parameters ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). First we analyze the rain-volume function σh
to show that it has a nice structure. Exploiting this structure, we apply ideas from

statistical learning to bound the value of s .

Rain-volume function. Recall that the `-level set of h is the set h=` = {x ∈ R
2 |

h(x) = `}. We de�ne the height-level map of h, denoted by Mh , to be the planar

subdivision induced by h=h(v) for all v ∈ V. Note that Mh can have Θ(n2) vertices

in the worst case. We �x the distribution H on the height functions, as de�ned in

Section 5.3. MH is the distribution of height-level maps induced by H. Let Ξ denote

the triangulation of the overlay ofM with all the height-level maps in MH. Agarwal

et al. [6] showed that Ξ has complexity O(n3k8) despite being the overlay of kn

di�erent height-level maps in the worst case.

Lemma 5.5. The following properties hold for any h ∈ H and for any face ϕ (of any
dimension) of Ξ:

(i) A level-set through a vertex of Σ is either disjoint from ϕ or contains all of ϕ (in
which case ϕ is 0- or 1-dimensional).
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Figure 5.11: Example triangulation with triangle ϕ ∈ Ξ, triangles δ1-δ3 ∈ ∆, and the

lowest point x1 and highest point x3 in ϕ. δ1 is contained in βx1
, δ3 is disjoint from

βx3
, and δ2 intersects the boundary of βx for all x ∈ ϕ.
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Figure 5.12: Measuring depression volume above a triangleABC of Σ. (a) The triangle

is completely contained in the depression. (b) The triangle with upper �at edge is

intersected by the contour DE. (c) The triangle with lower �at edge is intersected by

the contour DE.

(ii) For any two points x, x ′ ∈ ϕ, the depression delimited by x contains the same set
of sinks as the depression delimited by x ′.

(iii) For any �xed p ∈ V and for any x, x ′ ∈ ϕ,A(p, x) = A(p, x ′), whereA(p, x) is the
set of tributaries between p and x .

Proof. (i) follows from the construction. (ii) follows from the fact that x and x ′ belong

to the same edge of Th . (iii) follows from the remark in Section 5.4.1 since x and x ′

belong to the same edge of Th . �

Lemma 5.6. For any height function h ∈ H and any face ϕ (of any dimension) of Ξ,
the depression volume function is a bivariate cubic function denoted by µϕh , that is, for
all x ∈ ϕ,

µh(x) = µ
ϕ
h (x).

Proof. We �rst split each triangle ofM into two triangles as follows. For each triangle

ofM with vertices A,B,C ∈ V such that h(A) < h(B) < h(C), let D be the point on
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AC such that h(D) = h(B). We split the face by the line BD into a bottom half ABD
and a top half BCD. The `-level set, for h(A) ≤ ` ≤ h(C), intersects the face ABC
in a line segment parallel to BD, which implies that no level set intersects both the

bottom half and the top half of a face ABC .

Let ∆ denote this resulting set of triangles inM.

µh(x) =
∑
δ ∈∆

∫
δ∩βx
(h(x) − h(y))dy. (5.3)

Fix ϕ ∈ Ξ. By Lemma 5.5(i), there are two cases. If ϕ is contained in a level-set

through a vertex of Σ, then h is constant on ϕ and every point x ∈ ϕ delimits the

same depression. This implies that µh(x) is a constant function on ϕ.

Otherwise, ϕ is disjoint from all level-sets through vertices of Σ. For now we

assume that ϕ is 2-dimensional, that is, a triangle; our proof can easily be simpli�ed

to handle the case when ϕ is 0- or 1-dimensional. Let x1, x2 and x3 be the vertices

of ϕ such that h(x1) ≤ h(x2) ≤ h(x3) (Figure 5.11). For all x ∈ ϕ, βx1
⊆ βx ⊆ βx3

,

where βx1
, βx , βx3

are the depressions delimited by respectively x1, x , and x3. By

construction, the boundary of βx crosses the same set of edges ofM as βx1
. Using

this property, we argue that each term in the sum (5.3) is a cubic function of x ∈ ϕ,

from which the claim follows.

Fix a triangle δ ∈ ∆. Since no level-set through a vertex of δ intersects ϕ, δ is

either contained in βx1
, disjoint from βx3

, or δ intersects the boundary of βx for all

x ∈ ϕ. Thus, the term of µ
ϕ
h corresponding to the half-face δ falls into one of three

cases.

Case (i). If δ is disjoint from βx3
, then the term is an empty integral which is zero.

Case (ii). If δ ⊆ βx1
(refer to Figure 5.12(a)), then δ ∩βx = δ for all x ∈ ϕ. The portion

of βx over δ is a triangular prism whose top face is a copy of δ at height h(x) and the

bottom face is the triangle of Σ corresponding to δ . Lethδ be the height of the highest

vertex of δ . Then the volume of this prism is a constant plus Area(δ ) · (h(x) − hδ ),
and thus a linear function.

Case (iii). If for all x ∈ ϕ, δ ∩ βx ⊂ δ , meaning the contour through x intersects

δ , then we argue that the integral is a cubic function. Let A,B,C be the vertices

of δ such that either h(A) < h(B) = h(C) (Figure 5.12(b)) or h(A) = h(B) < h(C)
(Figure 5.12(c)). The integral over δ ∩ βx equals the volume of the frustum Ω that

lies between the plane z = h(A) and the plane z = h(x). Each vertex of Ω can be

written as a linear function of h(x) with coe�cients depending on A, B, and C . By

tetrahedralizing Ω we can write its volume as the sum of volumes of tetrahedra.

Since the volume of each tetrahedron is a cubic function of h(x), it follows that the

integral over δ ∩ βx is a cubic function of h(x).
Finally, h(x) is a linear function of x for x ∈ ϕ. Hence µh(x) is a bivariate cubic

function of x . �

Lemma 5.7. Let h be a height function and p a vertex of M. Restricting the query
point q to a face ϕ of Ξ, the rain-volume function is a univariate cubic function of
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height, denoted by sh,p,ϕ , that is, for all q ∈ ϕ,

σh(p,q) = sh,p,ϕ (h(q)).

Proof. Fix h,p,ϕ, and consider points in ϕ. By Lemma 5.6, for all points x ∈ ϕ,

µh(x) = v
ϕ
h (h(x)), where v

ϕ
h is a univariate cubic function. By Lemma 5.5(iii), A(p, x)

is the same for all x ∈ ϕ, and furthermore the volume of each tributary in A(p, x) is

independent of x . Therefore, the restriction of σh(p, x) over ϕ is the cubic function

σh,p,ϕ (x) = v
ϕ
h (h(x)) + α

where α is a constant that depends on h, p, and ϕ. �

Since h(x) is a linear function of x for x ∈ ϕ, we immediately obtain the following

corollary.

Corollary 5.8. Let h be a height function and p a vertex ofM. Restricting the query
point q to a face ϕ of Ξ, the rain-volume function is a bivariate cubic function of q
denoted by σh,p,ϕ , that is, for all q ∈ ϕ,

σh(p,q) = σh,p,ϕ (q).

Corollary 5.9. For a �xed rain region R, for any height function h ∈ H, and for any
face ϕ ∈ Ξ, the rain-volume function is a piecewise cubic function of height denoted
by σh,R,ϕ with number of pieces being bounded by |R |.

Proof. By Lemma 5.5(ii), βx has the same set of sinks for all x ∈ ϕ. As long as the

water from the same set of vertices of R is reaching these sinks, by Lemma 5.7, the

rain-volume function is a cubic function of height. As more rain falls, water from

more source points will reach these sinks, so the rain-volume function is piecewise

cubic with number of pieces being bounded by |R |. �

Point-source query. We now bound the number of samples needed in the case

when the source is a single vertex p ∈ V. For a point q ∈ R2
and for a volumeψ ≥ 0,

we use π (p,q,ψ ) to denote the �ooding probability of q ifψ units of rain falls at p,

and π̂ (p,q,ψ ) to denote the estimate of π (p,q,ψ ) returned by our data structure. Let

err(p,q,ψ ) = |π (p,q,ψ ) − π̂ (p,q,ψ )|.

For a face ϕ ∈ Ξ and a vertex p ∈ V, we de�ne

err(p,ϕ) = sup

q∈ϕ
ψ ≥0

err(p,q,ψ ).

Finally, let err be the maximum value of err(p,ϕ) over all vertices p ∈ V and ϕ ∈ Ξ.

First we bound the probability of the event that err(p,ϕ) > ε . We use the so-

called Veronese map [52] to map a bivariate cubic function to a linear function with
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9 variables. In particular, each monomial x iy j is mapped to a new variable zi j for

1 ≤ i + j ≤ 3, i, j ≥ 0. That is, we de�ne the map ν : R2 → R9
as

ν (x,y) = 〈zi j | i, j ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i + j ≤ 3〉.

Now a cubic function

f (x,y) =
3∑
i=0

3−i∑
j=0

ai jx
iy j

is mapped to the linear function

˜f (z10, . . . , z03) = a00 +
∑

1≤i+j≤3

ai jzi j .

Lemma 5.10. For any given p ∈ V and face ϕ of Ξ,

Pr[err(p,ϕ) > ε] = exp(O(−sε2)). (5.4)

Proof. Fix a vertex p ∈ V and a face ϕ of Ξ. We consider the set system (H,Ωp,ϕ ),

where

Ωp,ϕ = {Hp,q,ψ | q ∈ ϕ,ψ ≥ 0},

and Hp,q,ψ is the set {h ∈ H | σh(p,q) ≤ ψ }. By Corollary 5.8, for any bivariate

height function h ∈ H and for a �xed source p ∈ V, σh(p,q) restricted to ϕ is a

bivariate cubic function σ
ϕ
h (q). Let σ̃

ϕ
h (ν (q)) denote the linearization of σ

ϕ
h (q) as

de�ned above. We now de�ne a new set system (S,R) where S = {σ̃
ϕ
h | h ∈ H} and

R = {{σ̃
ϕ
h | σ̃

ϕ
h (ν (q)) ≤ψ } | q ∈ ϕ,ψ ≥ 0}. Note that S is a set of linear functions, so

a classical result in random sampling by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [75] (see also

[50]) implies for a random sample of size O( 1

ε2
log

1

δ ), err(p,ϕ) ≤ ε with probability

at least 1 − δ . This immediately implies the lemma. �

Since |Ξ| = (nk)O (1), using a union bound we obtain the following:

Theorem 5.11. Let (M,H) be an uncertain terrain with n vertices and description
complexity k , and let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). If the number of samples is s = Ω( 1

ε2
lg

nk
δ ), then

the greatest approximation error of our data structure over all queries where R consists
of a single vertex is at most ε with probability at least 1 − δ .

Fixed region query. We now extend the above analysis to the case when the

source is a �xed region R. For a point q ∈ R2
and for a volume ψ ≥ 0, we use

π (R,q,ψ ) to denote the �ooding probability of q if ψ units of rain falls at R, and

π̂ (R,q,ψ ) to denote the estimate of π (R,q,ψ ) returned by our data structure. Let

err(R,q,ψ ) = |π (R,q,ψ ) − π̂ (R,q,ψ )|.

For a face ϕ ∈ Ξ, we de�ne

err(R,ϕ) = sup

q∈ϕ
ψ ≥0

err(R,q,ψ ).
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Figure 5.13: (a)-(b) Error when 40 cm rain falls on the rain region. (c) Max error when

varying the size of the Indiana region. (d) 95-th percentile error on the Denmark

medium-sized region when the amount of rain varies.

Finally, let err(R) be the maximum value of err(R,ϕ) over all ϕ ∈ Ξ.

Let H∗ϕ denote the set of all possible height functions for ϕ. Since ϕ is contained

inside a triangle of M, H∗ϕ is a set of k3
height functions {h∗

1
, . . . ,h∗k3

}. For each

i ≤ k3
we let Hi be the set of height functions equal to h∗i on ϕ.

Lemma 5.12. For any �xed rain region R and any face ϕ of Ξ,

Pr[err(R,ϕ) > ε] = exp(O(−sε2k3
logn)). (5.5)

Proof. Fix a face ϕ of Ξ. We consider the set system (H,Ωϕ ), where

Ωϕ = {HR,q,ψ | q ∈ ϕ,ψ ≥ 0}.

By Corollary 5.9, for any bivariate height function h ∈ H, σh(R,q) restricted to ϕ is a

piecewise cubic function σ
ϕ
h (q) = s

ϕ
h (h
∗
i (q)) with at most n pieces, where h∗i ∈ Hϕ

is the restriction of h to ϕ. For each i ≤ k3
we de�ne a set system (Si ,Ri ) where

Si = {s
ϕ
h | h ∈Hi } and Ri = {{s

ϕ
h ∈Si | s

ϕ
h (h
∗
i (q)) ≤ψ } | q ∈ϕ,ψ ≥ 0}. We now de�ne a

new set system (S,R)where S =
⋃k3

i=1
Si and R =

⋃k3

i=1
Ri . Note that each Si is a set of

functions that intersect pair-wise at most 6n times, so the analysis by Grünbaum [49]
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and Har-Peled [50] implies for a random sample of sizeO(
k3

logn
ε2

log
1

δ ), err(R,ϕ) ≤ ε
with probability at least 1 − δ . �

Since |Ξ| = (nk)O (1), using a union bound we obtain the following:

Theorem 5.13. Let (M,H) be an uncertain terrain with n vertices and description
complexity k , let R be a rain region, and let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). If the number of samples
is s = Ω

(
k3

logn
ε2

lg

(nk
δ

) )
, then the greatest approximation error of our data structure

over all queries with �xed rain region R is at most ε with probability at least 1 − δ .

5.7 Experiments

In this section we present the experiments we have conducted with two real datasets

to demonstrate the e�ciency and usefulness of our method. Our experiments show

that only a few samples are needed in practice, and by inspecting the output we

learn something interesting about the �ood risk in an uncertain terrain.

We have implemented the simple data structure in Section 5.4.2 in C++, and we

use a computer with a 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1650 CPU, 128 GB RAM, running Linux

4.4, for the experiments.

We did not conduct experiments with the fast data structure, as our experiments

are about uncertainty, not speed.

Terrains. We study the performance of our algorithms on two terrain datasets.

The Indiana dataset is a 0.4 km
2

model of an area 1 km northeast of Holland, Indiana,

USA, extracted from the publicly available 5 ft resolution DEM of Indiana [54].

The Denmark dataset is a 33 km
2

model of the city of Vejle, Denmark, extracted

from the publicly available 1.6 m resolution DEM of Denmark [36]. Both are high-

resolution grid datasets containing respectively 190 000 and 13 000 000 vertices, and

for e�ciency we use an implementation of our algorithm tuned to grid datasets

rather than general TINs. The datasets do not have uncertainty on the vertex heights,

and we introduce uncertainty below.

Uncertainty. For the Indiana dataset we introduce uncertainty on the vertex

heights by choosing parameters k and ∆ and generating data as follows. For each

vertex v we draw k numbers Hk
v from the uniform distributionU (h(v) − ∆/2,h(v) +

∆/2). To instantiate a random terrain we pick the height of a vertex v uniformly

at random from Hk
v . In this uncertain terrain, vertex heights are independent. The

vertex heights on the base dataset are between 150 m and 170 m above sea-level,

and the median height distance between a vertex and its lowest neighbor is 12 cm.

Accordingly we used values of ∆ between 2 cm and 80 cm in our experiments. As for

the parameter k , we chose values from 2 up to 64; as discussed in the introduction,

when terrain data uncertainty stems from multiple height values measured during
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Figure 5.14: Varying k on Indiana with ∆ = 40 cm, 40 cm rain.
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Figure 5.15: Varying ∆ on Indiana with k = 8, 40 cm rain.

raw data acquisition, we expect that the value of k is a small constant, smaller than

64 in practice.

The source of uncertainty in the Denmark dataset is the set of publicly available

so-called hydrological corrections for the terrain model [36]. Each hydrological correc-

tion is a polygon with an associated height function and represents an underground

pipe, a waterway under a bridge, or a similar terrain feature that permits water �ow

under the surface represented by the terrain model. Of the 114 000 corrections in

the dataset for all of Denmark, 220 corrections are inside the Vejle region we use in

our experiments. We assign existential probabilities to each of the 220 corrections

by taking independent samples from a normal distribution with mean µ = 0.5 and

standard deviation σ = 0.05. To instantiate a random terrain, we update the base

terrain model with the height functions of a random subset of the corrections, where

each correction is included independently according to its probability. The vertex

heights in this uncertain terrain are not independent, since the vertices contained

in the same hydrological correction are all updated to the height function of the

correction if the correction is included in the instantiated terrain.
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Figure 5.16: Errors vs. exact values.

Queries. We considered the following queries (R,q,ψ ) to our data structure. For

the rain region R we considered convex regions with di�erent sizes from the smallest

region consisting of a single vertex, to the largest region consisting of all terrain

vertices, and we set the same rain rate on all vertices on which rain is falling. For

each dataset we selected regions with large downstreams in the terrain to ensure

that �ooding queries would exercise �ooding of areas far away from the rain region.

Except where noted, our experiments use a speci�c small rain region of 4000 m
2

for

the Indiana model and 0.24 km
2

for the Denmark model. For the point q we query

all vertices of the terrain. We selected rain volumesψ corresponding to between 1

cm and 80 cm rain on the rain region. As an example of the output of our algorithm,

Figure 5.1(b) shows a 1.7 km × 0.7 km portion of the output when 800 m
3

rain falls

on the marked point p of the Denmark dataset, and Figure 5.17 shows a 3.1 km ×

1.2 km portion of the output when 40 cm rain falls on the region R of the Denmark

dataset.

Measuring the convergence. For each query (R,q,ψ ) and round j we compute

|π̂j (R,q,ψ )−π (R,q,ψ )|, where π̂j (R,q,ψ ) denotes the estimate of π (R,q,ψ ) computed

on the �rst j instances of the uncertain terrain. Over all query points q ∈ Vwe report

the 50-th, 80-th, 95-th, or 100-th percentile of these probability di�erences. Note

that if π (R,q,ψ ) = 0, then π̂ (R,q,ψ ) = 0 and the error is 0; the error is also 0 when

π (R,q,ψ ) = 1. We discard such queries when we measure the errors; including them

would only reduce the error. Figures 5.13(a)-(b) illustrate that the error decreases

quickly, with 50 samples yielding a reasonably small error.

Since computing π (R,q,ψ ) is hard, we instead apply our Monte Carlo method

with 3000 samples and use the resulting estimates as the exact value of π (R,q,ψ ).

Size of region. First we measured the convergence as we vary the size of the

rain region. Figure 5.13(c) illustrates that the error decreases quickly for both the

single-point case, the small region case, and the case when rain is falling on the
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Figure 5.17: Example output with 40 cm rain on region R.

entire Indiana terrain. The error is greatest when rain is falling on the entire terrain

which agrees with our theoretical analysis.

Amount of rain. We measured the convergence as we varyψ , the amount of rain.

Figure 5.13(d) illustrates that the error increases as the amount of rain increases. This

is to be expected since the number of vertices with a non-zero �ood risk increases as

one increases the amount of rain.

Description complexity k . We considered varying the description complexity k ,

that is, the number of possible heights in each vertex on the Indiana model. We �x

∆ = 40 cm and choose k from {2, 8, 32, 64}. For each vertex v we draw random sets

H 2

v ⊂ H 8

v ⊂ H 32

v ⊂ H 64

v from the uniform distributionUv = U (h(v)−∆/2,h(v)+∆/2),
and we compare the probability estimates for k = 2, 8, 32 with the error probability

π (R,q,ψ ) computed on 3000 samples of the uncertain terrain with k = 64. We expect

that smaller values of k will converge faster, but will converge at a higher error level.

Figure 5.14 illustrates that the error does decrease as k increases, however, the e�ect

of k on the rate of convergence is not as clear.

Height variation ∆. We measured the convergence as the height variation ∆
varies on the Indiana dataset. Figure 5.15 shows that the error increases as ∆ increases

from 10 cm to 80 cm, which is expected.

Distribution of errors vs. exact values. We examined the distribution of errors

as a function of the exact probability. Figures 5.16(a) and 5.16(b) illustrate that the

estimation errors of probabilities are independent of the underlying exact probability.

For the simulation in Figure 5.16(a) we used the Indiana dataset with ∆ = 40 cm,

k = 8, 40 cm rain. For the simulation in Figure 5.16(b) we used the Denmark dataset

with 40 cm rain.
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5.8 Conclusion and future work

In this chapter, we have presented e�cient data structures for the �ooding query

problem on terrains. For terrain models without uncertainty, our data structure uses

linear space and O(n logn) preprocessing time and can determine how much rain

has to fall on a region R before a query point q is �ooded in O(|R | +m logn) time,

where |R | is the number of vertices in R,m is the number of tributaries of q at which

rain is falling, and n is the number of vertices of the terrain. For the speci�c case

when rain falls on a single vertex p, this implies a query time of O(logn). To our

knowledge, this is the �rst algorithm that can answer a �ooding query in sub-linear

time in the worst case. A key ingredient in our data structure is the novel approach

of computing �ll rates, that is, functions indicating the rate at which a depression

�lls up over time, instead of simply computing the �ll time of each depression in the

terrain. We believe that the �ll rate approach can be used to implement e�cient data

structures for related �ood risk analysis problems, such as the �ood height problem

of computing the water depth above a given terrain vertex v at a given time after v
is �ooded.

In this chapter, we assumed that water �ows according to a single-�ow direction
(SFD) model, in which water �ows from a vertex along one downslope edge. An

interesting question is how to answer �ooding queries under the multi-�ow direction
(MFD) model, in which water at a vertex can split and �ow along multiple downslope

edges. Lowe and Agarwal [60] recently presented algorithms to answer the �ooding

queries under the MFD model. We would like to investigate if ideas from this chapter

can be used to improve those algorithms and answer �ooding queries under the MFD

model in sub-linear time using a near-linear size data structure. Another question

is if our analysis for uncertain terrains under the SFD model can be extended to

estimate the �ooding probability under the MFD model.

For uncertain terrains, where a probability distribution on terrain data is given,

we have proposed a data structure based on a Monte Carlo scheme to estimate

the probability of a query point being �ooded if a speci�ed amount of rain falls

on a query region. Our Monte Carlo scheme is e�cient, that is, to obtain an ε-
approximation with probability 1 − δ , the required number of samples from the

distribution on terrains is a polynomial in 1/ε , log 1/δ , logn, and k , where k is the

number of di�erent height values possible for each vertex. In future work, we would

like to extend the analysis to handle continuous distributions, that is, we would like

to remove the dependence on the parameter k .

In the future, we plan to develop better models for uncertain terrains. In this

work, we have taken a very general model, in which the height function is given

by some probability distribution H with the only restriction being that each vertex

can have at most k distinct values. By re�ning the model to more precisely re�ect

real-world remote sensing, it should be possible to improve the performance of the

data structure.

Our model of rain regions allows rain to be distributed arbitrarily among the

vertices of the terrain without any restriction on the geographical structure of the rain
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region. In practice, the resolution of terrain models is typically much greater than

the resolution of weather forecasts, meaning that a weather forecast will generally

assign similar or equal predicted rainfall amount to adjacent vertices of the terrain.

In this chapter we analyzed the error probability of our Monte Carlo scheme in two

di�erent query sets: In the �rst set, a query is a triple consisting of a vertex p on

which rain is falling, a volumeψ of rain, and a query point q for which the �ooding

probability is sought. The second query set is parameterized by a rain region R, and

queries consists of pairs (q,ψ ), whereψ is the volume of rain on the �xed region R. In

the future, we plan to investigate query sets where the rain region R is given as part

of the query. Since the space of rain regions in general is n-dimensional, we expect

that we have to restrict the structure of allowed regions in order to approximate

the �ooding probability using a small number of samples. For instance, the terrain

vertices could be partitioned into F � n forecast regions, and R would be required

to assign the same rainfall to vertices in the same forecast region, thus restricting

the space of allowed regions to be F -dimensional. An approach similar to this has

been investigated for sea-level �ood risk by Arge et al. [24].

The analysis of our Monte Carlo scheme exploits the fact that the rain volume

function behaves nicely inside each region of the overlay Ξ of height-level maps

MH. This points to several directions for future research into other functions that

similarly behave nicely; we conjecture that a similar approach can be used to design

an e�cient Monte Carlo algorithm for estimating the geometric visibility probability,

that is, the probability that the line segment between two query points x,y ∈ Σh
does not intersect Σh .

5.9 Computing depression volumes

In this section we describe how to extend the merge tree construction algorithm of

Carr et al. [33] to compute the depression volumes of arbitrary points x ∈ M.

The algorithm of Carr et al. [33] computes the augmented merge tree, denoted by

T̂h , which extends Th by inserting each vertex v ∈ V into the edge of Th containing

ρh(v). T̂h is computed by sweeping the vertices ofM in increasing order of height.

When a vertex v ∈ V is processed, a new node in
ˆTh is created for v , and edges

incident tov are added from the highest vertex in each depression delimited byv . The

algorithm maintains the set of depressions ofM<h(v) in a union-�nd data structure,

where each depression is represented by the highest vertex in the depression. Using

the union-�nd data structure, each downslope neighbor of v is queried to determine

which depressions are delimited by v .

We now describe how to extend the computation to compute the depression

volume of every vertex of the terrain. Suppose (u,v) is an edge of T̂h withh(u) < h(v).
Let Au be the set of points contained in the depression delimited by v but not by u,

that is,Au is the set of points between the contour atu and the contour atv . Restricted

to Au , the depression volume function is a cubic function of height denoted by µu .

By storing the coe�cients of µu at u, the depression volume of any point in Au can
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be computed. Furthermore, by using the set of triangles constructed in the proof

of Lemma 5.6 and denoted by ∆, the coe�cients of µv can be computed from the

coe�cients of µu and the triangles incident to v in ∆. If v is a negative saddle, then

µu1
+ µu2

is used in place of µu , where u1 and u2 are the children of v in T̂h .

Thus the function µv can be computed when v is processed during the construc-

tion of T̂h without increasing the asymptotic construction time. The cubic function

µv is stored in the node v ∈ ˆTh without increasing the asymptotic space usage.

To compute the depression volume of a point x in a face ϕ ∈ M, let v1,v2,v3 be

the corners of ϕ such that h(v1) < h(v2) < h(v3). Using standard techniques we in

O(logn) time query the node v1 ∈ T̂h to �nd the edge (u,v) of T̂h containing x , and

then we evaluate and return µu (h(x)) as µh(x).





Chapter 6

Sea-rise Flood Prediction on

Massive Dynamic Terrains

Predicting �oods caused by storm surges is a crucial task. Since the rise of ocean

water can create �oods that extend far onto land, the �ood damage can be severe.

For instance, the storm surge generated by Hurricane Katrina in 2005 submerged

approximately 80 percent of New Orleans, and of the 971 Katrina-related deaths,

40 percent were death by drowning [32]. By developing e�cient �ood prediction

algorithms, we hope to minimize the damage from storm surge �ooding by allowing

users to plan mitigations such as �ood walls and gates, or evacuation of a�ected

areas.

Due to the advancement of remote sensing technology and meteorology, nowa-

days very detailed terrain models and accurate sea-level forecasts can be obtained,

and these datasets can be used for designing accurate �ood prediction algorithms.

For example, the publicly available detailed raster terrain model of Denmark [37]

(where each cell represents a 0.4 by 0.4 meter region) contains 267 billion cells.

Furthermore, the Danish Meteorological Institute releases a sea-level forecast of the

Danish territorial waters every 6 hours, containing 81 thousand values (each value

corresponding to the forecasted sea-level in a 1 km
2

region). The sea-level prediction

is very accurate; in 2015, the forecasts had an average error of 6.61 cm compared to

the actual level [38].

Designing an e�cient �ood prediction algorithm is a challenging task. The

algorithm must be fast enough that the computation can �nish before the actual

disastrous event happens or a new forecast appears, while to guarantee the accuracy

of the prediction it is required to use very detailed data that is larger than the main

memory in a typical computer. For example, with the terrain model and sea-level

forecast datasets mentioned above, the algorithm must process the terabyte-sized

terrain model and complete well within 6 hours before a new sea-level forecast

is released. Existing �ood prediction algorithms process the entire terrain model

to compute the �ood risk when a new forecast is released. Moreover, if a user

modi�es the terrain model to e.g. examine the e�ect of planned mitigations, the

107
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entire terrain model must be processed again. This is critical in practice since even a

simple scan of a detailed terrain model such as the model of Denmark easily takes

a few hours. However, users examine �ood risk and plan �ood mitigations not for

the entire terrain but only for small regions of the terrain. Therefore, supporting

e�cient computations for a small region in the terrain would make �ood prediction

algorithms more practically relevant.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of predicting �oods from dynamic

sea-level forecast data on dynamic massive terrains. The forecast data is dynamic in

the sense that new forecasts can appear; the terrain is dynamic in the sense that the

terrain model may be updated locally, to e.g. incorporate planned �ood mitigations.

We present a data structure that allows updating respectively the forecast and the

terrain, and a query algorithm to report the �ood height in a given query window (i.e.

a small region of the terrain examined by the user). The data structure is I/O-e�cient,
meaning it can e�ciently handle terrain models much larger than main memory.

6.1 The dynamic sea-level �ooding problem

We use the I/O-model by Aggarwal and Vitter [7] to design and analyze our algo-

rithms. In this model, the computer is equipped with a two-level memory hierarchy

consisting of an internal memory and a (disk-based) external memory. The internal

memory is capable of holding M data items, while the external memory is of concep-

tually unlimited size. All computation has to happen on data in internal memory.

Data is transferred between internal and external memory in blocks of B consecutive

data items. Such a transfer is referred to as an I/O-operation or I/O. The cost of an

algorithm is the number of I/Os it performs.

A terrain is typically represented using a digital elevation model (DEM) as a

two-dimensional array with N cells (a raster). Note that by storing a raster of N
cells in O(NB ) tiles of size

√
B ×
√
B, for any s ≥ B a

√
s-by-

√
s square of the raster

can be read or written in O( sB ) I/Os. Each cell in a raster terrain T is either a terrain
cell, meaning that the corresponding location is on land, or an ocean cell. We denote

the elevation of cell u in T by hT (u); the height of an ocean cell is unde�ned. For

two cells u and v , we say that u and v are adjacent (or that v is a neighbor of u) if u
and v share at least one point on their boundary. A terrain cell is a coastal cell if it is

adjacent to an ocean cell. Since the resolution of terrain models is typically much

greater than the resolution of forecasts, we partition the coastal cells into a set C of

connected coastal regions, each region corresponding to the coastal cells associated

with a single cell of the forecast. We denote the region containing a coastal cell u by

C(u). A sea-level forecast is a function F : C → R that assigns a sea-level elevation

value to each region. We denote the sea-level elevation of a region R ∈ C by F (R),
and de�ne a function hF (v) = F (C(v)) that assigns a forecast value to each coastal

cell v .

A terrain cell u is �ooded through a coastal cellv if there exists a path p = u  v
of adjacent terrain cells such that each cell x in p has hT (x) < hF (v). We call p a �ood
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path of u with respect to v . Let Su be the set of coastal cells that have �ood paths to

u. For a �ooded cell u, we de�ne its �ood height as f (u) = maxv ∈Su (hF (v) − hT (u)).
The �ood source of u is the region R containing the coastal cell v ∈ Su that has the

highest sea-level value, that is, f (u) = hF (v) − hT (u); for simplicity, we assume that

the values of the sea-level forecast F are distinct so that the �ood source is unique.

The dynamic sea-level �ooding problem we consider in this chapter consists of

constructing an I/O-e�cient data structure on a raster terrain T , a partition C of the

coastal cells and a forecast F , and supporting the following operations I/O-e�ciently,

where QB and U is a query and an update of

√
B ×
√
B cells, respectively:

• Flood-Height(QB): Return the �ood height f (u) of each terrain cell u in QB .

• Forecast-Update(F ): Update the data structure with the new forecast F .

• Height-Update(QB,U ): Set the heights of terrain cells in QB to the values

given by U .

6.2 Previous work

Previously, a large number of results on I/O-e�cient algorithms have been ob-

tained. Aggarwal and Vitter [7] showed that reading and sorting N items require

Θ(Scan(N )) = Θ(NB ) and Θ(Sort(N )) = Θ(NB logM
B

N
B ) I/Os, respectively. A set of N

items can be maintained in an O(NB )-block search tree such that updates and queries

can be performed in O(logB N ) I/Os. Refer e.g. to the surveys [12, 77].

I/O-e�cient algorithms for modeling �ooding on terrains have been studied

extensively (e.g. [4, 9, 15–17, 19, 22, 25, 39]). A number of results have also been

obtained for �ooding from sea-level rise. However, to our knowledge, the problem

of computing �ood heights while I/O-e�ciently supporting updates of sea-level

forecasts and the heights of terrain cells has not been studied before. When the sea

level rises uniformly with the same amount hr , that is, all coastal cells belong to the

same region R and F (R) = hr , then it is easy to see that there is a threshold `u for each

terrain cell u so that u is �ooded with �ood height hr − hT (u) if and only if hr ≥ `u .

The thresholds `u for all cellsu in the terrain can be computed inO(Sort(N )) I/Os [17],

after which the �ood heights in any square of B cells can be easily reported for an

arbitrary hr in O(1) I/Os. Arge et al. [25] introduced an O(Sort(N ))-I/O algorithm

for computing �ood heights when the sea-level rises non-uniformly. Their algorithm

relies on the so-called merge tree that captures the nesting topology of depressions in

T [39, 40]. However, it is not clear how to extend their algorithm to handle updates

to the forecast or the terrain without incurring Ω(Scan(N )) I/Os for each update.

In addition to rasters, TINs are commonly used to represent terrain models. A

TIN T4 consists of a planar triangulation of N vertices in the plane, each vertex

v having an associated height hT4(v). The height of a point interior to a face is

a linear interpolation of the face vertices, so that hT4 is a continuous piecewise

linear function. Since a raster can be triangulated into a TIN, algorithms for TIN

representations can be applied to raster representations as well, but the converse
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Q3
s

Qs

Figure 6.1: Con�uence parameter illustrated. There are only 5 cells on the boundary

of Q3

s that are reached from Qs .

is not true. However, GIS applications typically implement algorithms for rasters

directly, as rasters are often easier to process with simple algorithms. Furthermore,

often data, such as the terrain data that we consider, is available as rasters.

To maintain dynamic terrains, Agarwal et al. [5] presented an internal-memory

so-called kinetic data structure for maintaining the so-called contour tree of a TIN

terrain T4 with a time-varying height function. Whereas the merge tree represents

how the depressions ofT are nested, the contour tree represents the nested topology

of the contours de�ned by T4. This result was extended to an I/O-e�cient data

structure by Yang [78]. He showed that for a TIN terrain with N vertices, the contour

tree can be constructed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os and the elevation of a TIN vertex can be

updated in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os.

6.3 Our results

In this chapter we introduce the �rst data structure for the dynamic sea-level �ooding

problem. Our data structure can be constructed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os and uses O(NB )
blocks, where N is the number of cells inT . Flood-Height(QB) can be performed in

O(logB N ) I/Os, Forecast-Update(F ) inO(Scan(F )) I/Os, andHeight-Update(QB,U )
in O(log

2

B N ) I/Os. Note that the number of I/Os needed to update a forecast does

not depend on N and that the terrain update bound matches the update bound of

Yang [78].

Our result assumes that the size of partition set C is smaller than M (which

implies that the forecast F is smaller than M), and that the number of local minima

and maxima in the terrain T is also smaller than M . As the number of local minima

and maxima in the terrain data for Denmark (after removing all depressions and hills

with volume less than 1 m
3
, which is customary in �ood computations) is 60 million,

and the sea-level forecast contains 81 thousand values, both of the assumptions hold
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for the data for Denmark that we described above. It also requires the so-called

con�uence assumption [53] on the �ow network that models how water �ows on

a raster terrain T . In such a network, a �ow direction is assigned to each terrain

cell u, which is a lower neighbor of u that water will �ow to, and the con�uence
parameter γ is then de�ned as follows: Let Qs be a square of

√
s ×
√
s cells and Q3

s
be the square of 3

√
s × 3

√
s cells that has Qs in the center. Let γ (Qs ) be the number

of cells on the boundary of Q3

s reached from the boundary of Qs when following

�ow directions without leaving Q3

s . Refer to Figure 6.1. The con�uence parameter

is γ = maxs>0 maxQs γ (Qs ) where the maximum is taken over all squares Qs of all

sizes. The con�uence assumption then states that γ is a constant independent of the

size and resolution of the terrain model.

Our work is inspired by the work of Arge et al. [25] and Yang [78]. As described

previously, Arge et al. [25] compute the �ood risk by using the topological features

of T encoded in the merge tree. However, this structure does not support e�cient

terrain updates. On the other hand, Yang [78] presented an I/O-e�cient data structure

for maintaining the contour tree of a dynamic TIN terrain. In Section 6.4 we show

how a raster terrain T can be transformed into a TIN T4 while maintaining the

topology pertaining to the dynamic sea-level �ooding problem. In Section 6.5 we

then show how the merge tree of T , which is needed when computing �ood risk

using the approach of Arge et al. [25], can be constructed from the contour tree

of T4, which can be maintained under terrain updates using the data structure of

Yang [78]. Note that standard techniques for triangulating a raster terrain [74] have

several issues, because they do not necessarily preserve �ood paths and they do

not allow the merge tree to be constructed from the contour tree. Thus we believe

that our transformation algorithm is of independent interest. In Section 6.6 we then

describe the sea-level �ooding data structure and show how the three operations are

performed e�ciently using the con�uence assumption and the assumption onC and

the number of minima and maxima.

6.4 Reducing raster problem to TIN problem

In this section we de�ne the dynamic sea-level �ooding problem for TINs, and we

describe how we transform a given raster terrain T to a TIN terrain T4 such that

solving the dynamic sea-level �ooding problem on T4 gives the same output as

solving it on T .

Problem de�nition for TINs. As mentioned, a TIN consists of a planar triangu-

lation of a set of N vertices in the plane along with a continuous height function

hT4 that is linear on each face of the triangulation. We assume that the boundary of

the triangulation is a simple polygon, with the interior corresponding to land and

the exterior corresponding to ocean. A subset of the vertices are coastal vertices, and

like for raster terrains, the coastal vertices are partitioned into a set C of connected

coastal regions. For two vertices u,v in T4, we say u and v are adjacent (or u is a
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neighbor of v) when there exists an edge in T4 that connects u and v . We de�ne

�ood path, �ood height and �ood source on TINs as for raster terrains.

Transforming the raster terrain. The incidence graphGT of a raster terrainT is

a graph on the terrain cells of T , where two vertices u4 and v4 are connected in GT
if u andv are adjacent inT . If u andv are connected diagonally we call u4 a diagonal
neighbor of v4, otherwise a cardinal neighbor of v4. Note that the natural planar

embedding of GT , where the vertex u4 corresponding to a cell u is placed at the

center of u, is almost a triangulation, except for the intersecting edges corresponding

to diagonal neighbors. We turn GT into a triangulation T4 by assigning u4 in

a b

d c

a b

d c

e1
e2

T4 the same height as u inT , that is, hT4(u4) = hT (u), and by removing a

diagonal edge in T4 corresponding to each two-by-two square of terrain

cells in T as follows: For each two-by-two square of cells a,b, c,d in

clockwise order, there are two intersecting incidence edges e1 = {a, c}
and e2 = {b,d} in GT . We triangulate the square by removing whichever edge has

the higher midpoint, where the midpoint height of an edge e = {u,v} is s(e) =
1

2
(hT (u) + hT (v)). If s(e1) = s(e2), then we pick an arbitrary edge to remove.

Theorem 6.1. u is �ooded through v in T if and only if u4 is �ooded through v4 in
T4.

Proof. First, if u4 is �ooded through v4 in T4, that is, there exists a �ood path

p4 : u4  v4, then there is a �ood path p : u  v in T corresponding to p4, since

each edge in T4 has a corresponding edge in GT . Thus u is �ooded through v in T .

Next, we show that if p : u  v is a �ood path inT , then there is a corresponding

�ood path p4 : u4  v4 in T4. Recall that the de�nition of �ood path means that

all cells w in p have hT (w) ≤ hF (u). If no edge in GT corresponding to adjacent cells

in p was removed by the TIN construction, then we are done; p4 is the sequence of

vertices that correspond to the cells in p. Otherwise, we show how to obtain p4 by

replacing each edge e in GT corresponding to adjacent cells in p that is not in T4 as

follows: Since the TIN construction only removes diagonal edges, e is a diagonal

edge connecting two raster cells a and c . Let e ′ be the diagonal edge connecting cells

b and d such that e and e ′ intersect and e ′ is included inT4. Then s(e ′) ≤ s(e), which

implies that min{hT (b),hT (d)} ≤ max{hT (a),hT (c)}. Without loss of generality

assume hT (b) ≤ hT (d), in which case we replace the edge e with the two edges {a,b}
and {b, c}. These edges are both non-diagonal edges and thus were not discarded

when we triangulated T into T4, that is, we replace the adjacent cells a and c in p
with cells abc . Refer to Figure 6.4 for an example. Since p is a �ood path, we have

hT (b) ≤ max{hT (a),hT (c)} ≤ hF (u), so p is still a �ood path after adding b. After

handling all relevant edges this way, we have obtained a �ood path p such that p4 is

the sequence of vertices that correspond to the cells in p. �
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6.5 Connecting the topology of T and T4

In this section we de�ne certain topological features on raster and TIN terrain

representations and show that the TIN construction described in Section 6.4 preserves

the topological features of T in T4. We also show how the merge tree of T can be

obtained from the contour tree of T4.

6.5.1 Flow directions, sinks, peaks, upper and lower sequences,

and depressions

As mentioned previously, water �ow on a raster terrainT can be modeled by assigning

a �ow direction on each terrain cell u inT , which is a lower neighbor of u that water

will �ow to. When a cell u does not have any lower neighbors, then u is not assigned

a �ow direction and we call it a sink. Similarly, a cellu is a peak if there is no neighbor

ofu that has higher elevation thanu. We assume that no pair of adjacent cells have the

same height. That is, a �ow direction can be assigned to all terrain cells except sinks.

The assumption can be removed using standard techniques [17]. As we traverse

the neighbors of a cell u in T that is not a sink or peak in clockwise order there are

sequences of cells that are lower or higher thanu. Each continuous sequence of lower

(resp. higher) neighbors of u is called a lower sequence (resp. upper sequence) of u. A

raster terrain cell u de�nes a depression that is the maximal connected component of

terrain cells containing u such that all cellsv in the depression have h(v) ≤ h(u) [22].

Note that each depression contains at least one sink. A depression β1 is maximal
if every depression β2 ⊃ β1 contains strictly more sinks than β1. If a maximal

depression β contains exactly one sink, then we call β an elementary depression.

TIN construction preserves lower sequences, sinks, and depressions. On

TINs, �ow direction, sink, peak, lower/upper sequence, and (maximal/elementary) de-
pression are de�ned as for rasters, but with the vertex adjacency de�ned by edges

of the triangulation T4 rather than the incidence graph GT . The following lemmas

(proved in Section 6.7.2) show that lower sequences, sinks, and depressions in T are

preserved by our raster to TIN transformation. Note that the lemmas say nothing

about peaks or upper sequences, as it is easy to verify that they are not preserved by

the transformation. Refer to Figure 6.5 for an example.

Lemma 6.2. For any lower sequence J of any cell u inT , u has a neighborv in J such
that u4 and v4 are connected in T4.

Corollary 6.3. A cellu has a lower neighbor inT if and only ifu4 has a lower neighbor
in T4.

Proof. If u has no lower neighbor in T , then u4 has no lower neighbor in T4 either,

since our TIN construction only removes edges. Conversely, ifu has a lower neighbor

in T , then it follows from Lemma 6.2 that u4 has a lower neighbor in T4. �
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Lemma 6.4. For any cell u in T , the cells in the depression β de�ned by u in T are in
one-to-one correspondence with the vertices in the depression β4 de�ned by u4 in T4.

Corollary 6.5. A depression β is a maximal (resp. elementary) depression inT if and
only if β4 is a maximal (resp. elementary) depression in T4.

6.5.2 Merge trees and contour trees

Merge tree of raster T . As mentioned, the merge treeM of a raster terrain T is

a rooted tree that represents the nested topology of the maximal depressions [39].

Each node inM represents a maximal depression in T , and we refer to the maximal

depression of a merge tree node x as βx . Each elementary depression is represented

by a leaf node, and a node y is the parent of a node x when βx ⊂ βy and there exists

no maximal depression βz such that βx ⊂ βz ⊂ βy .

Now consider sweeping the raster terrain with a plane of height ` from −∞ to

∞ while maintaining the set of depressions that consist of cells with elevation less

than or equal to `. If the number of depressions decreases when the sweeping plane

crosses a cell u, then u is called a negative saddle; it is easy to see that a negative

saddle u has at least two lower sequences. Then note that for any two maximal

depressions βx and βy whose corresponding nodes x and y inM share the same

parent, there exists a negative saddle where βx and βy are merged. Using this we

associate a terrain cell to each merge tree node as follows: To a leaf node x we

associate the sink in the elementary depression βx , and to an internal node x we

associate the negative saddle where the maximal depressions of its children are

merged. Refer to Figure 6.2.

Contour tree of TIN T4. For ` ∈ R, the `-level set of T4 is de�ned to consist of

points x ∈ R2
with hT4(x) = `. A contour of T4 is a connected component of a level

set ofT4 [5]. We de�ne a down-contour ofu4 as any contour with elevationhT4(u)−ϵ
for a value ϵ smaller than the height di�erence between any pair of vertices such that

the contour intersects an edge incident to u4 [5]. Similarly, we de�ne an up-contour
as a contour with elevation hT4(u) + ϵ that intersects an edge incident to u4.

α1 β1

α2 β2

α3 β3

(a)

u
v

w

α2 β2
β3β1 α3

α1 u
v

w

(b)

Figure 6.2: An example terrain with saddle cells u, v and w . (a) Terrain seen from

above. Sinks are marked with a square and saddles are marked with a cross. The

maximal depressions α1, β1, α3, and β3 are elementary. (b) Terrain seen from the side

along with the merge treeM.
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Traversing the neighbors of a vertex u4 in clockwise order, we say that u4 is a

saddle inT4 if there are multiple sequences of lower neighbors ofu4 disconnected by

higher neighbors of u4 [5]. For simplicity we assume that every saddle has exactly

two such sequences of lower neighbors; this assumption can be removed [45]. We

say that a vertex u4 is critical if u4 is a peak, sink, or saddle. If a saddle u4 has

one up-contour (down-contour) and two down-contours (up-contours) then u4 is

called a negative (positive) saddle. For any two contours C1 and C2 with level `1
and `2, respectively, we say C1 and C2 are equivalent if they belong to the same

connected component of Γ = {x ∈ R2 | `1 ≤ hT4(x) ≤ `2} that does not contain

any critical vertex. When sweeping T4 with a plane from −∞ to∞, an equivalence

class of contours starts and ends at critical vertices. That is, the contours deform

continuously as the sweeping plane changes its height, but the number of contours

does not change as long as the plane varies between two critical vertices. A contour

appears and disappears at a sink and a peak, respectively. Two contours merge into

one at a negative saddle, and a contour splits into two at a positive saddle.

The contour treeA of a TINT4 is a tree on the critical vertices inT4 that encodes

the topological changes of the contours [5, 78]. Two critical vertices u4,v4 are

connected in A if and only if an equivalence class of contours starts at u4 and ends

at v4. That is, an edge (u4,v4) inA represents the equivalence class of contour that

appears at u4 and disappears at v4. Refer to Figure 6.3. Note that the contour tree is

not a rooted tree; an internal node has two lower (higher) neighbors and one higher

(lower) neighbor if it corresponds to a negative (positive) saddle.

TIN construction preserves negative saddles. Note that for raster terrains we

have only de�ned negative saddles, and not saddles or positive saddles. The reason

is that a cell in T with multiple lower and upper sequences can become a regular

vertex in T4 after our transformation. However, we can show that negative saddles

are preserved by the transformation.

Lemma 6.6. A cell u is a negative saddle inT if and only if u4 is a negative saddle in
T4.

Proof. First, we show that if u is a negative saddle in T , then u4 is a negative saddle

in T4. Let β1 and β2 be the two depressions that merge at u. By Lemma 6.2, u4 is

connected in T4 to a lower neighbor u1

4 in β1 and a lower neighbor u2

4 in β2. In

Section 6.7.3 (Lemma 6.10) we show that u has two higher cardinal neighbors v1

and v2
separating u1

and u2
in a clockwise traversal of the neighbors of u. Since the

construction of T4 only removes diagonal edges, u4 is connected to both v1

4 and

v2

4 in T4. Thus u4 has four alternating lower and higher neighbors u1

4,v
1

4,u
2

4,v
2

4 in

clockwise order, so u4 is a saddle in T4. By Lemma 6.4, β1 and β2 are preserved in

T4. Thus the down-contour of u4 intersecting u1

4 is distinct from the down-contour

intersecting u2

4, so u4 is a negative saddle.

Next, we show that if u is not a negative saddle in T , then u4 is not a negative

saddle in T4. If the number of lower sequences of u is less than 2, then it is easy to
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(a) Terrain from above. (b) Terrain in perspective.
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(c) Contour tree.
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Figure 6.3: Example TIN terrain. Sinks are marked with squares, peaks with circles,

and saddles with crosses. (a), (b) Everything below ` = 23 is marked as blue. Saddle

contours are marked with red lines. (b) Edges of the contour tree A are shown as

arcs pointing downwards in height. (d) Merge tree derived from the contour tree,

representing how the maximal depressions in (e) are nested.

see that u4 is not a saddle in T4. If the number of lower sequences of u is at least 2,

then these lower sequences must be from the same depression β . By Lemma 6.4, β is

connected in T4, and thus u4 is not a negative saddle. �

6.5.3 Constructing merge treeM of T from contour tree A of T4

From Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.6 it follows that the nodes ofM, which correspond

to the sinks and negative saddles of T , are encoded in A. The following lemma is

then the key to constructing the edges ofM from A.

Lemma 6.7. For two distinct nodes u4 and v4 in the contour tree A of T4 that
correspond to negative saddles or sinks, βu4 ⊂ βv4 if and only if there is a path
pA : u4  v4 in A such that all vertices in pA have height less than or equal to
the height of v4.

Proof. Suppose βu4 ⊂ βv4 . Then there is a path p4 : u4  v4 in T4 such that all

vertices in p4 have height less than or equal to hT4(v4). The edges and vertices inA
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corresponding to all contours through points on p4 in T4 form a connected subtree

of A. Thus there is a path pA : u4  v4 in A with height less than or equal to the

height of v4.

Now, suppose pA is a path inA from u4 to v4 such that v4 is the highest vertex

in pA . By Lemma 6.12 (in Section 6.7.4), there is a path p4 : v4  u4 inT4 such that

the highest vertex on p4 is v4. This implies that u4 is contained in the depression

de�ned by v4, so βu4 ⊆ βv4 . �

Theorem 6.8. The merge treeM of T can be constructed from the contour tree A of
T4.

Proof. Each negative saddle u4 in A has a key descendant of u4 for each child of u4,

de�ned as follows: For child v4 of u4, if v4 is a sink or a negative saddle, then v4 is

the key descendant of u4. Otherwise, it is a positive saddle, the key descendant is

found by following a downward path from v4 in A until reaching a negative saddle

or sink; since a vertex in A that is not a negative saddle or sink has exactly one

lower neighbor, the downward path following lower neighbors until encountering a

negative saddle or sink is unique. Since u4 has exactly two children, it has two key

descendants.

To constructM we start with a forest containing all the sinks of A (leaves of

M), and we maintain a union-�nd data structure that maps each vertex u ofM to

the root of u in the forestM constructed so far. Next, we insert the negative saddles

ofA (internal nodes) intoM in increasing order of height using the union-�nd data

structure as follows: When processing a negative saddle u4 with key descendants

v1

4 and v2

4, we query the union-�nd data structure to obtain v1 = Find(v4) and

v2 = Find(v2

4). From Lemma 6.7, v1
and v2

are the children of u inM, so we insert

u intoM with children v1
and v2

. We then update the union-�nd structure using

Union(v1,v2). When we have processed all negative saddles in this way, we have

constructedM. �

6.6 The sea-level �ooding data structure

We are now ready to describe our sea-level �ooding data structure. Intuitively, our

structure maintains the result of a �ood computation for a forecast F on a terrain

T by a �ood instance IF , which stores for each sink cell u of T the �ood source of

u. When answering a query the �ood height of any cell can then be computed

from IF using the observation that if a non-sink cell v is �ooded by F , then the

�ood source of v is the same as the �ood source of any sink cell u in the depression

de�ned by v , and it is easy to compute the �ood height of v from such a sink u [25].

Furthermore, we maintain the contour tree A of T4 using the data structure of

Yang [78]. As required by this data structure, our data structure also maintains a

so-called descent tree Π↓ and a so-called ascent tree Π↑ that store descending and

ascending connectivity on T4, respectively. More precisely, the descent (ascent) tree

is an I/O-e�cient data structure that maintains a forest on the vertices in T4, where
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each vertex is connected to one of its lower (upper) neighbors inT4, and where each

root in the forest corresponds to a sink (peak). The descent (ascent) tree Π↓ (Π↑)
supports �nding for a cell u, a sink (peak) that can be reached from u by a decreasing

(increasing) path in O(logB N ) I/Os. Thus, Π↓ can be queried to �nd a sink in the

depression de�ned byv inO(logB N ) I/Os. The ascent and descent trees also support

the following operations in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os: Disconnect the subtree rooted at u from

its parent, and link a root u to a vertex v . For details we refer to [78].

Yang described how to maintain A, Π↓ and Π↑ when updating the height of

a single vertex in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os [78]. However, we need to update heights in a

square QB of B cells in the same bound. Yang classi�es the possible changes to A as

a result of changing the height of a vertex ofT4 as either adding a sink or peak (birth
event), removing a sink or peak (death event), or reordering saddles (interchange
event). When updating a number of vertices in a region QB of

√
B by

√
B cells, birth

and death events are conceptually simple to handle, as the involved sink or peak is

either in QB or adjacent to a vertex in QB . On the other hand, an interchange event

involves a saddleu inQB and a saddlev adjacent tou inA, but not necessarily in the

vicinity of QB in T4. Yang [78] handles such an interchange event by querying Π↓
and Π↑ with the neighbors of u and v in T4. However, this is a problem for our data

structure, as updating the heights of B vertices in QB can cause Θ(B) interchange

events and thus Θ(B) queries to Π↓ and Π↑, which would require Θ(B logB N ) I/Os.

In Section 6.7.1 we describe (Theorem 6.9) how to answer the queries to Π↓ and Π↑
without I/Os, by maintaining in addition a set L of vertices of Π↓ and Π↑ in main

memory. In this way, A can be updated without using I/Os (since we have assumed

that the critical vertices, and thus A, �ts in memory).

Yang also showed how to augment his data structure such that all vertices in

T4 (and not only critical vertices) are represented in A [78]. Intuitively, a vertex

v is added to the edge representing the contour through v . The augmented data

structure can be maintained in the same bounds as described above [78]. In our

sea-level �ooding data structure, we similarly augment the contour tree of T4 with

the so-called coastal minima ofT4 that are the coastal verticesu that are local minima

in their coastal region, that is, a coastal vertex u is a coastal minimum if there is no

vertex v ∈ C(u) adjacent to u that is lower than u. We denote byA+ this augmented

contour tree extended to represent the coastal minima. In Section 6.7.5 (Lemma 6.13)

we show thatA+ contains enough information to determine which sinks are �ooded

by a forecast F . More precisely, we show that if a coastal vertex u in coastal region R
�oods a terrain vertex v , then there is a coastal minimum w in R that also �oods v .

Furthermore, we show that the number of coastal minima is bounded by the number

of coastal regions |R | and the number of critical vertices in T4.

In summary, our sea-level �ooding data structure consists of the following

components:

• Contour tree A+ containing the sinks, peaks, saddles and coastal minima of

T4;
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• Descent tree Π↓ and ascent tree Π↑ on T4, as well as a set L of vertices of Π↓
and Π↑;

• Terrain T , forecast F and �ood instance IF .

Space. Recall that we assume that the number of sinks, peaks and saddles inT4, as

well as the number of coastal regions, is smaller than M . Thus A+ and L �t in main

memory. As IF stores a coastal region for each sink ofT4, it also �ts in main memory.

By assumption, F �ts in main memory. Finally, T and the descent and ascent trees

are stored in external memory where they use O(N /B) blocks of space [78]. It is

easy to see that our data structure can be constructed in O(Sort(N )) I/Os [78].

Flood-Height(QB) query. To compute the �ood height for all cells in QB we

�rst associate each cell v ∈ QB with a sink in the depression de�ned by v as follows:

Let Q3

B be the square of 3

√
B × 3

√
B cells that has QB in the center. For each v ∈ QB ,

we follow �ow directions fromv until reaching either the boundary ofQ3

B or a sinku.

By the con�uence assumption, the number of times we reach a cell on the boundary

ofQ3

B is constant. For each such cellw , we query Π↓ to �nd a sinku in the depression

de�ned byw , and we associateu with the cellv ∈ QB that reachedw when following

�ow directions. After this way having associated each v ∈ QB with a sink u in the

depression de�ned by v , the �ood source of each v ∈ QB can be found using IF as

discussed above.

Following �ow directions can be done by loading the query cells of T in Q3

B into

main memory and computing the �ow directions. This requires O(1) I/Os. Making

the O(1) queries to Π↓ requires O(logB N ) I/Os [78]. Finally, the �ood sources can

be found using IF without using any I/Os, since IF is stored in memory. Thus,

Flood-Height(QB) requires O(logB N ) I/Os in total.

Forecast-Update(F ). To update the �ood instance IF given a new forecast F ,

we �rst constructM from A+ using Theorem 6.8. Then for each coastal minimum

v in a coastal region R, we compute h = hF (v) − hT (v). If h > 0, it means that v is

�ooded by the forecast value F (R) = hF (v). Note that this also means that all sinks

in the depression de�ned by v are �ooded. As A+ contains the coastal minimum

v , we can then use A+ to �nd one of these sinks u by following a decreasing path

in A+ from v until reaching a sink, as follows: At a negative saddle w , we pick an

arbitrary lower neighbor of w , and at a vertex w that is not a negative saddle or sink

(i.e. a peak, positive saddle, or coastal minimum), w has a unique lower neighbor in

A. Eventually we reach a sink u, and since we have followed a strictly decreasing

path from v to u in A+ it follows by Lemma 6.7 that u is in the depression de�ned

by v . Note that u is also a node inM, and that any algorithm solving the sea-level

�ooding problem with u �ooded with forecast value F (R) will also �ood the other

sinks in the depression de�ned by v . Thus having found the forecast values for a

(possibly) �ooded sink for each coastal minimum, we can use the algorithm by Arge

et al. [25] that given forecast values for sinks in a merge treeM of T computes the
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�ood source and �ood height for all sinks inM. This in turn gives us the new �ood

instance IF .

After the forecast F is read into memory using O(Scan(F )) I/Os, no further I/Os

are required for Forecast-Update, since A+,M and IF �t in main memory.

Height-Update(QB,U ). To update the heights of the cells in QB we need to

update Π↓, Π↑, A
+

and IF . Intuitively, we update Π↓ and Π↑ by removing subtrees

containing the vertices whose heights were updated, reconstructing a new forest

corresponding to the new descending or ascending connectivity after the update,

and then linking the forest into the structure. More precisely, let Q3

B and Q5

B be the

squares of 3

√
B × 3

√
B and 5

√
B × 5

√
B cells, respectively, such that Q3

B and Q5

B both

have QB in the center. We describe how the descent tree Π↓ is updated; the ascent

tree can be updated in an analogous way. First, we will disconnect a number of

edges on the boundary of Q3

B to ensure that no tree in Π↓ contains both a vertex

inside QB and a vertex outside Q5

B . In other words, we isolate a set of vertices V in

Π↓ such that QB ⊂ V ⊂ Q5

B , as follows: First we disconnect edges so that no vertex

in QB is connected to a vertex on the boundary of Q3

B by following edges of Π↓ from

each vertex in QB until reaching either a sink inside Q3

B or a vertex on the boundary

of Q3

B . By the con�uence assumption, the number of times we reach a vertex on

the boundary of Q3

B is constant. For each such vertex w , we disconnect w from its

parent in Π↓. Next, we disconnect edges so that no vertex outside Q5

B is connected

to a vertex on the boundary of Q3

B by following edges of Π↓ from all cells on the

boundary of Q5

B towards Q3

B until we reach a sink or the boundary of Q3

B . It is easy

to show that the number of times we reach the boundary of Q3

B is a constant, by

covering each of the four sides ofQ5

B with �ve translated copies ofQB , and bounding

the number of times each copy can reach the boundary of Q3

B using the con�uence

parameter. As before, we disconnect each vertex w reached on the boundary of Q3

B
from its parent in Π↓. Let u in QB and v outside Q5

B be vertices that were in the same

tree of Π↓ before we disconnected edges on the boundary of Q3

B , and let w be the

lowest common ancestor of u and v in Π↓ at that time. If w is outside Q3

B , then u is

no longer connected to w as we disconnected the �rst edge on the path from u to w
that is on the boundary of Q3

B . If w is inside Q3

B , a similar argument shows that v
is no longer connected to w . Thus we have isolated a set V of O(B) vertices in Π↓
such that QB ⊆ V ⊆ Q5

B . We can then simply reconstruct new subtrees for V in Π↓
according to the new descending connectivity resulting from the height updates in

QB and link back the disconnected edges on the boundary of Q3

B into Π↓.

After updating Π↓ and Π↑ we update A+ with the new topology of the terrain

using the update algorithm in [78]. Finally we use Forecast-Update(F ) to update

the �ood instance IF .

As we disconnect and reconnect O(1) edges of Π↓ and Π↑, updating the heights

of cells inQB can be done usingO(log
2

B N ) I/Os [78]. UpdatingA+ requires querying

Π↓ and Π↑ with neighbors of saddle vertices; as discussed previously (Theorem 6.9),

this part can be handled without I/Os since A+ and L �t in memory, where L
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contains the vertices of Π↓ and Π↑ required to perform the update of A+. Since

F is already in main memory, Forecast-Update does not require any I/Os. Thus,

Height-Update(QB,U ) requires O(log
2

B N ) I/Os in total.

6.7 Appendices

6.7.1 Updating A without using I/Os

In this section we describe how updates to A in Height-Update can be handled

without I/Os. First we give a brief description of how the data structure of Yang [78]

handles updates to A. Then we describe how our sea-level �ooding data structure

avoids I/Os when the contour tree is updated.

Yang describes the dynamic forest data structure that is an I/O-e�cient data

structure used to store the descent tree Π↓ and ascent tree Π↑. The data structure

represents a forest of rooted trees, and for a forest of N vertices, the following oper-

ations are supported: Returning the root of a vertex u in O(logB N ) I/Os, and linking
a root u to a vertexv or disconnecting a non-root u from its parent inO(log

2

B N ) I/Os.

The dynamic forest is represented by its Euler tour [72], using the observation that

cutting or linking an edge corresponds to a constant number of splits and merges in

the Euler tour. The Euler tour is stored in a level-balanced B-tree [1], that supports

split and merge in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os. Each vertex in the forest stores a pointer to its

�rst and last occurrences in the Euler tour, which allows cutting or linking an edge

in O(log
2

B N ) I/Os.

It is straightforward to augment the level-balanced B-tree to support the rank
operation, which returns the number of elements before a given element in the

sequence in O(logB N ) I/Os. The ranks of Euler tour occurrences can be used to

answer subtree queries: Given vertices u and v , u is in the subtree rooted at v if and

only if the rank of the �rst occurrence of u is contained in the interval spanned by

the ranks of the �rst and last occurrences of v .

Let L be the set of vertices adjacent to saddle vertices in a TINT4; the size of L is

at most 8X , where X is the number of critical vertices of T4. Our sea-level �ooding

data structure stores, for each vertexv in L, the rank of the �rst occurrence ofv in Π↓
and Π↑, and it stores for each sink (peak) u the ranks of the �rst and last occurrences

of u in Π↓ (Π↑). As described above, from the ranks of u and v it can be determined

whether v is in the subtree of u in Π↓ or Π↑.
When the data structure of Yang [78] handles an interchange event between

saddles u and v in A, that is, the event that u and v swap height order due to

an update to the height of u, Π↓ (Π↑) is queried with a vertex from each lower

(upper) sequence of u and v to determine the new nesting structure of contours. By

answering the queries to Π↓ and Π↑ using the ranks stored in main memory, the

queries require no I/Os; since this is the only case in which Π↓ or Π↑ is queried by

the update algorithm for A, our data structure may update A without I/Os.

During our update algorithm, Π↓ and Π↑ are updated to re�ect the new descend-

ing and ascending connectivity of the vertices in the updated square QB . Whenever
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an edge is disconnected or reconnected in Π↓ or Π↑, this operation is translated into

a constant number of splits and merges to the level-balanced B-trees underlying Π↓
and Π↑, and these splits and merges can cause the ranks of vertices in L to change.

By using the rank operation on the level-balanced B-tree before and after each such

split or merge operation, it is straightforward to update the stored ranks of vertices

in L accordingly.

As we assume that X is less than M , L �ts in main memory, and thus querying

and updating L incurs no I/Os.

Theorem 6.9. For Π↓ (Π↑), the ranks of L and terrain sinks (peaks) can be maintained
in internal memory by the sea-level �ooding data structure such that queries to the sink
(peak) reached when following edges in Π↓ (Π↑) from a vertex v ∈ L can be answered
without I/Os.

6.7.2 TIN construction preserves lower sequences and depressions

In this section, we show that the TIN construction described in Section 6.4 preserves

lower sequences and depressions.

Lemma 6.2, restated. For any lower sequence J of any cell u in T , u has a neighbor
v in J such that u4 and v4 are connected in T4.

x v4

u4 y

e
e′

Proof. Pick any v ∈ J . If the edge e = (u4,v4) is in T4, then we are

done. Otherwise, e is removed by our TIN construction, so v must be a

diagonal neighbor of u in T . Let e ′ = (x,y) be the edge that was chosen

to remain instead of e in the TIN construction. Then we have that x and

y are the common neighbors of u and v and s(e ′) ≤ s(e), which implies

that min{hT (x),hT (y)} ≤ hT (u). Without loss of generality assume hT (x) ≤ hT (y).
Then x is a lower neighbor of u in J , and since x is a cardinal neighbor of u, T4
contains {u4, x4}. �

Lemma 6.4, restated. For any cell u in T , the cells in the depression β de�ned by u
inT are in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices in the depression β4 de�ned by
u4 in T4.

Proof. First, we show that for each v4 ∈ β4, v is in β : As v4 ∈ β4, there is a path

p : u4  v4 in T4 of vertices with height below hT4(u). This path corresponds to a

path in T (since the TIN construction only removes edges) and therefore v ∈ β .

To show that the cells in β correspond to a subset of the vertices in β4, it su�ces

to show that the vertices corresponding to cells in β are connected in T4, since β4 is

a maximal connected component of vertices with height ≤ hT4(u4) (and each vertex

in T4 has the same height as it has in T ).

To show this we proceed by induction in the list of cells u inT ordered by height

hT (u). Suppose that for any cell u ′ in T with hT (u
′) < hT (u), the depression de�ned

by u ′ is connected in T4. If u is a sink, then β = {u} which is trivially connected
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Figure 6.4: Example of �ood path preservation. On the triangulated terrain T4, each

missing diagonal (dotted blue) is replaced by two cardinal edges (red).

in T4. Otherwise, we consider the set L = β \ {u} and make the following two

observations for each connected component β ′ of L.

• Since β ′ is a depression in T de�ned by the highest cell in β ′, it follows by

induction that β ′ is connected in T4.

• It is easy to see that β ′ contains a lower neighbor v of u and thus contains all

cells in the lower sequence J containing v ; by Lemma 6.2, it follows that u4 is

adjacent in T4 to a vertex that corresponds to a cell in J .

From this it follows that u4 is connected to all of β ′ in T4, so β is connected in T4.

�

6.7.3 Cardinal neighbors in upper sequences

In this section we prove a key observation that is needed when showing that our

TIN construction in Section 6.4 preserves negative saddles (Lemma 6.6).

Lemma 6.10. For any negative saddle u in a raster terrainT that merges two depres-
sions β1 and β2, let J1 and J2 be the two upper sequences of u that separate β1 and β2

in a clockwise traversal of the neighbors of u. Then J1 and J2 each contain a cardinal
neighbor of u.

u

J1β1

β2

Proof. Assume for contradiction that an upper sequence separating

β1 and β2 does not contain a cardinal neighbor of u, that is, that it

consists of a single diagonal neighbor. This implies that a cell in β1 has

a diagonal neighbor in β2, which violates the de�nition of depressions

as maximal connected components. �
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6.7.4 Connecting paths in T4 and A

In this section we show an important relation between paths along the edges of a

TIN T4 and paths along the edges of the contour tree A of T4. Recall that we have

de�ned a �ood path from a coastal vertex u to a vertex v as a path p : u  v along

the edges ofT4 such that no vertex inv has height greater than hF (u). Thus, one way

of showing that �ood paths are preserved is by showing the more general statement

that paths that stay below some height level ` are preserved. The following lemmas

show that a path in A that stays below ` corresponds to a path along the edges of

T4 that stays below `, and vice versa.

Lemma 6.11. For any critical vertex v4 ∈ T4, sink u4 ∈ T4 and strictly decreasing
path p4 : v4  u4 along the edges of T4, there is a corresponding path p : v4  u4
in A that is strictly decreasing in height.

Proof. Consider lowering a plane from ` = hT4(v4) to hT4(u4). Since p4 is strictly

decreasing in height, the plane intersects p4 at a single point x(`) for all `. The path

p consists of edges of A corresponding to the contours containing x(`) for all `. �

Lemma 6.12. For any pair of nodes v,w ∈ A such that v is the highest vertex on the
path p : v  w in A, there exists a path p4 : v  w along the edges of T4 such that
the highest vertex on p4 is v .

Proof. First, we observe that for each vertex v ∈ A and down-contour c of v , there

exists a strictly decreasing path π4(v, c) in T4 from v through c to a sink u. By

applying Lemma 6.11, we obtain a path πA(v, c) : v  u inA. We show how to �nd

a path in T4 between any pair v,w ∈ A using the paths π4, as follows: We proceed

by induction in the list of contour tree nodes sorted in increasing height order. Fix

v ∈ A and suppose that, for all pairs v ′,w ∈ A such that hT4(v
′) < hT4(v) and v ′

is the highest vertex on the path from v ′ to w in A, there exists a path from v ′ to

w in T4 having v ′ as the highest vertex. We have to show that for any w ∈ A and

path p : v  w where v is the highest vertex on p, there is a corresponding path

along the edges of T4 having v as the highest vertex. Let c be the down-contour

represented by the edge of p incident to v , and let u be the sink such that π (v, c)
connects v to u in T4. By induction, u is connected to w in T4 by a path p4 such

that w is the highest vertex. By concatenating π4(v, c) : u  w and the reverse of

p4 : w  u, we obtain a path from v to w such that v is the highest vertex on the

path. �

6.7.5 Analyzing the coastal minima

In this section we show that the contour tree augmented with coastal minima,

denoted by A+, contains enough information to determine which sinks are �ooded.

Recall that a coastal minimum is a coastal vertex u such that no other coastal vertex

in C(u) is below u. We de�ne coastal maxima analogously to coastal minima. A
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Figure 6.5: Example showing that upper sequences and peaks are not necessarily

preserved by our TIN construction. In (a) each number represents the elevation of

the corresponding cell. Cell 14 has two upper sequences (red), but in the TIN terrain,

the corresponding vertex (marked with a circle in (b)) has only one upper sequence.

The raster terrain has only a single peak, cell 25 (blue), but in the TIN terrain, the

vertex corresponding to cell 18 is also a peak (blue).

coastal minimum (maximum) is a true coastal minimum (maximum) if it has no lower

(higher) neighbor that is a coastal vertex in any coastal region; otherwise it is a

region minimum (maximum).

Lemma 6.13. Let X be the number of sinks, saddles and peaks in the terrain, and let
|C | be the number of coastal regions.

(i) If a coastal vertex u in coastal region R �oods a terrain vertex v , then there is a
coastal minimumw in R that also �oods v .

(ii) The number of coastal minima is O(X + |C |).

Proof. First, we show (i). Suppose a coastal vertex u in coastal region R �oods a

terrain vertex v; we have to show that there exists a coastal minimum w in R that

also �oods v . Let p : u  v be a �ood path from u to v . Now we construct another

�ood path p ′ : u  w  u  v that goes through a coastal minimum w in R
that is reached by following a descending path in R from u until reaching a coastal

minimum. Then the path w  u  v is a �ood path from the coastal minimum w
to v .

Next, we show (ii). We de�ne the lowest descent path p from a given vertex

u as the path along the edges of T4 starting in u and ending in a sink, such that

for each edge (v,w) in p, w is the lowest neighbor of v; the highest ascent path is

de�ned analogously. If two lowest descent paths or two highest ascent paths p,q
intersect, then they share a common su�x; as such, p and q do not cross. From

each true coastal minimum, we follow the lowest descent path to reach a sink,

and from each true coastal maximum, we follow the highest ascent path to reach

a peak. Note that an ascending path and a descending path cannot cross, and if

two paths share a common su�x, we can separate them so that all paths form a

planar bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E), where A is the set of true coastal minima
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un+1 v

(a) v < Bn

un+1

v

(b) v ∈ Bn

Figure 6.6: The two cases when un+1 is added. Open and closed vertices are marked

with circles and disks, respectively.

and maxima, and B is the set of sinks and peaks in the terrain. Let u1, . . . ,u |A | be

the vertices in A labeled in the order that they appear as we traverse the coastline.

Each vertex ui ∈ A is connected to exactly one vertex in B by an edge e(ui ) ∈ E.

Since any two true coastal minima are separated by a true coastal maximum and

vice-versa, we assume without loss of generality that u1,u3, . . . are minima and

ui

uj

uk

u`

vpvq

u2,u4, . . . are maxima. Observe that for all n ≥ 1, un and un+1 are

connected to distinct vertices in B. Consider three vertices ui , uj ,
and uk with i < j < k , such that ui and uk are connected to the

same vertex vp and uj is connected to vertex vq . Then vq cannot

be connected to any vertex u` with k < `.

To show that |A| < 2|B |, we consider constructing G incremen-

tally by adding the vertices of A in the order they appear on the coastline; for each

n ≥ 0 let Gn = (An ∪ Bn, En) be the subgraph of G consisting of An = {u1, . . . ,un},
En = {e(u1), . . . , e(un)}, and Bn being the set of B-vertices connected by En . For

each Gn , we call a vertex v ∈ Bn open if it can be reached from un+1 via a path

on the terrain that does not intersect any edge in Gn , and closed otherwise. Let

Cn (On) be the set of closed (open) vertices of Bn . We show by induction in n that

|An | ≤ |On | + 2|Cn |, from which it follows that |An | < 2|Bn | (since not all vertices in

Bn can be closed). Initially, A1 = {u1}, |O1 | = 1 and |C1 | = 0. When un+1 is added

with an edge to a vertex v ∈ Bn+1, there are two cases. If v < Bn (Figure 6.6(a)), then

|Cn+1 | = |Cn | and |On+1 | = |On | + 1, so

|An+1 | = |An | + 1 ≤ |On | + 2|Cn | + 1 = |On+1 | + 2|Cn+1 |.

Otherwise, v ∈ Bn (Figure 6.6(b)). The edge from un+1 to v moves k vertices in On
to Cn+1, so |On+1 | = |On | − k , |Cn+1 | = |Cn | + k . Since both un and un+1 cannot be

maxima or minima, they cannot have the same neighbor and therefore the neighbor

of un is open inGn and closed inGn+1, which implies that k ≥ 1. Thus it follows that

|An+1 | = |An |+1 ≤ |On |+2|Cn |+1 ≤ (|On | −k)+2(|Cn |+k) = |On+1 |+2|Cn+1 |. �
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6.7.6 Example �gures

Figure 6.4 shows an example of �ood path preservation (Theorem 6.1 in Section 6.4).

Figure 6.5 is an example terrain that shows that peaks and upper sequences are not

necessarily preserved, as discussed in Section 6.5.1.
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